Preface

Data mining has been an area of considerable research and application in Australia and the region for many years. This has resulted in the establishment of a strong tradition of academic and industry scholarship, blended with the pragmatics of practice in the field of data mining and analytics. ID3, See5, RuleQuest.com, MagnumOpus, and WEKA is but a short list of the data mining tools and technologies that have been developed in Australasia. Data mining conferences held in Australia have attracted considerable international interest and involvement.

This book brings together a unique collection of chapters that cover the breadth and depth of data mining today. This volume provides a snapshot of the current state of the art in data mining, presenting it both in terms of technical developments and industry applications. Authors include some of Australia’s leading researchers and practitioners in data mining, together with chapters from regional and international authors.

The collection of chapters is based on works presented at the Australasian Data Mining conference series and industry forums. The original papers were initially reviewed for the workshops, conferences and forums. Presenting authors were provided with substantial feedback, both through this initial review process and through editorial feedback from their presentations. A final international peer review process was conducted to include input from potential users of the research, and in particular analytics experts from industry, looking at the impact of reviewed works.

Many people contribute to an effort such as this, starting with the authors! We thank all authors for their contributions, and particularly for making the effort to address two rounds of reviewer comments. Our workshop and conference reviewers provided the first round of helpful feedback for the presentation of the papers to their respective conferences. The authors from a selection of the best papers were then invited to update their contributions for inclusion in this volume. Each submission was then reviewed by at least another two reviewers from our international panel of experts in data mining.

A considerable amount of effort goes into reviewing papers, and reviewers perform an essential task. Reviewers receive no remuneration for all their efforts, but are happy to provide their time and expertise for the benefit of the whole community. We owe a considerable debt to them all and thank them for their enthusiasm and critical efforts.

Bringing this collection together has been quite an effort. We also acknowledge the support of our respective institutions and colleagues who have contributed in many different ways. In particular, Graham would like to thank Togaware (Data Mining and GNU/Linux consultancy) for their ongoing infrastructural support over the years, and the Australian Taxation Office for its
support of data mining and related local conferences through the participation of its staff. Simeon acknowledges the support of the University of Technology, Sydney. The Australian Research Council’s Research Network on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, under the leadership of Professor John Roddick, Flinders University, has also provided support for the associated conferences, in particular providing financial support to assist student participation in the conferences. Professor Geoffrey Webb, Monash University, has played a supportive role in the development of data mining in Australia and the AusDM series of conferences, and continues to contribute extensively to the conference series.

The book is divided into two parts: (i) state-of-art research and (ii) state-of-art industry applications. The chapters are further grouped around common sub-themes. We are sure you will find that the book provides an interesting and broad update on current research and development in data mining.
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Generality Is Predictive of Prediction Accuracy
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Abstract. During knowledge acquisition it frequently occurs that multiple alternative potential rules all appear equally credible. This paper addresses the dearth of formal analysis about how to select between such alternatives. It presents two hypotheses about the expected impact of selecting between classification rules of differing levels of generality in the absence of other evidence about their likely relative performance on unseen data. We argue that the accuracy on unseen data of the more general rule will tend to be closer to that of a default rule for the class than will that of the more specific rule. We also argue that in comparison to the more general rule, the accuracy of the more specific rule on unseen cases will tend to be closer to the accuracy obtained on training data. Experimental evidence is provided in support of these hypotheses. These hypotheses can be useful for selecting between rules in order to achieve specific knowledge acquisition objectives.

1 Introduction

In many knowledge acquisition contexts there will be many classification rules that perform equally well on the training data. For example, as illustrated by the version space \cite{1}, there will often be alternative rules of differing degrees of generality all of which agree with the training data. However, even when we move away from a situation in which we are expecting to find rules that are strictly consistent with the training data, in other words, when we allow rules to misclassify some training cases, there will often be many rules all of which cover exactly the same training cases. If we are selecting rules to use for some decision making task, we must select between such rules with identical performance on the training data. To do so requires a learning bias \cite{2}, a means of selecting between competing hypotheses that utilizes criteria beyond those strictly encapsulated in the training data.

All learning algorithms confront this problem. This is starkly illustrated by the large numbers of rules with very high values for any given interestingness measure that are typically discovered during association rule discovery. Many systems that learn rule sets for the purpose of prediction mask this problem by making arbitrary choices between rules with equivalent performance on the
training data. This masking of the problem is so successful that many researchers appear oblivious to the problem. Our previous work has clearly identified that it is frequently the case that there exist many variants of the rules typically derived in machine learning, all of which cover exactly the same training data. Indeed, one of our previous systems, The Knowledge Factory provides support for identification and selection between such rule variants.

This paper examines the implications of selecting between such rules on the basis of their relative generality. We contend that learning biases based on relative generality can usefully manipulate the expected performance of classifiers learned from data. The insight that we provide into this issue may assist knowledge engineers make more appropriate selections between alternative rules when those alternatives derive equal support from the available training data.

We present specific hypotheses relating to reasonable expectations about classification error for classification rules. We discuss classification rules of the form $Z \rightarrow y$, which should be interpreted as all cases that satisfy conditions $Z$ belong to class $y$. We are interested in learning rules from data. We allow that evidence about the likely classification performance of a rule might come from many sources, including prior knowledge, but, in the machine learning tradition, are particularly concerned with empirical evidence—evidence obtained from the performance of the rule on sample (training) data. We consider the learning context in which a rule $Z \rightarrow y$ is learned from a set of previously unseen data called a test set $D'$ and $D$ should be drawn from the same or from related distributions. For the purposes of the current paper we assume that $D'$ and $D$ are drawn independently at random from the same distribution and acknowledge that violations of this assumption may affect the effects that we predict.

We utilize the following notation.

- $Z(I)$ represents the set of instances in instance set $I$ covered by condition $Z$.
- $E(Z \rightarrow y, I)$ represents the number of instances in instance set $I$ that $Z \rightarrow y$ misclassifies (the absolute error).
- $\varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, I)$ represents the proportion of instance set $I$ that $Z \rightarrow y$ misclassifies (the error) = $\frac{E(Z \rightarrow y, I)}{|I|}$.
- $W \gg Z$ denotes that the condition $W$ is a proper generalization of condition $Z$. $W \gg Z$ if and only if the set of descriptions for which $W$ is true is a proper superset of the set of descriptions for which $Z$ is true.
- $\text{NODE}(W \rightarrow y, Z \rightarrow y)$ denotes that there is no other distinguishing evidence between $W \rightarrow y$ and $Z \rightarrow y$. This means that there is no available evidence, other than the relative generality of $W$ and $Z$, indicating the likely direction (negative, zero, or positive) of $\varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D) - \varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D)$. In particular, we require that the empirical evidence be identical. In the current research the learning systems have access only to empirical evidence and we assume that $W(D') = Z(D') \rightarrow \text{NODE}(W \rightarrow y, Z \rightarrow y)$. Note that $W(D') = Z(D')$ does not preclude $W$ and $Z$ from covering different test cases at classification time and hence having different test set error. We utilize the
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notion of to allow for the real-world knowledge acquisition context in which evidence other than that contained in the data may be brought to bear upon the rule selection problem.

We present two hypotheses relating to classification rules $W \rightarrow y$ and $Z \rightarrow y$ learned from real-world data such that $W \gg Z$ and $\text{NODE}(W \rightarrow y, Z \rightarrow y)$.

1. $\Pr(|\varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(\text{true} \rightarrow y, D)| > |\varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(\text{true} \rightarrow y, D)|) > \Pr(|\varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(\text{true} \rightarrow y, D)| > |\varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(\text{true} \rightarrow y, D)|)$. That is, the error of the more general rule, $W \rightarrow y$, on unseen data will tend to be closer to the proportion of cases in the domain that do not belong to class $y$ than will the error of the more specific rule, $Z \rightarrow y$.

2. $\Pr(|\varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D')| > |\varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D')|) > \Pr(|\varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D')| < |\varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D) − \varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D')|)$. That is, the error of the more specific rule, $Z \rightarrow y$, on unseen data will tend to be closer to the proportion of negative training cases covered by the two rules than will the error of the more general rule, $W \rightarrow y$.

Another way of stating these two hypotheses is that of two rules with identical empirical and other support,

1. the more general can be expected to exhibit classification error closer to that of a default rule, $\text{true} \rightarrow y$, or, in other words, of assuming all cases belong to the class, and
2. the more specific can be expected to exhibit classification error closer to that observed on the training data.

It is important to clarify at the outset that we are not claiming that the more general rule will invariably have closer generalization error to the default rule and the more specific rule will invariably have closer generalization error to the observed error on the training data. Rather, we are claiming that relative generality provides a source of evidence that, in the absence of alternative evidence, provides reasonable grounds for believing that each of these effects is more likely than the contrary.

Observation. With simple assumptions, hypotheses (1) and (2) can be shown to be trivially true given that $D'$ and $D$ are iid samples from a single finite distribution $D$.

1. For any rule $X \rightarrow y$ and test set $D$, $\varepsilon(X \rightarrow y, D) = \varepsilon(X \rightarrow y, X(D))$, as $X \rightarrow y$ only covers instances $X(D)$ of $D$.
2. $\varepsilon(Z \rightarrow y, D) = \frac{E(Z\rightarrow y, Z(D\cap D')) + E(Z\rightarrow y, Z(D-D'))}{|Z(D)|}$
3. $\varepsilon(W \rightarrow y, D) = \frac{E(W\rightarrow y, W(D\cap D')) + E(W\rightarrow y, W(D-D'))}{|W(D)|}$
4. $Z(D) \subseteq W(D)$ because $Z$ is a specialization of $W$.

Recall that both rules have identical empirical support and hence cover the same training cases.
5. \( Z(D \cap D') = W(D \cap D') \) because \( Z(D') = W(D') \).
6. \( Z(D - D') \subseteq W(D - D') \) because \( Z(D) \subseteq W(D) \).
7. From 2-6, \( E(Z \rightarrow y, Z(D \cap D')) \) is a larger proportion of the error of \( Z \rightarrow y \) than is \( E(W \rightarrow y, W(D \cap D')) \) of \( W \rightarrow y \) and hence performance on \( D' \) is a larger component of the performance of \( Z \rightarrow y \) and performance on \( D - D' \) is a larger component of the performance of \( W \rightarrow y \). \( \Box \)

However, in most domains of interest the dimensionality of the instance space will be very high. In consequence, for realistic training and test sets the proportion of the training set that appears in the test set, \( \frac{|D \cap D'|}{|D|} \), will be small. Hence this effect will be negligible, as performance on the training set will be a negligible portion of total performance. What we are more interested in is off-training-set error. We contend that the force of these hypotheses will be stronger than accounted for by the difference made by the overlap between training and test sets, and hence that they do apply to off-training-set error. We note, however, that it is trivial to construct no-free-lunch proofs, such as those of Wolpert [5] and Schaffer [6], that this is not, in general, true. Rather, we contend that the hypotheses will in general be true for ‘real-world’ learning tasks. We justify this contention by recourse to the similarity assumption [7], that in the absence of other information, the greater the similarity between two objects in other respects, the greater the probability of their both belonging to the same class. We believe that most machine learning algorithms depend upon this assumption, and that this assumption is reasonable for real-world knowledge acquisition tasks. Test set cases covered by a more general but not a more specific rule are likely to be less similar to training cases covered by both rules than are test set cases covered by the more specific rule. Hence satisfying the left-hand-side of the more specific rule provides stronger evidence of likely class membership.

A final point that should be noted is that these hypotheses apply to individual classification rules — structures that associate an identified region of an instance space with a single class. However, as will be discussed in more detail below, we believe that the principle is nonetheless highly relevant to ‘complete classifiers,’ such as decision trees, that assign different regions of the instance space to different classes. This is because each individual region within a ‘complete classifier’ (such as a decision tree leaf) satisfies our definition of a classification rule, and hence the hypotheses can cast light on the likely consequences of relabeling sub-regions of the instance space within such a classifier (for example, generalizing one leaf of a decision tree at the expense of another, as proposed elsewhere [8]).

2 Evaluation

To evaluate these hypotheses we sought to generate rules of varying generality but identical empirical evidence (no other evidence source being considered in the research), and to test the hypotheses’ predictions with respect to these rules.

We wished to provide some evaluation both of whether the predicted effects are general (with respect to rules with the relevant properties selected at random)
Table 1. Algorithm for generating a random rule

1. Randomly select an example $x$ from the training set.
2. Randomly select an attribute $a$ for which the value of $a$ for $x$ ($a_x$) is not unknown.
3. If $a$ is categorical, form the rule $IF a = a_x THEN c$, where $c$ is the most frequent class in the cases covered by $a = a_x$.
4. Otherwise (if $a$ is ordinal), form the rule $IF a \# a_x THEN c$, where $\#$ is a random selection between $\leq$ and $\geq$ and $c$ is the most frequent class in the cases covered by $a \# a_x$.

as well as whether they apply to the type of rule generated in standard machine learning applications. We used rules generated by C4.5rules (release 8) [9], as an exemplar of a machine learning system for classification rule generation.

One difficulty with employing rules formed by C4.5rules is that the system uses a complex resolution system to determine which of several rules should be employed to classify a case covered by more than one rule. As this is taken into account during the induction process, taking a rule at random and considering it in isolation may not be representative of its application in practice. We determined that the first listed rule was least affected by this process, and hence employed it. However, this caused a difficulty in that the first listed rule usually covers few training cases and hence estimates of its likely test error can be expected to have low accuracy, reducing the likely strength of the effect predicted by Hypothesis 2.

For this reason we also employed the C4.5rules rule with the highest cover on the training set. We recognized that this would be unrepresentative of the rule’s actual deployment, as in practice cases that it covered would frequently be classified by the ruleset as belonging to other classes. Nonetheless, we believed that it provided an interesting exemplar of a form of rule employed in data mining.

To explore the wider scope of the hypotheses we also generated random rules using the algorithm in Table 1.

From the... , formed by one of these three processes, we developed a... . The most specific rule was created by collecting all training cases covered by the initial rule and then forming the most specific rule that covered those cases. For a categorical attribute $a$ this rule included a clause $a \in X$, where $X$ is the set of values for the attribute of cases in the random selection. For ordinal attributes, the rule included a clause of the form $x \leq a \leq z$, where $x$ is the lowest value and $z$ the highest value for the attribute in the random sample.

Next we found the set of all... —those rules $R$ formed by deleting clauses from the most specific rule $S$ such that $cover(R) = cover(S)$ and there is no rule $T$ that can be formed by deleting a clause from $R$ such that $cover(T) = cover(R)$. The search for the set of most general rules was performed using the OPUS complete search algorithm [10].

Then we formed the:

**Random Most General Rule:** a single rule selected at random from the most general rules.
**Combined Rule:** a rule for which the condition was the conjunction of all conditions for rules in the set of most general rules.

**Default Rule:** a rule with the antecedent $true$.

For all rules, the class was set to the class with the greatest number of instances covered by the initial rule. All rules other than the default rule covered exactly the same training cases. Hence all rules other than the default rule had identical empirical support.

We present an example to illustrate these concepts. We utilize a two dimensional instance space, defined by two attributes, $A$ and $B$, and populated by training examples belonging to two classes denoted by the shapes $\bullet$ and $\star$. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. (a) presents the hypothetical initial rule, derived from some external source. Fig. (b) shows the most specific rule, the rule that most tightly bounds the cases covered by the initial rule. Note that while we have presented the initial rule as covering only cases of a single class, when developing the rules at differing levels of generality we do not consider class information. Fig. (c) and (d) shows the two most general rules that can be formed by deleting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$IF A \leq 6 \land 3 \leq B \leq 7$</td>
<td>$IF 3 \leq A \leq 5 \land 4 \leq B \leq 6$</td>
<td>$IF 4 \leq B \leq 6$</td>
<td>$IF A \leq 5$</td>
<td>$IF A \leq 5 \land 4 \leq B \leq 6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$THEN \bullet$</td>
<td>$THEN \bullet$</td>
<td>$THEN \bullet$</td>
<td>$THEN \bullet$</td>
<td>$THEN \bullet$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Types of rule generated
Table 2. Generality relationships between rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More Specific</th>
<th>More General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>most specific rule</td>
<td>combined rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most specific rule</td>
<td>random most general rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most specific rule</td>
<td>initial rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined rule</td>
<td>random most general rule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

different combinations of boundaries from the most specific rule. Fig. 1(d) shows the combined rule, formed from the conjunction of all most general rules. The generality relationships between these rules are presented in Table 2.

Note that it could not be guaranteed that any pair of these rules were strictly more general or more specific than each other as it was possible for the most specific and random most general rules to be identical (in which case the set of most general rules would contain only a single rule and the initial and combined rules would also both be identical to the most specific and random most general rules. It was also possible for the initial rule to equal the most specific rule even when there were multiple most general rules. Also, it was possible for no generality relationship to hold between an initial and the combined or the random most general rule developed therefrom.

We wished to evaluate whether the predicted effects held between the rules of differing levels of generality so formed. It was not appropriate to use the normal machine learning experimental method of averaging over multiple runs for each of several data sets, as our prediction is not about relationships between average outcomes, but rather relationships between specific outcomes. Further, it would not be appropriate to perform multiple runs on each of several data sets and then compare the relative frequencies with which the predicted effects held and did not hold, as this would violate the assumption of independence between observations relied on by most statistical tools for assessing such outcomes. Rather, we applied the process once only to each of the following 50 data sets from the UCI repository [11]:


These were all appropriate data sets from the repository to which we had ready access and to which we were able to apply the combination of software tools employed in the research. Note that there is no averaging of results. Statistical analysis of the outcomes over the large number of data sets is used to compensate for random effects in individual results due to the use of a single run.
3 Results

Results are presented in Tables \[3\] to \[5\]. Each table row represents one of the combinations of a more specific and more general rule. The right-most columns present win/draw/loss summaries of the number of times the relevant difference between values is respectively positive, equal, or negative. The first of these columns relates to Hypothesis 1. The second relates to Hypothesis 2. Each win/draw/loss record is followed by the outcome of a one-tailed sign test representing the probability of obtaining those results by chance. Where rules \(x\) and \(y\) are identical for a data set, or where one of the rules made no decisions on the unseen data, no result has been recorded. Hence not all win/draw/loss records sum to 50.

**Table 3.** Results for initial rule is C4.5rules rule with most coverage

| \(x\)     | \(y\)     | \(|\alpha - x| > |\alpha - y|\) | \(|\beta - x| < |\beta - y|\) | \(w:d:l\) | \(p\) | \(w:d:l\) | \(p\) |
|------------|------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------|------|-----------|------|
| Most Specific | Combined   | 27:15: 5 | \(< 0.001\) | 21:15:11 | 0.055 |
| Most Specific | Random MG  | 29:14: 4 | \(< 0.001\) | 23:14:10 | 0.017 |
| Most Specific | Initial    | 33:10: 4 | \(< 0.001\) | 28:10: 9 | 0.001 |
| Combined    | Random MG  | 8: 9: 0  | 0.004     | 8: 9: 0  | 0.004 |

Note: \(x\) represents the accuracy of rule \(x\) on the test data. \(y\) represents the accuracy of rule \(y\) on the test data. \(\beta\) represents the accuracy of rules \(x\) and \(y\) on the training data (both rules cover the same training cases and hence have identical accuracy on the training data). \(\alpha\) represents the accuracy of the default rule on the test data.

**Table 4.** Results for initial rule is C4.5rules first rule

| \(x\)    | \(y\)    | \(|\alpha - x| > |\alpha - y|\) | \(|\beta - x| < |\beta - y|\) | \(w:d:l\) | \(p\) | \(w:d:l\) | \(p\) |
|----------|----------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------|------|-----------|------|
| Most Specific | Combined | 16:13: 9  | 0.115 | 17:13: 8 | 0.054 |
| Most Specific | Random MG | 19:10: 9 | 0.044 | 20:10: 8 | 0.018 |
| Most Specific | Initial   | 20: 9: 9  | 0.031 | 21: 9: 8  | 0.012 |
| Combined   | Random MG | 5: 5: 1  | 0.109 | 5: 5: 1  | 0.109 |

See Table 3 for abbreviations.

**Table 5.** Results for initial rule is random rule

| \(x\)  | \(y\)  | \(|\alpha - x| > |\alpha - y|\) | \(|\beta - x| < |\beta - y|\) | \(w:d:l\) | \(p\) | \(w:d:l\) | \(p\) |
|-------|-------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------|------|-----------|------|
| Most Specific | Combined | 26: 5:12 | 0.017 | 21: 5:17 | 0.314 |
| Most Specific | Random MG | 26: 5:12 | 0.017 | 21: 5:17 | 0.314 |
| Most Specific | Initial   | 26: 5:12 | 0.017 | 21: 5:17 | 0.314 |
| Combined   | Random MG | 0: 2: 1 | 1.000 | 1: 2: 0 | 1.000 |

See Table 3 for abbreviations.
As can be seen from Table 3, with respect to the conditions formed by creating an initial rule from the C4.5rules rule with the greatest cover, all win/draw/loss comparisons but one significantly (at the 0.05 level) support the hypotheses. The one exception is marginally significant ($p = 0.055$).

Where the initial rule is the first rule from a C4.5rules rule list (Table 4), all win/draw/loss records favor the hypotheses, but some results are not significant at the 0.05 level. It is plausible to attribute this outcome to greater unpredictability in the estimates obtained from the performance of the rules on the training data when the rules cover fewer training cases, and due to the lower numbers of differences in rules formed in this condition.

Where the initial rule is a random rule (Table 5), all of the results favor the hypotheses, except for one comparison between the combined and random most general rules for which a difference in prediction accuracy was only obtained on one of the fifty data sets. Where more than one difference in prediction accuracy was obtained, the results are significant at the 0.05 level with respect to Hypothesis 1, but not Hypothesis 2.

These results appear to lend substantial support to Hypothesis 1. For all but one comparison (for which only one domain resulted in a variation in performance between treatments) the win/draw/loss record favors this hypothesis. Of these eleven positive results, nine are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. There appears to be good evidence that of two rules with equal empirical and other support, the more general can be expected to obtain prediction accuracy on unseen data that is closer to the frequency with which the class is represented in the data.

The evidence with respect to Hypothesis 2 is slightly less strong, however. All conditions result in the predicted effect occurring more often than the reverse. However, only five of these results are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. The results are consistent with an effect that is weak where the accuracy of the rules on the training data differs substantially from the accuracy of the rules on unseen data. An alternative interpretation is that they are manifestations of an effect that only applies under specific constraints that are yet to be identified.

### 4 Discussion

We believe that our findings have important implications for knowledge acquisition. We have demonstrated that in the absence of other suitable biases to select between alternative hypotheses, biases based on generality can manipulate expected classification performance. Where a rule is able to achieve high accuracy on the training data, our results suggest that very specific versions of the rule will tend to deliver higher accuracy on unseen cases than will more general alternatives with identical empirical support. However, there is another trade-off that will also be inherent in selecting between two such alternatives. The more specific rule will make fewer predictions on unseen cases.

Clearly this trade-off between expected accuracy and cover will be difficult to manage in many applications and we do not provide general advice as to how
this should be handled. However, we contend that practitioners are better off aware of this trade-off than making decisions in ignorance of their consequences.

Pazzani, Murphy, Ali, and Schulenburg [12] have argued with empirical support that where a classifier has an option of not making predictions (such as when used for identification of market trading opportunities), selection of more specific rules can be expected to create a system that makes fewer decisions of higher expected quality. Our hypotheses provide an explanation of this result. When the accuracy of the rules on the training data is high, specializing the rules can be expected to raise their accuracy on unseen data towards that obtained on the training data.

Where a classifier must always make decisions and maximization of prediction accuracy is desired, our results suggest that rules for the class that occurs most frequently should be generalized at the expense of rules for alternative classes. This is because as each rule is generalized it will trend towards the accuracy of a default rule for that class, which will be highest for rules of the most frequently occurring class.

Another point that should be considered, however, is alternative sources of information that might be brought to bear upon such decisions. We have emphasized that our hypotheses relate only to contexts in which there is no other evidence available to distinguish between the expected accuracy of two rules other than their relative generality. In many cases we believe it may be possible to derive such evidence from training data. For example, we are likely to have differing expectations about the likely accuracy of the two alternative generalizations depicted in Fig. 2. This figure depicts a two dimensional instance space, defined by two attributes, A and B, and populated by training examples belonging to two classes denoted by the shapes • and ★. Three alternative rules are presented together with the region of the instance space that each covers. In this example it appears reasonable to expect better accuracy from the rule depicted in Fig. 2a than that depicted in Fig. 2b: as the former generalizes toward a region of the instance space dominated by the same class as the rule whereas the latter generalizes toward a region of the instance space dominated by a different class.

\[ \text{IF } 4 \leq B \leq 6 \quad \text{THEN} \bullet \]

\[ \text{IF } 4 \leq B \leq 7 \quad \text{THEN} \bullet \]

\[ \text{IF } 3 \leq B \leq 6 \quad \text{THEN} \bullet \]

Fig. 2. Alternative generalizations to a rule
While our experiments have been performed in a machine learning context, the results are applicable in wider knowledge acquisition contexts. For example, interactive knowledge acquisition environments [3, 13] present users with alternative rules all of which perform equally well on example data. Where the user is unable to bring external knowledge to bear to make an informed judgement about the relative merits of those rules, the system is able to offer no further advice. Our experiments suggest that relative generality is a factor that an interactive knowledge acquisition system might profitably utilize.

Our experiments also demonstrate that the effect that we discuss is one that applies frequently in real-world knowledge acquisition tasks. The alternative rules used in our experiments were all rules of varying levels of generality that covered exactly the same training instances. In other words, it was not possible to distinguish between these rules using traditional measures of rule quality based on performance on a training set, such as information measures. The only exception was the data sets for which the rules at differing levels of generality were all identical. In all such cases the results were excluded from the win/draw/loss record reported in Tables 3 to 5. Hence the sum of the values in each win/draw/loss record places a lower bound on the number of data sets for which there were variants of the initial rule all of which covered the same training instances. Thus, for at least 47 out of 50 data sets, there are variants of the C4.5rules rule with the greatest cover that cover exactly the same training cases. For at least 38 out of 50 data sets, there are variants of the first rule generated by C4.5rules that cover exactly the same training cases. This effect is not a hypothetical abstraction, it is a frequent occurrence of immediate practical import.

In such circumstances, when it is necessary to select between alternative rules with equal performance on the training data, one approach has been to select the least complex rule [14]. However, some recent authors have argued that complexity is not an effective rule quality metric [8, 15]. We argue here that generality provides an alternative criterion on which to select between such rules, one that allows for reasoning about the trade-offs inherent in the choice of one rule over the other, rather than providing a blanket prescription.

5 On the Difficulty of Measuring Degree of Generalization

It might be tempting to believe that our hypotheses could be extended by introducing a measure of magnitude of generalization together with predictions about the magnitude of the effects on prediction accuracy that may be expected from generalizations of different magnitude.

However, we believe that it is not feasible to develop meaningful measures of magnitude of generalization suitable for such a purpose. Consider, for example, the possibility of generalizing a rule with conditions \( \text{age} < 40 \) and \( \text{income} < 50000 \) by deleting either condition. Which is the greater generalization? It might be thought that the greater generalization is the one that covers the greater number of cases. However, if one rule covers more cases than another then there
will be differing evidence in support of each. Our hypotheses do not relate to this situation. We are interested only in how to select between alternative rules when the only source of evidence about their relative prediction performance is their relative generality.

If it is not possible to develop measures of magnitude of generalization then it appears to follow that it will never be possible to extend our hypotheses to provide more specific predictions about the magnitude of the effects that may be expected from a given generalization or specialization to a rule.

6 Conclusion

We have presented two hypotheses relating to expectations regarding the accuracy of two alternative classification rules with identical supporting evidence other than their relative generality. The first hypothesis is that the accuracy on unseen data of the more general rule will be more likely to be closer to the accuracy on unseen data of a default rule for the class than will the accuracy on unseen data of the more specific rule. The second hypothesis is that the accuracy on previously unseen data of the more specific rule will be more likely to be closer to the accuracy of the rules on the training data than will the accuracy of the more general rule on unseen data.

We have provided experimental support for those hypotheses, both with respect to classification rules formed by C4.5rules and random classification rules. However, the results with respect to the second hypothesis were not statistically significant in the case of random rules. These results are consistent with the two hypotheses, albeit with the effect of the second being weak when there is low accuracy for the error estimate for a rule derived from performance on the training data. They are also consistent with the second hypothesis only applying to a limited class of rule types. Further research into this issue is warranted.

These results may provide a first step towards the development of useful learning biases based on rule generality that do not rely upon prior domain knowledge, and may be sensitive to alternative knowledge acquisition objectives, such as trading-off accuracy for cover. Our experiments demonstrated the frequent existence of rule variants between which traditional rule quality metrics, such as an information measures, could not distinguish. This shows that the effect that we discuss is not an abstract curiosity but rather is an issue of immediate practical concern.
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Abstract. We present a prototype application for graph-based exploration and mining of online databases, with particular emphasis on scientific data. The application builds structured graphs that allow the user to explore patterns in a data set, including clusters, trends, outliers, and relationships. A number of different graphs can be rapidly generated, giving complementary insights into a given data set. The application has a Flash-based graphical interface and uses semantic information from the data sources to keep this interface as intuitive as possible. Data can be accessed from local and remote databases and files. Graphs can be explored using an interactive visual browser, or graph-analytic algorithms. We demonstrate the approach using marine sediment data, and show that differences in benthic species compositions in two Antarctic bays are related to heavy metal contamination.

1 Introduction

Structured graphs have been recognised as an effective framework for scientific data mining — e.g. [1, 2]. A graph consists of a set of nodes connected by edges. In the simplest case, each node represents an entity of interest, and edges between nodes represent relationships between entities. Graphs thus provide a natural framework for investigating relational, spatial, temporal, and geometric data [2], and give insights into clusters, trends, outliers, and other structures. Graphs have also seen a recent explosion in popularity in science, as network structures have been found in a variety of fields, including social networks [3, 4], trophic webs [5], and the structures of chemical compounds [6, 7]. Networks in these fields provide both a natural representation of data, as well as analytical tools that give insights not easily gained from other perspectives.

The Australian Antarctic Data Centre (AADC) sought a graph-based visualisation and exploration tool that could be used both as a component of in-house mining activities, as well as by clients undertaking scientific analyses.

The broad requirements of this tool were:

1. Provide functionality to construct, view, and explore graph structures, and apply graph-theoretic algorithms.
2. **Able to access and integrate data from a number of sources.** Data of interest typically fall into one of three categories:
   - databases within the AADC (e.g. biodiversity, automatic weather stations, and state of the environment reporting databases). These databases are developed and maintained by the AADC, and so have a consistent structure and are directly accessible.
   - flat data files (including external remote sensed environmental data such as sea ice concentration [8], data collected and held by individual scientists, and data files held in the AADC that have not yet been migrated into actively-maintained databases).
   - web-accessible (external) databases. Several initiatives are under way that will enable scientists to share data across the web (e.g. GBIF [9]).

3. **Be web browser-based.** A browser-based solution would allow the tool to be integrated with the AADC’s existing web pages, and thus allow clients to explore the data sets before downloading. It would also allow any bandwidth-intensive activities to be carried out at the server end, an important consideration for scientists on Antarctic bases wishing to use the tool.

4. **Have an intuitive graphical interface** (suitable for a general audience) that would also provide sufficient flexibility for more advanced users (expected to be mostly internal scientists).

5. **Integrated with the existing AADC database structure.** To allow the interface to be as simple as possible, we needed to make use of the existing data structures and environments in the AADC. For example, the AADC keeps a data dictionary, which provides limited semantic information about AADC data, including the measurement scale type (nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio) of a variable. This information would allow the application to make informed processing decisions (such as which dissimilarity metric or measure of central tendency to use for a particular variable) and thus minimise the complexity of the interface.

A large number of software packages and algorithms for graph-based data visualisation have been published, and a summary of a selection of graph software is presented in Table 1 (an exhaustive review of all available graph software is beyond the scope of this paper). Existing software that we were aware of met some but not all of our requirements. The key feature that seemed to be missing from available packages was the ability to construct a graph directly from a data source (i.e. to create a graph that provides a graphical portrayal of the information contained in a data source). Two notable exceptions are GGobi [10] and Zoomgraph [11]. However, GGobi is intended as a general-purpose data visualisation, and has relatively limited support for structured (nodes and edges) graphs. Zoomgraph’s graph construction is driven by scripting commands. For our general audience, we desired that the graph construction be driven by a graphical interface, and not require the user to have any knowledge of scripting or database (e.g. SQL) commands.

This paper describes a prototype tool that implements the requirements listed above. The key novelty of this tool is the ability to rapidly generate a graph
Table 1. A functional summary of a selection of graph software. BG: the package provides functionality for constructing graphs from tabular or other data (manual graph construction excluded); DB,WS: direct access to data from databases/web services; L&D: provides tools for the layout and display of graphs; A: provides algorithms for the statistical analysis of graphs; Int.: interface type; BB: is web browser-based. †Small graphs only. ‡Designed for large graphs. *Limited functionality when run as an applet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>BG</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>L&amp;D</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Int.</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GGobi</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>General data visualisation system with some graph capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoomgraph</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>‡</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Zoomable viewer with database-driven back end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCINET</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Popular social network analysis package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pajek</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>‡</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Analysis and visualization of large networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulip</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large graph layout and visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large graph layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphViz</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Popular layout package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBDUE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subgraph analysis package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

structure from a set of data, without requiring SQL or other scripting commands. The tool can be used to create and explore graph structures from a variety of data sources. The graphical interface has been written as a Flash application; the server-side code is written in ColdFusion (our primary application development environment). The interface can also accept text-based commands for users wishing additional flexibility.

2 Methods

The exploratory analysis process can be divided into three main stages — graph construction; visual, interactive exploration; and the application of specific analytical algorithms. In practice, these components would be used in an interactive, cyclical exploratory process. We discuss each of these aspects in turn.

2.1 Graph Construction

Currently, data can be accessed from one or more local or remote databases (local in this context means “within the AADC”) or user files. Accessing multiple data sources allows a user to integrate their data with other databases, but is predictably made difficult by heterogeneity across sources. We extract data from local databases using SQL statements; either directly or mediated by graphical widgets. Local files can be uploaded using http/get and are expected to be in comma-separated text format. Users are encouraged to use standardised column names (as defined by the AADC data dictionary), allowing the semantic
advantages of the data dictionary to be realised for file data. Remote databases can be accessed using web services. Initially we have provided access only to GBIF data through the DiGIR protocol. Data from web service sources are described by XML schema, which can be used in a similar manner to the data dictionary to provide limited semantic information.

To construct a graph representation of these data, the user must specify which variables are to be used to form the nodes, and a means of forming edges between nodes. Nodes are formed from the discrete values (or \( n \)-tuples) of one or more variables in the database. The graphical interface provides a list of available data sources, and once a data source is selected, a list of all variables provided by that data source. This information comes from the column names in a user file or database table, or from the “concepts” list of a DiGIR XML resource file. Available semantic information is used to decide how to discretise the node variables. Continuous variables need to be discretised to form individual nodes. A simple equal-interval binning option is provided for this purpose. Categorical or ordinal (i.e. discrete) variables need no discretisation, and so this dialogue is not shown unless necessary.

Once defined, each node is assigned a set of attribute data. These data are potentially drawn from all other columns in the database. The graphical interface allows attribute data to be drawn from a different data source provided that the sources can be joined using a single variable. More complex joins can be achieved using text commands. Attribute data are used to create the connectivity of the graph. Nodes that share attribute values are connected by edges, which are optionally weighted to reflect the strength of the linkage between the nodes. The application automatically chooses a weighting scheme that is appropriate to the attribute data type; this choice can be overridden by the user if desired.

Once data sources and variables have been defined, the application parses the node attributes to create edges, and builds an XML (in fact GXL, \[12\]) document that describes the graph. The graph can be either visually explored, or processed with one of many graph-based analytic algorithms.

### 2.2 Graph Visualisation

Graph structures are displayed to the user in an interactive graph browser. The browser is a modified version of the Touchgraph LinkBrowser \[13\], which is an open-source Java tool for graph layout and interaction. Layout is accomplished using a spring-model method, in which each edge is considered to be a spring, and the node positions are chosen to minimise the global energy of the spring system. Nodes also have mutual repulsion in order to avoid overlap in the layout.

While small graphs can reasonably be displayed in their entirety, large graphs often cannot be displayed in a comprehensible form on limited screen real estate. We solve this problem by allowing large graphs to be explored as a dynamic series of smaller graphs (see below). We discuss alternative approaches, such as hierarchical views with varying level of detail, in the discussion.

Interaction with the user is achieved through three main processes: node selection, neighbourhood adjustment, and edge manipulation. The displayed graph
is focused on a selected node. The neighbourhood setting determines how much of the surrounding graph is displayed at any one time. This mechanism allows local regions of a graph to be displayed. Edge manipulation can be done using a slider that sets the weight threshold below which edges are not displayed. It is difficult to judge a priori which edges to filter out, as weak edges can obscure the graph structure in some cases but may be crucial in others. A practical solution is to create a graph with relatively high connectivity (many weak links), and then allow the user to remove links in an interactive manner.

The graph layout is done dynamically, and changes smoothly as the user varies the interactive settings. The graph layout uses various visual properties of the nodes and edges to convey information, including colour, shape, label, and mouse-over popup windows. We also allow attributes of the nodes to set the graph layout. This is particularly useful with spatial and temporal data.

An alternative visualisation option is to save the XML document and import it into the user’s preferred graph software. This might be appropriate with extremely large graphs, since this visualisation tool does not work well with such graphs.

2.3 Analytical Tools

The fields of graph theory and data mining have developed a range of algorithms that assess specific properties of graph structures, including subgraph analyses (e.g. [14,15,16,17,18]), connectivity and flow [7], graph simplification [5,19], clustering, and outlier detection [20,21]. Many of the properties assessed by these tools have interpretations in terms of real-world phenomena (e.g. [22,23,24]) that are not easily assessed from non-graph representations of the data. These provide useful analytical information to complement existing scientific analyses, and also the possibility of building graphs based on analyses of other graphs.

A simple but very useful example is an operator that allows the similarity between two graphs to be calculated. We use an edge-matching metric, equal to the number of edges that appear in both graphs, as a fraction of the total number of unique edges in the two graphs (an edge is considered to appear in both graphs if the same two nodes appear in both graphs, and they are joined by an edge in both graphs). This provides a simple method for exploring the relationships between graphs, and also a mechanism for creating graphs of graphs: given a set of graphs, one can construct another graph $G$ in which each graph in the set is represented by a node. Using a graph similarity operator, one can calculate the similarity between each pair of graphs in the set, and use this similarity information to create weighted edges between the nodes in $G$. The visualisation tool allows a node in a graph to be hyperlinked to another graph, so that each node in a graph of graphs can be explored in its own right. We demonstrate these ideas in the Results section, below.

We have chosen not to implement other algorithms at this stage, concentrating instead on the graph construction and visual exploratory aspects. We raise future algorithm development options in the Discussion section, below.
3 Results

We use a small Antarctic data set to demonstrate the graph construction and visualisation tools in the context of an exploratory scientific investigation.

Australia has an on-going research programme into the environmental impacts of human occupation in Antarctica (see http://www.aad.gov.au/default.asp?casid=13955). A recent component of this programme was an investigation into the relationships between benthic species assemblages and pollution near Australia’s Casey station [25]. Marine sediment samples were collected from two sites in Brown Bay, which is adjacent to a disused rubbish tip and is known to have high levels of many contaminants. Samples were collected at approximately 30 m and 150 m from the tip. Control samples were collected from two sites in nearby, uncontaminated O’Brien Bay. Four replicate samples were collected from two plots at each site, giving a total of 32 samples. Sediment samples were collected by divers using plastic corers and analysed for fauna (generally identified to species or genus level) and heavy metal concentrations (Pb, Cd, Zn, As, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ni, Ag, Sn, Sb). These metals are found in man-made products (e.g. batteries and steel alloys) and can be used as indicators of anthropogenic contamination. Details of the experimental methods are given in [25].

This data set has a very simple structure, comprising a total of 14 variables: site_name, species_id, species_abundance, and measured concentrations of the 11 metals listed above. Site latitude and longitude were not recorded but the site_name string provides information to the site/plot/replicate level (see Fig. 1 caption). All of the above information appears in one database table. The species_id identifier links to the AADC’s central biodiversity database, which provides additional information about each species (although we do not use this additional information in the example presented here). Standard practice would normally also see a separate table for the sample site details, but in this case there are only a small number of sample sites that are specific to this data set.

Fig. 1. A graph of Antarctic marine sample sites, linked by their species attribute data. Sites can be separated into two clusters on the basis of their species, indicating two distinct types of species assemblage. The white node is the “focus” node (see text); other colours indicate the number of distinct species within a site, ranging from grey (low) to black (high). Sites from contaminated Brown Bay (right cluster) have less species (less diversity) than sites from uncontaminated O’Brien Bay (left cluster). Node labels are of the form XBySsPpr and denote the position of the sample in the nested experimental hierarchy. BB_y denotes samples from one of two locations in Brown Bay and OB_y denotes O’Brien Bay; s denotes the site number within location; p denotes the plot number within site; and r denotes the core replicate number within plot.
Despite the simplicity of the data set, there are a large number of graphs that can be generated. The key questions to be answered during the original investigation related to spatial patterns in species assemblages, and the relationships of any such patterns to contamination (heavy metal concentrations).

Spatial patterns in species assemblages can be explored using sites as nodes, and edges generated on the basis of species attribute data. To create this graph, we needed only to select site name as entities, and species id as attributes in the graphical interface. Both of these variables were recognised by the data dictionary as categorical, and so no discretisation was needed. An edge weighting function suitable for species data was selected. This function is based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, which is commonly used with ecological data:

$$w_{ij} = 1 - \frac{\sum_k |x_{ik} - x_{jk}|}{(x_{ik} + x_{jk})},$$

where $w_{ij}$ denotes the weight of the edge from node $i$ to node $j$, and $x_{ik}$ denotes the $k$th attribute of node $i$.

The resultant graph is shown in Fig. 1. Weak edges have been pruned, leaving a core structure of two distinct clusters of sites: the left-hand cluster corresponds to sites from O’Brien Bay; the right-hand cluster Brown Bay. This strong clustering suggests that the species assemblages of the two bays are distinct. As well as this broad two-cluster structure, the graph provides other information about the species composition of the sites. Each cluster shows spatial autocorrelation — that is, samples from a given site in a given bay are most similar to other samples from the same site (e.g. BB3 nodes are generally linked to other BB3 nodes). The colouring of the nodes reflects the number of species within a site (grey=low, black=high), and indicates that the contaminated Brown Bay sites have less species diversity than the uncontaminated O’Brien Bay sites.

An alternative view of the data can be generated by swapping the definitions for entity and attribute, giving a graph of species id nodes with edges calculated on the basis of site id attribute data. Fig. 2 shows four snapshots of this graph. These were captured during an interactive exploration of the graph, during which weak edges were progressively removed from the graph. The sequence of graphs shows the emergence of two clusters of nodes within the graph, and confirms the presence of two broad species assemblages. However, the most commonly-observed species (darkest node colours) lie in the centre of the graph, with two sets of less-commonly observed species on the left and right peripheries of the graph. This indicates that the central species are seen across a range of sites (and hence have links to the majority of species) whereas the species on the peripheries of the graph are seen at restricted sets of sites. This may have implications if we wish to characterise the environmental niches of species. We can investigate further by interactively adjusting the visible neighbourhood of the graph. Fig. 3a shows the same graph as Fig. 2b but focused on the GammIIA species node, and with only the immediate neighbours of that node made visible. This species has direct links to only four other species, and was seen at relatively few sites. This suggests that GammIIA might only be present in certain
Fig. 2. A graph of Antarctic marine species, linked by their site attribute data. The graph in (a) contains the full set of edges, which are progressively filtered out in graphs (b) – (d). As weak edges are pruned, the two clusters emerge. These graphs provide complementary information to that shown in Fig. 1 and confirm that the species can be divided into two broad assemblages. The white node is the “focus node” (see text); other colours indicate the number of sites at which a particular species was observed, ranging from grey (low) to black (high).
Fig. 3. Three different views of the species graph shown in Fig. 2b, each showing only the immediate neighbours of the focus node. (a) and (b) are focused on GammIIA and cirratul, species from the periphery of the original graph, while (c) is focused on the more central OstII. The white node is the “focus node” (see text); other colours indicate the number of sites at which a particular species was observed, ranging from grey (low) to black (high). GammIIA and cirratul have fewer neighbours and were seen at fewer sites than OstII, indicating that OstII is less specialised in its preferred environment than GammIIA and cirratul.

environmental conditions. A similar argument applies to cirratul (Fig. 3b). However, those species that are more central in the graph (e.g. OstII) are connected to many other species and were seen at many sites and are therefore less specialised in terms of their preferred environment.

Having established some patterns in species assemblages, we wish to explore the relationships between these patterns and measured metal contamination. A convenient method for this is through the graph similarity operator. We generated a second graph of sites, using chromium as attribute data (graph not shown), and made an edge-wise weight comparison between the site-species graph and the site-chromium graph. The result is shown in Fig. 4. The structure of this graph is identical to that in Fig. 1 but the colouring of the edges indicates the weight similarity. Darker grey indicates edges that have similar weights in both the site-species and site-chromium graphs. Edges within the O’Brien Bay and Brown Bay clusters are generally well explained by chromium (i.e. similar within-cluster chromium values). More notably, the edges linking the O’Brien Bay cluster to the Brown Bay cluster are not well explained in terms of chromium. Similar results were obtained using the other metal variables,
Fig. 4. The same graph as Fig. 1, but with edge colouring changes to indicate similarity of chromium between sites. Darker edges are those that are better “explained” by chromium patterns (see text for details). Edges within clusters are generally well explained (similar within-cluster chromium values), whereas the inter-cluster edges indicate dissimilar chromium values. These results, and similar results with other metal variables, suggest that species differences between the two bays may be related to heavy metal concentrations.
Fig. 5. A graph of graphs. Each node represents an entire subgraph — in this case, a graph of sites linked by a metal attribute. This graph of graphs indicates that the spatial distributions of copper, lead, iron, and tin are similar, and different to those of nickel, chromium, and the other metals. 

supporting the notion that the differences in the benthic species assemblages of these bays is related to heavy metal contamination.

Finally, we use a graph of graphs to explore the similarities between the spatial patterns of the various heavy metals. We generated 11 graphs, one for each metal, using sites as entities and the metal as attribute data. The pairwise similarities between each of these graphs were calculated. Fig. 5 shows the resultant graph, in which each node represents an entire site-metal graph, and the edges indicate the similarities between those graphs. The graph suggests that copper, lead, iron, and tin are distributed similarly, and that their distribution is different to that of nickel, chromium, and the other metals. This was confirmed by inspecting histograms of metal values at each location: values of copper, lead, iron, and tin were higher at one of the Brown Bay locations (the one closest to the tip) than the other, whereas the remaining metals showed similar levels at each of the two Brown Bay locations.

4 Discussion

Graphs have been previously been recognised for their value in data mining and exploratory analyses. However, existing software tools for such analyses (that we were aware of) did not meet our requirements. We have outlined a prototype web-based tool that builds graph structures from data contained in databases or files, and presents the graphs for visual exploration or algorithmic analysis.

The construction phase requires the user to define the variables that will be used to form the graph nodes. While there may be certain definitions that are logical or intuitive in the context of a particular database (for example, it is probably intuitive to think of species as nodes when exploring a database of wildlife observations), the nodes can in fact be an arbitrary combination of any of the available variables. This is a powerful avenue for interaction and flexibility, as allows the user to interpret the data from a variety of viewpoints, a key to successful data mining.

Our interest in graph-based data mining is focused on relatively small graphs (tens to hundreds of nodes). This is somewhat unusual for graph-based data mining, which often looks to accomodate graphs of thousands or even millions
of nodes. Our focus on small graphs is driven by our application to Antarctic scientific data. Such data are extremely costly to acquire and so many of the data sets that are of interest to us are of relatively small size (generally, tens to thousands of observations). Our goal is to obtain maximum insight into the information provided by these data. This is facilitated by the ability to rapidly generate a number of graphs and interpret a given dataset from a variety of viewpoints, as noted above. Furthermore, the visualisation tool that we have chosen to use provides a high degree of interactivity in terms of the layout of the graph, which further enhances the user’s insight into the data. However, this visualisation tool is best suited to relatively small graphs, as the dynamic layout algorithm becomes too slow for more than about a hundred nodes on a standard PC. Other visualisation tools, specifically designed for large graphs (e.g. FADE [19] and MGV [26]) might be useful for visualising such graphs. FADE [19] and MGV [26] use hierarchical views that can range from global structure of a graph with little local detail, through to local views with full detail. We note that the constraint on graph size lies with the visualisation tool and not the algorithm that we use to generate the graph from the underlying data. We have successfully used our graph generation procedures on a database of wildlife observations comprising approximately 150000 observations of 30 variables — quite a large data set by Antarctic scientific standards!

One of the notable limitations of our current implementation is the requirement that attribute data be discrete. (Edges are only formed between nodes that have an exact match in one or more attributes). Continuous attributes must be discretised, which is both wasteful of information and can lead to different graph structures with different choices of discretisation method. Discretisation is potentially particularly problematic for Antarctic scientific data sets, which tend not only to be relatively small but also sparse. Sparsity will lead to few exact matches in discretised data, and to graphs that may have too few edges to convey useful information. Future development will therefore focus on continuous attribute data.

Many other packages for graph-based data exploration exist, and we have incorporated the features of some of these into our design. The GGobi package [10] has a plugin that allows users to work directly with databases. GGobi also ties into the open-source statistical package R to provide graph algorithms. Zoomgraph [11] takes the same approach. This is one method of providing graph algorithms without the cost of re-implementation. Another is simply to pass the graph to the user, who can then use one of the many freely-available graph software packages (e.g. [25, 29, 30, 31]). Yet another approach, which we are currently investigating, is the use of analytical web services. Our development has been done in Coldfusion, which can make use of Java and can also expose any function as a web service. This may allow us to deploy functions from an existing Java graph library such as Jung [31] as a set of web services. This approach would have the advantage that external users could also make use of the algorithms, by passing their GXL files via web service calls.
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Abstract. Data mining practice in industry heavily depends on experienced data mining professionals to provide solutions. Normal business users cannot easily use data mining tools to solve their business problems, because of the complexity of data mining process and data mining tools. In this paper, we propose a case-based data mining platform, which reuses the knowledge captured in past data mining cases to semi-automatically solve new similar problems. We first extend generic data mining model for knowledge reuse. Then we define data mining case. And then we introduce this platform in detail from its storage bases, functional modules, user interface, and application scenario. Theoretically, this platform can simplify data mining process, reduce the dependency on data mining professional, and shorten business decision time.
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1 Introduction

Data mining is a technique of extracting useful but implicit knowledge from large amounts of data. It has been widely used to solve business problems, such as, customer segmentation, customer retention, credit scoring, product recommendation, direct marketing campaigns, cross selling, fraud detection, and so on [2]. These problems are ubiquitous in most companies regardless of their size. Data mining has been an important technique applied in current business decision.

Data mining process is not trivial. It consists of many steps, such as, business problem definition, data collection, data preprocessing, modelling, and model deployment [4]. In each step, different techniques may be applied. For example, during the modelling, techniques such as association analysis, decision trees, neural networks, regression, clustering, and time sequence analysis can be used. On the other hand, many commercial data mining tools, such as, Clementine, Enterprise Miner, and Intelligent Miner, have been widely used to solve data mining problems. Even though they have provided user-friendly graphical interfaces to drag-and-drop algorithms to form a processing flow, the prerequisite to successfully conduct a data mining process is that the user should know what those algorithms can do, how to make use of them sequentially, and how to set the parameters.

Because of the complexity of data mining process and data mining tools, normal business users cannot easily use data mining tools to solve their business problems.
Data mining practice in industry heavily depends on experienced data mining professionals to provide solutions. For the rarity of data mining professionals, data mining practice has become quite expensive and time-consuming.

In this paper, we propose a case-based data mining platform. It makes use of the knowledge captured in past data mining cases to formulate semi-automatic data mining solutions for typical business problems. Knowledge reuse is the key to this case-based data mining platform. In order for knowledge reuse, we should concern the issues, such as, what is the reusable knowledge in data mining process, how to represent the reusable knowledge, and how to take the reusable knowledge into use. In the remainder of this paper, we will first discuss the extensions of generic data mining model for knowledge reuse in Section 2. We will define data mining case in Section 3. In Section 4, we will have a look on this case based data mining platform on its storage base, functional modules, user interface, and application scenario. In the last section, we will give a brief conclusion.

2 Extending Data Mining Model for Knowledge Reuse

Data mining, as a technique, has been investigated for several decades. The generic data mining model can be simply described as using historical data to generate useful model. This generic model has often been extended for certain purposes or in certain application domains. For example, Kotasek and Zendulka [6] have taken domain knowledge into consideration in their data mining model, the MSMiner [11] has integrated ETL and data warehouse into its data mining model, and the CWM [8] has treated data mining as one of its analysis functions. Here, in order for knowledge reuse, we also need to extend this generic data mining model.

The first extension is to relax the algorithms resided in data mining system. That is, data mining algorithms can be externally implemented and can be called by a data mining system. Actually, this kind of extension has been widely implemented in data mining library such as visual basic data mining library [12] and WEKA [14]. The purpose that we recall it here is to show the roadmap of our model’s extensions. Meanwhile, in order to relax the dependence of data mining system with its input and output, we use a data base to externally store its input data, and a model base to externally store its output models. Thus, a data mining system has associated a data storage base, an algorithm storage base, and a model storage base.

The second extension is to use processing flows generated in past data mining solutions to solve new similar problems. Even though data mining, as a whole, has its well-understood processing steps, a concrete data mining’s processing flow may vary with others when they belong to different industry types, or they have different data mining tasks, or they have different expectations on output model. For example, the process of building a customer classification model for automobile industry may be quite different with the process of building a prediction model for telecommunication industry. This kind of processing flow shows the information, such as, what data have been used in the process, what operators have been involved, what model(s) has been generated, and most importantly, how these data, operators, and model(s) are connected in a sequence. On the contrary, to the applications which have the same industry type, the same data mining task, and the same expectation on output model,
the processing flows will be quite similar. Based on these facts, when we deal with a new problem, we can use a similar case’s processing flow as template to solve it.

At this time, it is not ready yet to take a past case’s processing flow to reuse, because the issue about how to get a right case at right time is not concerned. This issue is a problem of similarity-based retrieval. That is, we compare the similarity scores of new problem with the past cases, and then we select the most similar case as the right one to help solve the new problem. For this requirement on similarity-based retrieval, we need further to define some meaningful and comparable attributes to calculate similarity scores. Generally, these attributes include industry type, problem type, business objective, data mining goal, and other, which can determine a data mining case’s processing flow at a general level. For simplifying the description, we use the term of data mining task to enclose these meaningful and comparable attributes. Data mining task is attached on the data mining system to retrieve similar data mining cases. It is also the third extension to generic data mining model.

Now, we can illustrate the data mining model that we have extended. As shown in Figure 1, the central part of this data mining model is a process builder. It retrieves similar cases based on data mining task, loads data from the data base, calls operators from operator base, reuses processing flows to generate model(s) for new data mining problem, and outputs model(s) to model base.

This data mining model has used the concept of case-based reasoning (CBR). Case-based reasoning [1] is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). It has been widely used to solve the problems such as configuration, classification, planning, prediction, and so on [13]. From the perspective of case-based reasoning, this data mining model has taken knowledge retrieval and knowledge reuse into consideration, it has also figured out the content of data mining cases. In the next section, we will have a close look on data mining case.

3 Data Mining Case

From case-based reasoning perspective, a case is a knowledge container [9]. A case should be defined and represented at an operable level. In this section, we will introduce data mining case definition and representation.
From above discussion, we can see that a data mining case consists of five parts: the task, the data, the operator, the model, and the processing flow. Here, we will further define the detailed contents of every part. As shown in Figure 2, data mining case is defined with tree structure in several levels. The first level has included the task, the data, the operator, the model and the processing flow part. In the following, we will concern other levels’ contents.

To data mining task, as mentioned before, it includes the elements of industry type, problem type, business objective, data mining goal, company name, and department name. Among them, the first four elements are used for similarity assessment, while the later two elements are used for case grouping.

To the data in this data mining case, what we include is the information about data storage and metadata. The general situation about data storage is that the data are stored in a database or a data warehouse, whereas the data contain many tables, and a table contains many fields. Based on this situation, we describe the data with more three levels: the first level corresponds to the data (a set of tables), the second level corresponds to the table, and the third level corresponds to the field. At each level, there are many other elements, such as, the name, the type, and so on. In a data mining case, the original data and the intermediate data generated in the data mining process all are stored. So, in a data mining case, there are several data description parts.

To the operator in data mining case, it has the elements such as its path, name, category, function, input, parameters, output, and guideline. Here, the operator guideline is used to record the reusable knowledge concerned with the context of an operator on such question as why this operator is required. Furthermore, different operator has different parameters. Thus, we separate operator parameter from operator itself and define it as next level elements. Operator parameter includes the elements such as its name, type, value type, and so on. Among them, the parameter guideline is an important part. It is used to record the reusable knowledge concerned with the internal issues of an operator on such questions as what parameters are required, and how to set their values under certain conditions.

To the model generated in data mining process, we will not define the model’s representation format. We just use PMML [5] language to represent model. PMML has become an industry standard. So, in data mining case, the model includes the elements of model type, model parameter, PMML code path, and PMML code name.

Finally, the processing flow describes connective relations of the data, the operators, and the model(s). So, the numbers of the data, operators, and models have been included as the elements of processing flow. The most important part of the processing flow is connections. A connection has an input ID, an operator ID, and an output ID. A data mining case only has one processing flow, and correspondingly, a processing flow corresponds to a data mining case.

As to case representation, we use XML to represent our data mining case. XML is easy to extend and exchange. In our work, the corresponding data mining case representation language (DMCRL) has been defined. The XML-based DMCRL is easy to extend to represent all kinds of data mining cases and easy to integrate with PMML.
Fig. 2. Date Mining Case Model
4 Case-Based Data Mining Platform

4.1 Storage Bases and Functional Modules

After defining data mining case, we would like to modify the extended data mining model, which has been shown in Figure 1, to draw the architecture of this case-based data mining platform, as shown in Figure 3. Compared with the extended data mining model, the task part and processing flow part have been obliterated and they have been enclosed into data mining case, while data mining case is represented with DMCRL and stored in DMCRL repository. At the same time, the process builder has also changed as a case builder.

In this platform, there are four storage bases and five functional modules. The four storage bases are data base, operator base, model base, and DMCRL repository. Among them, the data base, the operator base, and the model base are respectively used to store the data, the operator, and the model. Even though the descriptive parts of the data, the operator, and the model have been encoded in DMCRL, their physical parts are still stored in these storage bases. The DMCRL repository is used to store the data mining cases, which have been represented with DMCRL. The DMCRL repository is also the knowledge base to this platform, because the reusable knowledge of data mining process has been encoded in data mining case, represented with DMCRL, and stored in DMCRL repository.

The five functional modules are case builder, case retriever, data connector, operator adaptor, and model translator. Among them, the case builder is the central functional module. It is used to conduct the data mining process with the supports of other functional modules. The case retriever is used to retrieve the similar case(s) from the DMCRL repository after setting the data mining task. The data connector is
used to connect the data base with the case builder. The connector can be the commonly used ODBC or JDBC. The operator adaptor is used to interface the operators with the case builder. Because the operators may be implemented by third parts, we should design the corresponding adaptors to all the operators from different providers. Lastly, the model translator is used to translate the model into the PMML-represented format.

Fig. 4. Main User Interface
4.2 User Interface

The main user interface of this platform is illustrated as Figure 4. Here, the main user interface is the one of case builder, while the other four functional models are dialog-based interface. On its upper part, we can see there are three functional sub-windows. From left to right, and from top to bottom, the three windows respectively are case management window, case exploring window, and similar case management window. Coupled with these three windows, there are three tabbed windows. As shown in the lower part, they are respectively operator management window, case building window, and message window. Thus, there are totally six functional windows.

The case management window is used to organize the cases. The cases can be grouped from different aspects, such as, industry type, business objective, data mining goal, as well as company name and department name. The operator management window is used to organize and register operators. The operators can be the data mining libraries from third parts. The case exploring window is used to explore the case’s content in detail. The case will be displayed with graphical flow in case exploring window. The user can view these aspects, such as, what data have been used, what operators have been involved, and what model(s) has been generated. The case building window is used to build the new case. Besides exploring a concrete case, we can modify the processing flow or build a new processing flow from scratch in case building window. The similar case management window is used to manage the similar cases. We assume we can get more than one similar case at similar case retrieval. The similar case management window is used to navigate all the similar cases to view. Meanwhile, there is a threshold to set the criterion of similarity and control the number of retrieved similar cases. The last window is the message window, which is used to log the messages generated in the data mining process.

These six windows can communicate one and another. For example, from the case management window, we can select a specific case to explore its content in case exploring window, to retrieve its similar cases and display in similar case management window, or to be used as template to modify in case building window. From the similar case management window, we can select a specific case to explore in the case exploring window or modify in the case building window.

4.3 Application Scenario

Basically, the application scenarios of this platform include case exploring, model building, and model deployment. Among them, the model building is the main application scenario and will be explained here. As shown in figure 5, the activity diagram of model building is illustrated. Suppose a new data mining case is needed to conduct on this platform, the user needs to do the steps:

1. Click “Retrieve Similar Case” button, which is located at the bottom of case management window, to open “Case Retriever” dialog.
2. Input data mining task on case retriever. The elements of data mining task have been listed on case retriever. The user needs to set the values of these elements by directly inputting or selecting from combo boxes.

3. Click “Retrieve” button on case retriever to retrieve similar case from DMCRL repository. We assume there are enough cases stored in DMCRL repository. The number of retrieved similar case depends on the threshold value of similarity. The threshold value can be adjusted on the bottom of similar case management window.

4. If there is no similar case, an expert is required to conduct the data mining process on case builder window. Under this situation, this platform is worked as a common data mining platform. On the other hand, if several similar cases have been
retrieved, they will be display in similar case management window. The user can view them one by one and select a proper one as template to solve the new problem. About the proper case, the general situation is that the most similar case is the proper one.

5. When a proper similar case is selected as template, it will be opened in case builder window. For the convenience in further description, the processing flow displayed in case building window of Figure 5 will be used as example to describe from now on.

6. In case building window, right-click on Data_1 node to invoke data connector. With data connector, we connect current problem’s input data to this platform. On data connector, the user can set input data’s location, name, type, and other information.

7. Right-click the followed Oper_1 node to invoke operator adapter. From operator adaptor, the user can first check this operator’s usability by viewing its category, function, and guidelines. If it is not a proper operator, the user needs to delete it or insert a new operator ahead of it. If it is a proper operator, the user needs to connect it by setting its path, name, input ID, parameters, and output ID. At setting the operator’s parameters, we can refer the parameter’s guideline to see how to set its value. After setting all the required values of the operator, the user can execute it.

8. Do in the same way to check and execute the rest operator nodes. A note is that, between two successive operators, there is a data node. This data node is the output of former operator and is also the input of successive operator. The user can view, or save, or export this intermediate data. At the rear part, some intermediate model will be generated. The user can view it first and then decide to accept or discard it. When the final model has been generated, the application scenario of model building is end.

   From this application scenario, we can see that the reusable knowledge, either the whole processing flow, the operator guideline, or the parameter guideline, are very helpful to solve a new data mining problem. These knowledge are worked as a supervisor aside of the user. They can eliminate many perplexities for user, such as, what steps should be taken, what operators should be used, how the parameters should be set, and so on.

5 Conclusion

Data mining is a complex and time-consuming process. Data mining practice in industry heavily depends on data mining professionals to provide solutions. In this paper, we have proposed a case-based data mining platform, which reuses the knowledge captured in the past data mining cases to solve new similar problems. This platform is under developing. The XML-based data mining case representation language has been defined, and the storage bases, the functional modules and the user interface have been designed. From its application scenario, we can see that this platform can eliminate many perplexities, such as, what steps should be taken, what
operators should be used, how the parameters should be set, and so on. A normal business user can easily and quickly use the knowledge encoded in data mining cases to conduct their data mining practice on this platform. Compared with other systems, this case-based data mining platform will simplify data mining process, reduce the dependency on data mining professional, and shorten business decision time.
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Abstract. When different subsamples of the same data set are used to induce classification trees, the structure of the built classifiers is very different. The stability of the structure of the tree is of capital importance in many domains, such as illness diagnosis, fraud detection in different fields, customer’s behaviour analysis (marketing), etc, where comprehensibility of the classifier is necessary. We have developed a methodology for building classification trees from multiple samples where the final classifier is a single decision tree (Consolidated Trees). The paper presents an analysis of the structural stability of our algorithm versus C4.5 algorithm. The classification trees generated with our algorithm, achieve smaller error rates and structurally more steady trees than C4.5 when using resampling techniques. The main focus on this paper is showing how Consolidated Trees built with different sets of subsamples tend to converge to the same tree when the number of used subsamples is increased.

1 Introduction

Many examples of the use of resampling techniques —oversampling or undersampling— with different objectives can be found in bibliography. A very important application of resampling is to use it in order to equilibrate the class distribution in databases with class imbalance [12],[18]. In many areas, such as medicine, fraud detection, etc; cases of one of the classes can be difficult to obtain. This leads very often to class imbalance in the data set which, in general, does not even coincide with the distribution expected in reality. A similar case is the one of databases with non-uniform cost, where the misclassification cost is not the same for the whole confusion matrix. In these cases, if the algorithm does not take into account the cost-matrix in the induction process, the use of resampling techniques to make some errors become more important than others can be a way of introducing such a cost in the learning algorithm [9]. On the other hand, for some databases the use of machine learning algorithms is computationally too expensive due to their memory requirements. In these cases resampling can be used for size reduction [4],[16]. We can not forget one of the most extended uses of resampling techniques: the
construction of multiple classifiers such as bagging, boosting, etc; able to obtain larger accuracy in the classification [1],[3],[6],[10].

In all the mentioned cases, subsamples obtained by resampling the original data set will be given to the learning algorithm in order to build a classifier. This resampling affects severely the behaviour of the classification algorithms [12]. Classification trees are not an exception. Classification trees induced from slightly different subsamples of the same data set are very different in accuracy and structure [8]. This weakness is called unsteadiness or instability. The stability is of capital importance in many domains, such as illness diagnosis, fraud detection in different fields, customer’s behaviour analysis (marketing), etc, where comprehensibility of the classifier is necessary [7]. As Turney found working on industrial applications of decision tree learning, “the engineers are disturbed when different batches of data from the same process result in radically different decision trees. The engineers lose confidence in the decision trees even when we can demonstrate that the trees have high predictive accuracy” [17]. Some authors [7],[17] have measured the stability of a classifier observing if different instances agree in the prediction made for each case of the test set (logical stability or variance). However, since the explanation of a tree comes from its structure we need a way of building structurally steady classifiers in order to obtain a convincing explanation (physical stability or structural stability).

This paper presents an analysis of the structural stability of decision trees built using the Consolidated Trees’ Construction algorithm (CTC). The CTC algorithm, opposite to other algorithms that work with many subsamples (bagging, boosting), induces a single tree, therefore it does not lose the comprehensibility of the base classifier. A measure of similarity between two induced classifiers (tree’s structures) will be used in order to evaluate the structural stability of the algorithm. The structural analysis done shows that the algorithm has a steadier behaviour than C4.5 [15], obtaining this way a steadier explanation. In this paper the main focus is done in showing how the trees built with the proposed algorithm tend to become more similar when the number of subsamples used to build them increases. In some domains, they converge to the same instance of tree even if different subsamples are used.

The discriminating capacity of the CTC algorithm has already been evaluated in previous works [13],[14]. These works show that the classification trees generated using the CTC algorithm achieve smaller error rates than the ones built with C4.5, giving this way a better quality to the explanation.

The paper proceeds with a description of our methodology for building classification trees, Section 2. In Section 3, the description of the data set and the experimental set-up is presented. This paper includes a summary of the results of our previous work in Section 4. Section 5 presents the analysis of the structural stability and convergence of the structure of trees built with CTC algorithm. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to summarise the conclusions and further work.

2 Consolidated Trees’ Construction Algorithm

Consolidated Trees’ Construction algorithm (CTC) uses several subsamples to build a single tree. This technique is radically different from bagging, boosting, etc. The consensus is achieved at each step of the tree’s building process and only one tree is built.
The different subsamples are used to make proposals about the feature that should be used to split in the current node. The split function used in this work is the gain ratio criterion (the same used by Quinlan in C4.5). The decision about which feature will be used to make the split in a node of the Consolidated Tree (CT) is accorded among the different proposals. The decision is made by a voting process node by node. Based on this decision, all the subsamples are divided using the same feature. The iterative process is described in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm starts extracting a set of subsamples \((Number\_Samples)\) from the original training set. The subsamples can be obtained based on the desired resampling technique \((Resampling\_Mode)\).

Decision tree’s construction algorithms, usually divide the initial sample in several data partitions. In our algorithm, \(LS^i\) contains the data partitions created from each subsample \(S^i\).

**Algorithm 1.** Consolidated Trees’ Construction Algorithm (CTC)

Generate \(Number\_Samples\) subsamples \((S')\) from \(S\) with \(Resampling\_Mode\) method.

\[
\text{CurrentNode} := \text{RootNode}
\]

for \(i := 1\) to \(Number\_Samples\)

\[
LS^i := \{S^i\}
\]

end for

repeat

for \(i := 1\) to \(Number\_Samples\)

\[
\text{CurrentS}^i := \text{First}(LS^i)
\]

\[
LS^i := LS^i - \text{CurrentS}^i
\]

Induce the best split \((X,B)^i\) for \(\text{CurrentS}^i\)

end for

Obtain the consolidated pair \((X_c,B_c)\), based on \((X,B)^i, 1 \leq i \leq Number\_Samples\)

if \((X_c,B_c) \neq \text{Not\_Split}\)

Split \text{CurrentNode} based on \((X_c,B_c)\)

for \(i := 1\) to \(Number\_Samples\)

Divide \(\text{CurrentS}^i\) based on \((X_c,B_c)\) to obtain \(n\) subsamples \(\{S^i_1, \ldots S^i_n\}\)

\[
LS^i := \{S^i_1, \ldots S^i_n\} + LS^i
\]

end for

else consolidate \text{CurrentNode} as a leaf

end if

\[
\text{CurrentNode} := \text{NextNode}
\]

until \(\forall i, LS^i\) is empty

In the algorithm, the consolidation of a node is divided in two main parts. The first one where a separate analysis is done in each of the subsamples, and the second one, where based on all the proposals, a decision to consolidate the node is made. At this point, all the subsamples are forced to make the same split.

The pair \((X,B)^i\) is the split proposal for the first partition in \(LS^i\). \(X\) is the feature selected to split and \(B\) indicates the proposed branches or criteria to divide the data in the current node. \(X_c\) is the feature obtained by a voting process among all the
proposed $X$. Whereas $B_{c}$ is the median of the proposed Cut values when $X_{c}$ is continuous and all the possible values of the feature when $X_{c}$ is discrete.

When a node is consolidated as a leaf node, the a posteriori probabilities associated to it are calculated by averaging the a posteriori obtained from the data partitions related to that node in all the subsamples.

The used resampling technique and the number of subsamples used in the tree’s building process are important aspects of the algorithm [16]. There are many possible combinations for the Resampling_Mode: size of the subsamples — 100%, 75%, 50%, etc; of the original training set —, with replacement or without replacement, stratified or not, etc. In previous works stratified subsamples of 75% and 50% of the original training set and bootstrap samples have been used for experimentation and we have observed that CTC algorithm behaves in a similar manner for all of them. We present in this paper results for stratified subsamples of 75% because the quality of the achieved results is slightly better than it is with other combinations.

Once the consolidated tree has been built, it works the same way a decision tree does.

![Consolidated Tree's Progress](image)

**Fig. 1.** Example of a Consolidated Tree’s (CT) building process based on C4.5 (gain ratio)

We present an example of how a CT tree is built in Fig.1. In the first step, “sex” ($X$) variable with branches “m” and “f” ($B$) is proposed by two of the samples and “age” ($X$ ) with cut value “33” ($B$) by another one. Whereas in the second step, the proposed variables are “age” for two of the samples and “color” for a third one. If the
proportions appearing in the figure are representative of the proportions happening in each step of the CT’s building process, $X_c$ will be “sex” in the first step with branches “m” and “f”, and “age” in the second one with 30 selected as cut value.

In the last step of the example in Fig. 1, the proposal is not to split the node in two of the partitions and in another one the proposal is to split it using “color” variable. If this proportion is maintained, the final decision will be to consolidate the node as a leaf.

### 3 Experimental Methodology

Twenty databases of real applications have been used for the experimentation. Most of them belong to the well known UCI Repository benchmark [2]. The Segment domain has been used for experimentation in two different ways: taking into account the whole set of data (segment2310) and conserving the training/test division of the original data set (Segment210). The Faithful database is a real data application from our environment, centred in the electrical appliance’s sector. Table 1 shows the wide range of characteristics of the used domains: the number of patterns (N. of patterns) goes from 148 to 24,507, the number of features (N. of features) from 4 to 57 and the number of classes of the dependent variable (N. of classes) from 2 to 15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>N. of patterns</th>
<th>N. of features</th>
<th>N. of classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast-W</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart-C</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypo</td>
<td>3163</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph</td>
<td><em>148</em></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit-G</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-L</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick-E</td>
<td>3163</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit-A</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-Y</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart-H</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment2310</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>4601</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faithful</td>
<td>24507</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CTC methodology has been compared to the C4.5 tree building algorithm Release 8 of Quinlan, using the default parameter settings. Both kinds of trees have been pruned, using the pruning algorithm of the C4.5 R8 software, to situate both
systems in a similar zone in the learning curve [11],[19]. We can not forget that developing too much a classification tree leads to a greater probability of overtraining. The validation methodology used in this experimentation has been to execute 5 times a 10-fold stratified cross validation [11]. In each of the folds of the cross-validation 100 stratified subsamples have been extracted, always without replacement and with size of 75% of the training sample in the corresponding fold. These subsamples have been used to build both kinds of trees, CT and C4.5.

For CTC algorithm the subsamples have been used disjointedly to build the trees, which has led to different number of instances of CTs when varying the Number_Samples ($N_S$) parameter: $N_S = 5$ (20 trees), $N_S = 10$ (10 trees), $N_S = 20$ (5 trees), $N_S = 30$ (3 trees), $N_S = 40$ (2 trees) and $N_S = 50$ (2 trees). This means that for each fold, 42 Consolidated Trees have been built.

For C4.5 algorithm different options have been tried:

- C4.5$_{100}$ consists on building a tree with each one of the 100 subsamples mentioned before, generated undersampling the training set (fold). The amount of information of the original training set used by each algorithm is different in this case: a CT sees more information than a C4.5 tree, which can lead to differences in accuracy. This has led us to design another comparison, where both algorithms use the same information (C4.5$_{\text{union}}$).

- The sample used to induce each one of the C4.5$_{\text{union}}$ trees will be the union of the subsamples used to build the corresponding CT. So, in this experimentation the information handled by both algorithms is the same. In this case as many C4.5 trees as CTs are built.

- Related to the previous one we made a third comparison among C4.5 and CTC algorithm where the C4.5 trees have been built directly from the training data belonging to each fold of the 10-fold cross-validation (C4.5$_{\text{not resampling}}$). We can not forget that this case can not be used when resampling is required. However we think the comparison is interesting to appreciate correctly the achieved error rates.

The number of C4.5 trees generated is larger than the number of CT trees. We have generated 100 C4.5$_{100}$ trees, 42 C4.5$_{\text{union}}$ trees (same amount that CT trees) and one C4.5$_{\text{not resampling}}$ in each fold.

With this information we can quantify the number of trees generated for the wide experimentation described in this section. For each of the 20 databases, 5 runs of 10 folds have been generated, so, for CTC algorithm, 42,000 trees have been built, and for C4.5 algorithm, 100,000 (C4.5$_{100}$) + 42,000 (C4.5$_{\text{union}}$) + 100 (C4.5$_{\text{not resampling}}$) = 142,100 trees.

4 Summary of Previous Work

This section is devoted to present the results of different comparisons made among the two algorithms (C4.5 and CTC).

The analysis has been made from two points of view: error and structural stability. In order to evaluate the structural stability, a structural distance among the trees that are being compared has been defined: Common. This structural measure is based on a pair to pair comparison, Similarity, among all the trees of the set. This function
(Similarity) counts the common nodes among two trees. It is calculated starting from the root and covering the tree, level by level. If two nodes coincide in the feature used to make the split, the proposed branches or stratification and the position in the tree, they will be counted as common nodes. When a different node is found the subtree under that node is not taken into account. For a set of trees $T_{set}$ with $m$ trees the Common value is calculated as the average value of all the possible pair to pair comparisons (Equation 1):

$$\text{Common}(T_{set}) = \frac{2}{m(m-1)} \sum_{k<l}^{m-1} \text{Similarity}(T_k, T_l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

From a practical point of view, Common quantifies structural stability of the classification algorithm, whereas the error would quantify the quality of the explanation given by the tree. Evidently an improvement in structural stability must be supported with a reasonable error rate. Our main goal has been to increase stability with no loss in accuracy.

As a summary of previous work we can say that the behaviour of the CTC algorithm improves when the value of Number_Samples increases. When this value is 20 or greater, the results for CTC are better in average than results for any of the versions of C4.5. Table 2 shows the results of the comparison of CTC (with N_S = 30), C4.5100, C4.5union, and C4.5not_resampling.

Values related to Error and Common are given (column R.Dif is always calculated as the relative difference among the CTC results and the results of C4.5). The table shows that in 16 (C4.5100), 17 (C4.5union) and 9 (C4.5not_resampling) domains out of 20,

| Table 2. Average results of Error and Common for every domain. CTC (N_S = 30), C4.5100 (C4.51), C4.5union (C4.5u) and C4.5not_resampling (C4.5n_r) are shown. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Error & Common | CTC | C4.51 | R.Dif | C4.5u | R.Dif | C4.5n_r | R.Dif | CTC | C4.51 | C4.5u | C4.5n_r |
| Breast-W | 5.58 | 6.06 | -7.99 | 6.26 | -10.87 | 5.63 | -0.99 | 2.94 | 1.67 | 19.47 | 2.38 |
| Heart-C | 23.12 | 24.57 | -5.88 | 27.94 | -17.23 | 23.96 | -3.48 | 7.36 | 1.46 | 16.11 | 3.18 |
| Hypo | 0.72 | 0.78 | -1.53 | 1.23 | -4.13 | 0.71 | 1.31 | 3.97 | 2.63 | 24.34 | 3.39 |
| Credit-G | 28.03 | 28.28 | -0.89 | 32.71 | -14.29 | 28.50 | -1.64 | 12.25 | 2.33 | 42.97 | 4.42 |
| Segment210 | 12.72 | 13.71 | -7.20 | 12.75 | -0.26 | 13.61 | -6.52 | 5.38 | 1.96 | 8.19 | 1.95 |
| Iris | 4.63 | 6.29 | -26.50 | 6.63 | -30.14 | 5.75 | -19.39 | 2.80 | 2.06 | 5.87 | 3.20 |
| Glass | 30.26 | 32.48 | -6.33 | 30.28 | -0.07 | 31.55 | -4.08 | 6.62 | 2.65 | 17.27 | 6.01 |
| Voting | 3.42 | 4.17 | -17.87 | 5.47 | -37.49 | 3.41 | 0.41 | 4.45 | 2.19 | 22.21 | 4.21 |
| Hepatitis | 20.70 | 20.68 | 0.03 | 22.03 | -6.03 | 20.29 | 0.01 | 4.06 | 0.85 | 12.23 | 3.25 |
| Soybean-L | 11.18 | 13.53 | -17.37 | 10.92 | 2.34 | 11.02 | 1.46 | 15.54 | 6.18 | 22.95 | 12.14 |
| Sick-E | 2.32 | 2.21 | 4.93 | 2.91 | -20.22 | 1.96 | 18.54 | 7.73 | 4.75 | 16.74 | 8.13 |
| Liver | 33.94 | 35.90 | -5.46 | 35.15 | -3.44 | 35.31 | -3.88 | 7.06 | 1.19 | 13.57 | 3.17 |
| Credit-A | 14.82 | 14.81 | 0.00 | 18.42 | -19.59 | 14.51 | 2.11 | 6.04 | 2.14 | 26.19 | 3.92 |
| Vehicle | 27.82 | 28.30 | -1.70 | 26.55 | 4.80 | 27.61 | 0.76 | 18.30 | 7.11 | 32.97 | 13.57 |
| Breast-Y | 26.78 | 28.35 | -5.52 | 34.47 | -22.30 | 25.81 | 3.78 | 2.23 | 0.75 | 34.99 | 11.92 |
| Heart-H | 21.38 | 20.89 | 2.35 | 22.45 | -4.75 | 21.02 | 1.69 | 4.50 | 1.41 | 25.05 | 1.66 |
| Segment2310 | 3.39 | 3.96 | -14.49 | 3.20 | 5.74 | 3.24 | 4.46 | 22.54 | 10.20 | 29.31 | 14.84 |
| Spam | 7.31 | 7.73 | -5.46 | 7.96 | -8.17 | 7.25 | 0.74 | 16.69 | 4.55 | 27.87 | 9.97 |
| Faithful | 1.48 | 1.50 | -1.61 | 2.42 | -38.92 | 1.48 | -0.18 | 10.76 | 6.54 | 52.86 | 8.18 |
| Average 75% | 14.98 | 15.81 | -6.68 | 16.73 | -14.07 | 15.15 | -0.25 | 8.46 | 3.24 | 23.44 | 5.60 |
the error is smaller for CTC than for C4.5. The statistically significant differences (paired t-test [5],[6]), with 95% confidence level, have been marked in italics. The differences are statistically significant in 11 databases for C4.5$_{100}$, and 10 databases for C4.5$_{union}$. In the databases where results for C4.5$_{100}$ or C4.5$_{union}$ are better, the differences are not statistically significant. The differences with results of C4.5$_{not\_resampling}$ are never statistically significant being the behaviour of CTC better in average. So we can ensure that the discriminating capacity of CTC algorithm is at least as good or better than the one of C4.5. In this situation, it is worth the comparison of the structural stability of the different classifiers. Achieving greater structural stability will mean that CT trees have better explaining capacity. The data show that CTs achieve higher structural stability than C4.5$_{100}$ (in average 8.46 compared to 3.24) and C4.5$_{not\_resampling}$ (in average 8.46 compared to 5.60).

Looking to the values of Common obtained for C4.5$_{union}$ we could say that they achieve higher structural stability than CTC (Common is in average 23.44 compared to 8.46) but this happens because complexity of C4.5$_{union}$ trees is an order of magnitude larger than the complexity of CTs. In environments where explanation and therefore stability is important so complex trees are not useful. Moreover, being the error smaller for CTC, the principle of parsimony of the model makes worse the C4.5$_{union}$ option. More information about this experimentation can be found in [14].

Therefore, we can say that in average, classification trees induced with CTC algorithm have lower error rate than those induced with C4.5, and they are structurally steadier. As a consequence they provide a wider and steadier explanation, that allows to deal with the problem of the excessive sensitivity classification trees have to resampling methods.

5 Analysis of Convergence

We have observed that the value of Common for CT trees increases with the number of used subsamples. This means that the CT trees tend to have a larger common structure when Number_Samples increases. This is a desirable behaviour but it could be due to the higher complexity of the trees (this was the case of C4.5$_{union}$ in previous section). In order to take into account the parsimony principle we have normalised the Common value in respect to the trees’ size (number of internal nodes). We will denominate this measure %Common and it will quantify the identical fraction of two or more trees.

The information in Fig 2. belongs to one run of the 10 fold cross-validation for Breast-W database. The curves represent the values of %Common in each one of the folds when the Number_Samples parameter varies. We will give some clues for better understanding the figure: obtaining a value of 100% for %Common in a set of trees means that all the compared trees are equal; obtaining a value of 90% means that in average the compared trees have 90% of the structure identical.

Each line in Fig. 2 represents for CTC algorithm (left side) and C4.5 algorithm (right side), the evolution of %Common when the number of samples used to build the trees increases in one fold. The number of trees compared in each fold varies with Number_Samples parameter. For $N_S = 5$, 20 trees are compared in each fold and it
can be observed that the CTs have in average 90% or more of the structure common in 6 folds out of 10; and in the fold with worst results the compared trees have 50% of the structure equal. As the number of samples used to build the CTs increases, the percentage of the trees that is equal increases in most of the folds. Concretely, when the number of samples used is 40 or greater, all the trees in the 10 folds are identical. We can say in this case that the CT trees converge structurally in $N_S = 40$. This means that for $N_S = 40$ or greater, the tree built with CTC will be always the same independently of the used subsamples. For C4.5 union trees (right side), we can not observe any convergence when increasing the number of samples used to build them.

After this analysis we could say that Fig. 2 shows the structural convergence of CTC algorithm in Breast-W domain (There is not convergence for C4.5 union).

As a summary, we can say that for Breast-W database, CTs converge to an unique tree after a certain value of Number_Samples, whereas C4.5 trees show a greater structural variation.

If we analyse the results of the 20 databases (see Table 3 where averages of the 5 runs and 10 folds for %Common are presented), for most of them (15 databases for $N_S = 50$, and similar values for the rest) CT trees have larger common structure than C4.5 trees, that is to say, the behaviour of CTC is better than the behaviour of C4.5 union. For some values of Number_Samples parameter, relative improvements up to 50% are achieved.

After studying the results in Fig. 2 and Table 3, it seems that from a certain value of Number_Samples parameter the tree obtained with CTC algorithm will be always the same.

In the previous analysis all the comparisons have been done among trees with the same value of Number_Samples parameter and we have observed that the value of %Common increases with this parameter. This suggests us a new question: will also the structure of CTs built with different values of Number_Samples be similar? In this case, we could say that CT trees are gradually changing towards a specific tree while Number_Samples increases. To answer this question we present the study of Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the values %Common for CTC (continuos lines), C4.5 union (dashed lines) and C4.5100 (triangles, Number_Samples parameter does not make any sense in this case), so that, for each case an idea of the percentage of the tree that remains common is given.
Table 3. Results of \%Common for every domain. C4.5\textsubscript{100}, CTC and C4.5\textsubscript{union}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>C4.5\textsubscript{100}</th>
<th>CTC</th>
<th>C4.5\textsubscript{union}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-W</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart-C</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypo</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit-G</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment210</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-L</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick-E</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit-A</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-Y</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart-H</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment2310</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faithful</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Averages of \%Common for CTC, C4.5\textsubscript{100} and C4.5\textsubscript{union} (5 times 10 folds, 20 databases)

For each database, average \%Common values of the 5 runs and 10 folds are calculated and every point in the graphic represents the average of the 20 databases. For CTC and C4.5\textsubscript{union} two studies are presented. In the first one, trees built with identical values for Number\_Samples parameter are compared (diamonds). In the second one, called “range” in Fig. 3, trees with different values of Number\_Samples are compared (squares). In this case the point corresponding to $N_S = 20$ represents the \%Common value obtained from the comparison of every tree built with $N_S \geq 20$. Being this value (59) larger than \%Common (51) means that there are trees built with 30, 40 or 50
subsamples that when compared to the trees built with 20 subsamples all together, they are even more similar than the trees built with 20 subsamples among them.

On the other hand, it can be observed that the trees built using CTC have a larger common structure than the rest. In average we can say that for any value of \textit{Number\_Samples}, CTC results are better than C4.5\textsubscript{union} results in at least 10\%. In the case of C4.5\textsubscript{100} the behaviour is much worse. Besides, being the values of CTC “range” larger than values of CTC, we can assert that independently of the value used for \textit{Number\_Samples} parameter, similar structures are reached, so, we can say that even if different subsamples are used to build trees, the obtained structures are similar. This makes the explanation of the classification steady when varying the \textit{Number\_Samples} parameter. If we look to the graphics in Fig. 2 it seems that for Breast-W database, when \textit{Number\_Samples} is greater than 40 all the trees are identical. This does not happen in all databases but looking to the tendencies of the average (Fig. 3), we could think that it will exist for each database a value of \textit{Number\_Samples} with the same properties.

The data in Table 3 has given us the idea of studying the number of folds (\#folds) where all the trees converge exactly to the same tree for the different values of \textit{Number\_Samples}. Centring the analysis in CTC, we can differentiate three kinds of behaviours (clusters) among the analysed databases: domains where for the majority of folds (\#folds \geq 25, since the total number of folds is 50) all the trees converge to the same one (Cluster1: Breast-W, Hypo, Lymph, Iris, Voting, Breast-Y), domains with an intermediate number of folds that converge to the same tree (Cluster2: Heart-C, Hepatitis, Soybean-L, Heart-H, Sick-E, Credit-A), and domains where for the analysed values of \textit{Number\_Samples} this situation never happens (Cluster3: Credit-G, Segment210, Glass, Liver, Vehicle, Segment2310, Spam, Faithful). This division shows that even if CTC algorithm seems to converge for all the databases, the number of samples needed to converge is domain dependent.

Table 4 shows the results of the mentioned analysis for CTC and C4.5\textsubscript{union}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>\textit{Number_Samples}</th>
<th>\textit{Common}</th>
<th>\textit{Common}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When trying to understand the values in the upper part of Table 4 (\#folds), it has to be taken into account that we use very hard conditions to count an unity: all the trees built for a certain value of \textit{Number\_Samples} have to be identical. For example, if we look to the data for Breast-W database in Fig.2, (results belong to 1 run 10 folds), when \textit{Number\_Samples} = 20 the values of \%\textit{Common} in the 10 folds are: 35.71; 80.00; 90.91; and for the remaining seven 100.00. This means that in seven folds all the compared trees...
are identical. In this case the value of \#folds would be 7. The values shown in the table are averages of the databases belonging to the corresponding cluster but taking into account the 50 folds of the 5 runs. Notice that even if the number of converging folds is sometimes very small, this does not mean that the trees are completely different; the average common part of the compared trees (lower part of the table: \%Com) is still important.

Table 4 shows that the number of converging folds increases with the parameter Number_Samples for both algorithms. On the other hand, values obtained for CTC are always much better than values for C4.5\_union in the 3 clusters. Besides, in every database the error of the CT trees is smaller than error of C4.5\_union or C4.5\_100 trees and, as it can be observed in Table 2, most of the domains in Cluster1 are among the databases where the differences are statistically significant.

The same kind of analysis has been done for trees built with C4.5\_100 option. The number of folds where all the trees converge to the same one is in this case 0 for every database. The percentage of average common structure (\%Common) is 28\% (See Table 3); even lower than the values obtained for CT trees with Number_Samples=5 (40\%).

Therefore the CTC algorithm provides a wider and steadier explanation with smaller error rates.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

In order to afford the unsteadiness classification trees suffer when small changes in the training set happen, we have developed a methodology for building classification trees: Consolidated Trees’ Construction Algorithm (CTC), being the objective to maintain the explanation without losing accuracy. This paper focuses on the study of the structural convergence of the algorithm.

The behaviour of the CTC algorithm has been compared to C4.5 for twenty databases, 19 from the UCI Repository and one database from a real data application from our environment.

The results show that CT trees tend to converge to a single tree when Number_Samples is increased and the obtained classification trees achieve besides, smaller error rates than C4.5. So we can say that this methodology builds structurally more steady trees, giving stability to the explanation and with smaller error rate, so, with higher quality in the explanation. This is essential for some specific domains: medical diagnosis, fraud detection, etc.

Observing the results in structural stability we can conclude that the number of samples required to achieve the structural convergence varies depending on the database. We are analysing the convergence for larger values of the parameter Number_Samples in order to find the needed number of samples to achieve the convergence in each database. In this sense, the use of different parallelisation techniques (shared memory and distributed memory computers) will be considered due to the increase of computational cost.

Analysis of the results obtained for both algorithms with other instantiations of Resampling_Mode parameter can also be interesting.
The reasons that lead to three different clusters of domains in convergence need to be analysed. The analysis of the influence of the pruning in the error and the bias/variance decomposition can be interesting in this study.

The CTC algorithm provides a way to deal with the need of resampling the training set. Anyway, we are working in quantifying the influence that changes in the class distribution can have in the CTC algorithm. It would also be interesting the comparison of the results obtained with other techniques that use resampling in order to improve the accuracy of the classifier, such as bagging, boosting, etc., although they completely miss the explaining capacity.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new hybrid classifier that combines the Nearest Neighbor distance based algorithm with the Classification Tree paradigm. The Nearest Neighbor algorithm is used as a preprocessing algorithm in order to obtain a modified training database for the posterior learning of the classification tree structure; experimental section shows the results obtained by the new algorithm; comparing these results with those obtained by the classification trees when induced from the original training data we obtain that the new approach performs better or equal according to the Wilcoxon signed rank statistical test.
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1 Introduction

Classifier Combination is an extended terminology used in the Machine Learning [20], more specifically in the Supervised Pattern Recognition area, to point out the supervised classification approaches in which several classifiers are brought to contribute to the same task of recognition [7]. Combining the predictions of a set of component classifiers has been shown to yield accuracy higher than the most accurate component on a long variety of supervised classification problems. To do the combinations, various strategies of decisions, implying these classifiers in different ways are possible [32,15,7,27]. Good introductions to the area can be found in [9] and [10].

Classifier combination can fuse together different information sources to utilize their complementary information. The sources can be multi-modal, such as speech and vision, but can also be transformations [14] or partitions [5,2,22] of the same signal.

The combination, mixture, or ensemble of classification models could be performed mainly by means of two approaches:
Concurrent execution of some paradigms with a posterior combination of the individual decision each model has given to the case to classify [31]. The combination can be done by a voting approach or by means of more complex approaches [11].

Hybrid approaches, in which the foundations of two or more different classification systems are implemented together in one classifier [14]. In the hybrid approach lies the concept of reductionism, where complex problems are solved through stepwise decomposition [28].

In this paper, we present a new hybrid classifier based on two families of well known classification methods; the first one is a distance based classifier [6] and the second one is the classification tree paradigm [3] which is combined with the former in the classification process. The $k$-NN algorithm is used as a preprocessing algorithm in order to obtain a modified training database for the posterior learning of the classification tree structure. This modified database can lead to the induction of a tree different from the one induced according to the original database. The two major differences are the choice of a different split variable at some point in the tree, and the different decision about pruning at some depth. We show the results obtained by the new approach and compare them with the results obtained by the classification tree induction algorithm (ID3 [23]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the decision tree paradigm, while section 3 presents the K-NN method. The new proposed approach is presented in section 4 and results obtained are shown in section 5. Final section is dedicated to conclusions and points out the future work.

## 2 Decision Trees

A decision tree consists of nodes and branches to partition a set of samples into a set of covering decision rules. In each node, a single test or decision is made to obtain a partition. The starting node is usually referred as the root node. An illustration of this appears in Figure 1. In the terminal nodes or leaves a decision is made on the class assignment. Figure 2 shows an illustrative example of a Classification Tree obtained by the mineset software from SGI.

In each node, the main task is to select an attribute that makes the best partition between the classes of the samples in the training set. There are many different measures to select the best attribute in a node of the decision trees: two works gathering these measures are [19] and [16]. In more complex works like [21] these tests are made applying the linear discriminant approach in each node. In the induction of a decision tree, an usual problem is the overfitting of the tree to the training dataset, producing an excessive expansion of the tree and consequently losing predictive accuracy to classify new unseen cases. This problem is overcome in two ways:

- weighing the discriminant capability of the attribute selected, and thus discarding a possible successive splitting of the dataset. This technique is known as "prepruning".
Fig. 1. Single classifier construction. Induction of a Classification Tree.

Fig. 2. Example of a Classification Tree

- after allowing a huge expansion of the tree, we could revise a splitting mode in a node removing branches and leaves, and only maintaining the node. This technique is known as "postpruning".

The works that have inspired a lot of successive papers in the task of the decision trees are \[3\] and \[23\]. In our experiments, we use the well-known decision tree induction algorithm, ID3 \[23\].

3 The K-NN Classification Method

A set of pairs \((x_1, \theta_1), (x_2, \theta_2), \ldots, (x_n, \theta_n)\) is given, where the \(x_i\)'s take values in a metric space \(X\) upon which is defined a metric \(d\) and the \(\theta_i\)'s take values in the
set \{1, 2, \ldots, M\} of possible classes. Each \( \theta_i \) is considered to be the index of the category to which the \( i \)th individual belongs, and each \( x_i \) is the outcome of the set of measurements made upon that individual. We use to say that ”\( x_i \) belongs to \( \theta_i \)” when we mean precisely that the \( i \)th individual, upon which measurements \( x_i \) have been observed, belongs to category \( \theta_i \).

A new pair \((x, \theta)\) is given, where only the measurement \( x \) is observable, and it is desired to estimate \( \theta \) by using the information contained in the set of correctly classified points. We shall call

\[
x_n' \in x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n
\]

the nearest neighbor of \( x \) if

\[
\min d(x_i, x) = d(x_n', x), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]

The NN classification decision method gives to \( x \) the category \( \theta_n' \) of its nearest neighbor \( x_n' \). In case of tie for the nearest neighbor, the decision rule has to be modified in order to break it. A mistake is made if \( \theta_n' \neq \theta \).

An immediate extension to this decision rule is the so called \( k \)-NN approach \cite{4}, which assigns to the candidate \( x \) the class which is most frequently represented in the \( k \) nearest neighbors to \( x \). In Figure 3, for example, the 3-NN decision rule would decide \( x \) as belonging to class \( \theta_o \) because two of the three nearest neighbors of \( x \) belongs to class \( \theta_o \).

Much research has been devoted to the \( K \)-NN rule \cite{6}. One of the most important results is that \( K \)-NN has asymptotically very good performance. Loosely speaking, for a very large design set, the expected probability of incorrect classifications (error) \( R \) achievable with \( K \)-NN is bounded as follows:

\[
\text{Fig. 3.} \quad 3\text{-NN classification method. A voting method has to be implemented to take the final decision. The classification given in this example by simple voting would be class=circle.}
\]
where $R^*$ is the optimal (minimal) error rate for the underlying distributions $p_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, M$.

This performance, however, is demonstrated for the training set size tending to infinity, and thus, is not really applicable to real world problems, in which we usually have a training set of about hundreds or thousands cases, too little, anyway, for the number of probability estimations to be done.

More extensions to the $k$-NN approach could be seen in [6, 1, 25, 17]. More effort has to be done in the $k$-NN paradigm in order to reduce the number of cases of the training database to obtain faster classifications [6, 26].

4 Proposed Approach

In boosting techniques, a distribution or set of weights over the training set is maintained. On each execution, the weights of incorrectly classified examples are increased so that the base learner is forced to focus on the hard examples in the training set. A good description of boosting can be found in [8].

Following the idea of focusing in the hard examples, we wanted to know if one algorithm could be used to boost a different one, in a simple way. We have chosen two well-known algorithms, $k$-NN and ID3, and our approach (in the following we will refer to it as $k$-NN-boosting) works as follows:

- Find the incorrectly classified instances in the training set using $k$-NN over the training set but the instance to be classified
- Duplicate the instances incorrectly classified in the previous step
- Apply ID3 to the augmented training set

Let us note that this approach is equivalent to duplicate the weight of incorrectly classified instances, according to $k$-NN.

In this manner, the core of this new approach consists of inflating the training database adding the cases misclassified by the $k$-NN algorithm, and then learn the classification tree from the new database obtained. It has to be said that this approach increases the computational cost only in the model induction phase, while the classification costs are the same as in the original ID3 paradigm.

Modifying the instance distribution in the training dataset, two major effects can be obtained:

- Election of a different variable to split at some node
- Change in the decision about pruning the tree at some point

4.1 Change in the Variable to Split

Let us suppose the training set is formed by twelve cases, six of them belonging to class A and the remaining six to class B.

In figure 4 is depicted an example on the change of information gain after the edition of the training set. The number in parentheses are in the form (#instances
belonging to A, \#instances belonging to B). In the left side it is shown the original training set, along with the partitions induced by the variables X and Y. The information gain if X is chosen is \((1 - 0.7683) = 0.2317\), and if Y is chosen instead is \((1 - 0.9183) = 0.0817\). So, X would be chosen as variable to split. After the training set edition, as showed in the right side of the figure, four instances are duplicated, two of them belonging to class A, and the remaining two to class B. Now, the information gain if X is chosen is \((1 - 0.9871) = 0.0129\), and if Y is chosen instead is \((1 - 0.8113) = 0.1887\). Variable Y would be chosen, leading to a different tree.

### 4.2 Change in the Pruning Decision

In figure 5 is shown an example where a change in the pruning decision could be taken into account. In the left subfigure, before the edition of the training set with duplication of cases misclassified by \(k\)-NN, the density of examples belonging
to class "-" is very low, so a new split in the tree is not considered. But, after the
duplication of the lonely instance, the density of examples belonging to its class
grows, making possible a further split of the tree and the building of different
decision borders.

If the two sources of instability above mentioned were generated at random,
no improvement in the final accuracy might be expected. We wanted to test if
instability generated according to the cases misclassified by other algorithm (k-
NN) could lead to a improvement over the accuracy yielded by the original ID3.
In the next section are the experimental results we obtained.

## 5 Experimental Results

Ten databases are used to test our hypothesis. All of them are obtained from the
UCI Machine Learning Repository [2]. These domains are public at the Statlog
project WEB page [18]. The characteristics of the databases are given in Table 1.
As it can be seen, we have chosen different types of databases, selecting some
of them with a large number of predictor variables, or with a large number of
cases and some multi-class problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Number of classes</th>
<th>Number of attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monk2</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform-21</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettalk</td>
<td>14471</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle</td>
<td>58000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to give a real perspective of applied methods, we use 10-Fold Cross-
validation [29] in all experiments. All databases have been randomly separated
into ten sets of training data and its corresponding test data. Obviously all the
validation files used have been always the same for the two algorithms: ID3
and our approach, k-NN-boosting. Ten executions for every 10-fold set have
been carried out using k-NN-boosting, one for each different K ranging from
1 to 10. In Table 2 a comparative of ID3 error rate, as well as the best and
worst performance of k-NN-boosting, along with the average error rate among
the ten first values of K, used in the experiment, is shown. The cases when k-NN-
boosting outperforms ID3 are drawn in boldface. Let us note that in six out of ten
databases the average of the ten sets of executions of k-NN-boosting outperforms
ID3 and in two of the remaining four cases the performance is similar.
Table 2. Rates of experimental errors of ID3 and k-NN-boosting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>ID3 error (best)</th>
<th>k-NN-boosting (best)</th>
<th>K value (worst)</th>
<th>k-NN-boosting (worst)</th>
<th>K value (over all K)</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>29.43</td>
<td>29.04</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32.68</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.40</td>
<td>± 1.78</td>
<td>± 0.87</td>
<td>± 1.37</td>
<td>± 0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>17.97</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 1.31</td>
<td>± 0.78</td>
<td>± 1.26</td>
<td>± 0.32</td>
<td>± 0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.77</td>
<td>± 0.66</td>
<td>± 3.10</td>
<td>± 3.29</td>
<td>± 3.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monk2</td>
<td>53.95</td>
<td>43.74</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>46.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 5.58</td>
<td>± 5.30</td>
<td>± 0.73</td>
<td>± 1.03</td>
<td>± 1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.53</td>
<td>± 1.69</td>
<td>± 1.87</td>
<td>± 0.06</td>
<td>± 0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 1.36</td>
<td>± 1.03</td>
<td>± 1.36</td>
<td>± 0.25</td>
<td>± 0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform-21</td>
<td>24.84</td>
<td>23.02</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.25</td>
<td>± 0.27</td>
<td>± 0.38</td>
<td>± 0.45</td>
<td>± 0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettalk</td>
<td>25.96</td>
<td>25.81</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.27</td>
<td>± 0.50</td>
<td>± 0.44</td>
<td>± 0.01</td>
<td>± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 0.20</td>
<td>± 0.25</td>
<td>± 0.21</td>
<td>± 0.02</td>
<td>± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.11</td>
<td>±0.11</td>
<td>±0.11</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In nine out of ten databases there exists a value of K for which k-NN-boosting outperforms ID3. In the remaining case the performance is similar. In two out of ten databases even in the case of the worst K value with respect to accuracy, k-NN-boosting outperforms ID3, and in other three they behave in a similar way. In Table 3, the results of applying the Wilcoxon signed rank test [30] to compare the relative performance of ID3 and k-NN-boosting for the ten databases tested are shown. It can be seen that in three out of ten databases (Heart, Monk2 and Waveform-21) there are significance improvements under a confidence level of 95%, while no significantly worse performance is found in any database for any K value.

Let us observe that in several cases where no significant difference can be found, the mean value obtained by the new proposed approach outperforms ID3, as explained above.

In order to give an idea about the increment in the number of instances that this approach implies, in Table 4 the size of the augmented databases is drawn. The values appearing in the column labeled K = n corresponds to the size of the database generated from the entire original database when applying the first step of k-NN-boosting. As it can be seen, the size increase is not very high, and so it does not really affect to the computation load of the classification tree model induction performed by the ID3 algorithm.

K-NN-boosting is a model induction algorithm belonging to the classification tree family, in which the k-NN paradigm is just used to modify the database the tree structure is learned from. Due to this characteristic of the algorithm, the
**Table 3.** $K$-NN-boosting vs. ID3 for every $K$. A ↑ sign means that $k$-NN-boosting outperforms ID3 with a significance level of 95% (Wilcoxon test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>$K=1$</th>
<th>$K=2$</th>
<th>$K=3$</th>
<th>$K=4$</th>
<th>$K=5$</th>
<th>$K=6$</th>
<th>$K=7$</th>
<th>$K=8$</th>
<th>$K=9$</th>
<th>$K=10$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monk2</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform-21</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettalk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.** Sizes of the augmented databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Original size</th>
<th>$K=1$</th>
<th>$K=2$</th>
<th>$K=3$</th>
<th>$K=4$</th>
<th>$K=5$</th>
<th>$K=6$</th>
<th>$K=7$</th>
<th>$K=8$</th>
<th>$K=9$</th>
<th>$K=10$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monk2</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavef.-21</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>6098</td>
<td>6129</td>
<td>5930</td>
<td>5964</td>
<td>5907</td>
<td>5891</td>
<td>5851</td>
<td>5848</td>
<td>5824</td>
<td>5824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettalk</td>
<td>14471</td>
<td>15318</td>
<td>15059</td>
<td>15103</td>
<td>15065</td>
<td>15085</td>
<td>15069</td>
<td>15077</td>
<td>15056</td>
<td>15059</td>
<td>15061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20746</td>
<td>20993</td>
<td>20799</td>
<td>20888</td>
<td>20828</td>
<td>20857</td>
<td>20862</td>
<td>20920</td>
<td>20922</td>
<td>20991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle</td>
<td>58000</td>
<td>58098</td>
<td>58111</td>
<td>58096</td>
<td>58108</td>
<td>58111</td>
<td>58111</td>
<td>58120</td>
<td>58129</td>
<td>58132</td>
<td>58133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performance comparison is done between the ID3 paradigm and our proposed one, as they work in a similar manner.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper a new hybrid classifier that combines Classification Trees (ID3) with distance-based algorithms is presented. The main idea is to augment the training test duplicating the badly classified cases according to $k$-NN algorithm. The underlying idea is to test if one algorithm ($k$-NN) could be used to boost a different one (ID3), acting over the distribution of the training examples and then causing two effects: the choice of a different variable to split at some node, and the change in the decision about pruning or not a subtree.

The experimental results support the idea that such boosting is possible and deserve further research. A more complete experimental work on more databases as well as another weight changing schemas (let us remember that our approach
is equivalent to double the weight of misclassified instances) could be subject of exhaustive research.

Further work could focus on other classification trees construction methods, as C4.5 [24] or Oc1 [21].

An extension of the presented approach is to select among the feature subset that better performance presents by the classification point of view. A Feature Subset Selection [12, 13, 26] technique can be applied in order to select which of the predictor variables should be used. This could take advantage in the hybrid classifier construction, as well as in the accuracy.
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Abstract. How to efficiently discard potentially uninteresting rules in exploratory rule discovery is one of the important research foci in data mining. Many researchers have presented algorithms to automatically remove potentially uninteresting rules utilizing background knowledge and user-specified constraints. Identifying the significance of exploratory rules using a significance test is desirable for removing rules that may appear interesting by chance, hence providing the users with a more compact set of resulting rules. However, applying statistical tests to identify significant rules requires considerable computation and data access in order to obtain the necessary statistics. The situation gets worse as the size of the database increases. In this paper, we propose two approaches for improving the efficiency of significant exploratory rule discovery. We also evaluate the experimental effect in impact rule discovery which is suitable for discovering exploratory rules in very large, dense databases.
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1 Introduction

Exploratory rule discovery techniques seek multiple models which are able to efficiently describe the potentially interesting inter-relationships among attributes in a database. Searching for multiple models instead of a single model often results in numerous spurious or uninteresting rules.

How to automatically discard statistically insignificant rules has been an important issue in research of exploratory rule discovery. Several papers have been devoted to this topic. Bay and Pazzani [4], Liu et. al [10] and Webb [15], developed techniques for identifying insignificant rules with qualitative attributes only (or descretized quantitative attributes). Aumann and Lindell [2] and Huang and Webb [8] both did research on exploratory rule significance with underscretized quantitative attributes as consequent.

When filtering insignificant exploratory rules regarding quantitative attributes, the rule discovery systems have to go through the database several times so as to collect the necessary parameters for the significance test. Moreover, considerable CPU time has to be spent on data access and looking for
the set of records which is covered by the antecedent of a rule. For example, it has been shown by Huang and Webb [8] that the time spent for discovering the top 1000 significant impact rules is on the whole much more than that spent on discovering the top 1000 impact rules without using any filter, especially when most of the top 1000 impact rules are insignificant. A technique for improving the efficiency of the insignificance filter is presented in the same paper by introducing the triviality filter. The anti-monotonicity of triviality was utilized to effectively prune the search space.

There is an immediate need for improving the efficiency of the insignificance filter for distributional-consequent exploratory rule discovery, even after the introduction of the triviality filter. In this paper, we propose two approaches for efficiency improving in exploratory rule discovery, which can result in substantial reduction of the computation for discovering significant rules. Although the demonstration is done on impact rule discovery, these techniques can also be recast for other exploratory rule discovery tasks.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce the concept and notations of exploratory rule discovery. Existing techniques for discarding insignificant exploratory rules are introduced in section 3 followed by the brief description of impact rule discovery in section 4. The techniques for improving the efficiency are presented in section 5. In section 6 we provide experimental results and evaluations. Conclusions are drawn in section 7.

2 Exploratory Rule Discovery

Traditional machine learning systems discover a single model from the available data that is expected to maximize the accuracy or some other specific measures of performance on unknown future data. Predictions or classifications are then done on the basis of this single model [15]. Examples include the decision tree [12], the decision rules [11], and the Naive-Bayes classifier. However, alternative models exist that perform equally well as those which are selected by the systems. Thus, it is not always sensible to choose only one of the “best” models in some cases. The criteria for deciding whether a model is best or not also varies with the context of application. Exploratory rule discovery techniques are proposed to overcome this problem by searching for multiple models which satisfy certain constraints and presenting all these models to the user. Thus, the users are provided with alternative choices. Better flexibility is achieved herewith.

Exploratory rule discovery techniques [8] are classified into propositional rule discovery which seeks rules with qualitative attributes or discretized quantitative attributes only and distributional-consequent rule discovery which seeks rules with quantitative attributes as consequent. The status of performance such quantitative attributes are described with their distributions. Association rule discovery [1], contrast sets discovery [4] are examples of propositional exploratory rule discovery, while impact rule discovery [13] and quantitative association rule discovery [2] both belong to the class of distributional-consequent rule discovery. It is argued that distributional-consequent rules are able to provide better
descriptions of the interrelationship between quantitative attributes and qualitative attributes.

Here are some notions of exploratory rule discovery that we are to use in this paper:

1. A dataset is a finite set of records
2. For propositional rule discovery, a record is an element to which we apply Boolean predicates called conditions, while for distributional-consequent rule discovery, a record is a pair \( < c, v > \), where \( c \) is the nonempty set of Boolean conditions, and \( v \) is a set of values for the quantitative variables in whose distribution the users are interested.
3. A rule is in the form of \( A \rightarrow C \). For propositional rules, both \( A \) and \( C \) are conjunctions of Boolean conditions. The status of such rule is described by interestingness measures like the support and the confidence. Contrarily, for distributional-consequent rule discovery, \( A \) is a conjunction of Boolean conditions while \( C \) is a nonempty set of target quantitative variables in which the users are interested. The quantitative variables are described by distributional statistics. We prefer using \( A \rightarrow \text{target} \) to denote a distributional-consequent rule instead, for the purpose of avoiding confusion.
4. Rule \( A \rightarrow C \) is a parent of \( B \rightarrow C \) if \( A \subseteq B \). If \( |A| = |B| - 1 \), then the second rule is a direct parent of the first one, otherwise, it is a grandparent of the first rule.
5. We use the notion \( \text{coverset}(A) \), where \( A \) is a conjunction of conditions, to represent the set of records that satisfy the condition (or set of conditions) \( A \). If a record \( x \) is in \( \text{coverset}(A) \), we say that \( x \) is covered by \( A \). If \( A = \emptyset \), \( \text{coverset}(A) \) includes all the records in the database.
6. \( \text{Coverage}(A) \) is the number of records covered by \( A \). \( \text{coverage}(A) = |\text{coverset}(A)| \).

3 Insignificant Exploratory Rules

As is mentioned before, exploratory rule discovery searches for multiple models in a database, and may lead to discovering spurious or uninteresting rules. How to decrease the number of resulting rules becomes a problem of concern. One approach is up to the users to define a suitable set of constraints which may be utilized so that the algorithm can automatically discard some potentially uninteresting rules. Another approach is to perform comparison within resulting rules, so as to present the users with a more compact set of models. Techniques regarding automatically removing potentially uninteresting rules are summarized by Huang and Webb [8].

3.1 Improvement

Filtering insignificant rules using statistical tests is one of the interesting topics of research. By using this technique we perform significance tests among rules and discard those which happen to appear interesting only by chance. To
provide a clear idea of insignificant rules, we will at first introduce the concept of rule improvement defined by Bayardo et al. [5]. Confidence improvement which is used as an example, defined a minimum improvement in confidence that a propositional rule must exhibit in order to be regarded as potentially interesting:

$$imp(A \rightarrow C) = \min(\forall A' \subset A, confidence(A \rightarrow C) - confidence(A' \rightarrow C))$$

It is argued that setting a minimum improvement is desirable in discarding potentially uninteresting exploratory rules. However, the values used for comparison are derived from samples instead of from the total population. There is the problem that the observed improvement provides only an estimate of the true improvement, and if no account is taken of the quality of that estimate, so it is likely to result in poor decisions.

Rule filtering techniques regarding the significance of rules concern about the statistically significance of the improvement, rather than the values of interesting measures. Statistical tests are done with resulting rules and those within expectation (or without enough surprisingness) are automatically removed. Such techniques may lead to type-1 error, which result in accepting spurious or uninteresting rules and type-2 error, which result in rejecting rules that are not spurious. A technique for statistically sound exploratory rule discovery is proposed by Webb [15] using a holdout set to validate the resulting rules.

### 3.2 Statistical Significance of Rules

Chi-square test is a widely used test for identifying propositional rule independence. Liu et al. [10] did research on association rules with a fixed attribute as consequent. They used a chi-square test to decide whether the antecedent of a rule is independent from its consequent or not, accepting only rules whose antecedent and consequent are positively correlated, thus, discarding rules which happen to appear interesting by chance. The rules discarded by using an independent test are referred to as insignificant rules.

Consider the following Boolean-consequent rules:

$$A \rightarrow C [support = 60\%, confidence = 90\%]$$
$$A \& B \rightarrow C [support = 45\%, confidence = 91\%]$$
$$A \& D \rightarrow C [support = 46\%, confidence = 70\%]$$

There is a high possibility that the conditions $B$ and $C$ are conditionally independent given $A$, thus the second rule provides little interesting information. According to Liu et al., the third rule does not bear interesting information, either. It should also be discarded, because the condition $D$ is negatively correlated to condition $C$, given $A$. Bay and Pazzani [4] also made use of Chi-square test to decide the significance of contrast sets. Webb [15] proposed a statistically sound technique for filtering insignificant rules, using the Fisher exact test and a hold out set.
Aumann and Lindell [2] and Huang and Webb [8] both proposed ideas for filtering insignificant distributional-consequent exploratory rules. In this paper, we use the definition proposed by the latter.

**Definition 1. significant impact rule** An impact rule \( A \rightarrow \text{target} \) is significant if the distribution of its target is significantly improved in comparison with the target distribution of any of its direct parents’. The measure for the target distribution can be the mean, the variance etc.

\[
\text{significant}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) = \forall x \in A, \text{dist}(\text{coverset}(A)) \gg \text{dist}(\text{coverset}(A - x) - \text{coverset}(A)) \]

An impact rule is insignificant if it is not significant.

Definitions of insignificant propositional exploratory rules are provided by Liu et al. [10] and Bay and Pazzani [4].

In this paper, the mean of the target attribute over \( \text{coverset}(A) \) is used as the interestingness measure to be compared for the impact rule. Statistical test is done to decide whether the target means of two samples are significantly different from each other.

### 4 K-Most-Interesting Impact Rule Discovery and Notations

The impact rule discovery algorithm we adopt is based on the OPUS [14] algorithm, which enable the successfully discovery of the top \( k \) impact rules that satisfy a certain set of constraints.

We characterized the terminology of k-most-interesting impact rule discovery to be used in this paper as follows:

1. An impact rule is in form of \( A \rightarrow \text{target} \), while the target is describe by the following measures: coverage, mean, variance, maximum, minimum, sum and impact.

2. **Impact** is an interestingness measure suggested by Webb [13]: \( \text{impact}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) = (\text{mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) - \bar{\text{target}}) \times \text{coverage}(A) \).

3. A k-most-interesting impact rule discovery task is a 7-tuple: \( KMIIRD(C, T, D, M, \lambda, I, k) \).  
   - \( C \): is a nonempty set of Boolean conditions, which are the set of available conditions for impact rule antecedents.  
   - \( T \): is a nonempty set of the variables in whose distribution we are interested.  
   - \( D \): is a nonempty set of records, which is called the database. A record is a pair \(<c, v>, c \subseteq C \) and \( v \) is a set of values for \( T \).

Footnotes:

1 The token “\( \gg \)” is used to denote **significantly improved**, and \( \text{dist}(\mathcal{R}) \) is used to represent the distribution of the target variable over the set of records \( \mathcal{R} \).

2 In this formula, \( \text{mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) \) denotes the mean of the targets covered by \( A \), and \( \text{coverage}(A) \) is the number of the records covered by \( A \).
Algorithm: OPUS\_IR\_Filter(Current, Available, \(\mathcal{M}\))

1. SoFar := \(\emptyset\)
2. FOR EACH \(P\) in Available
   2.1 New := Current \(\cup\) \(P\)
   2.2 IF New satisfies all the prunable constraints in \(\mathcal{M}\) except the nontrivial \([8]\) constraint THEN
      2.2.1 IF any direct subset of New has the same coverage as New THEN
         New \(\rightarrow\) relevant stats is a trivial rule
         Any superset of New is trivial, so do not access any children of this node, go to step 2.
      2.2.2 ELSE IF the mean of New \(\rightarrow\) relevant stats is significantly higher than all its direct parents THEN
         IF the rule satisfies all the other non-prunable constraints in \(\mathcal{M}\) THEN record Rule to the ordered rule list
         OPUS\_IR\_Filter(New, SoFar, \(\mathcal{M}\))
         SoFar := SoFar \(\cup\) \(P\)
      2.2.3 END IF
   2.3 END IF
3. END FOR

\(\mathcal{M}\): is a set of constraints. There are two types of constraints prunable and unprunable constraints. Prunable constraints are constraints that you can derive useful bounds for search space pruning and still ensures the completeness of information. Examples include the anti-monotone, the succinct constraints \([7]\), or the convertible constraints \([9]\). Constraints which are not prunable are unprunable constraints

\(\lambda\): \(\{X \rightarrow Y\} \times \{D\} \rightarrow \mathcal{R}\) is a function from rules and databases to value and define a interestingness metric such that the greater the value of \(\lambda(X \rightarrow Y, D)\) the greater the interestingness of this rule given the database.

\(\mathcal{I}\): is the set of impact rules that can be derived from \(\mathcal{D}\), whose antecedents are conjunctions of one or more conditions in \(\mathcal{C}\), whose targets are members of \(\mathcal{T}\), and which satisfy the constraints in \(\mathcal{M}\).

\(k\): is a user specified integer number denoting the number of rules in the ultimate solution for this task.

The original algorithm for impact rule discovery with filters are described in table 1. In this table, current is the set of conditions, whose supersets are currently being explored. Available is the set of conditions that may be added to current. By adding every condition in available to current one by one, we form the antecedent of the current rule: New \(\rightarrow\) target, which will be referred to later as current\_rules. Rule\_list is an ordered list of the top-k interesting rules we have encountered.

5 Efficient Identification of Exploratory Rule Significance

5.1 Deriving Difference Set Statistics Without Data Access

According to the algorithm in table 1 and definition 1 we have to compare the mean of current rule with the means of all its direct parents’ in order to decide whether a rule is significant or not. The set difference operations necessary for
this purpose requires excessive data access and computation. However with the
status of current rule and all its parent rules known, we will be able to derive
the statistics of the difference sets for performing the significance test, without
additional access to the database. The following lemma validates this statement.

**Lemma 1.** Suppose we are searching for impact rules from a database \( D \). If
\( A \subset B \), and \( \text{coverset}(A) - \text{coverset}(B) = R \), where \( A \) and \( B \) are both conjunction
of conditions, \( R \) is a set of records from \( D \). If the mean and variance of the
target attribute over \( \text{coverset}(A) \) and \( \text{coverset}(B) \) are known, as well as the
cardinality of both record sets, the mean and variance of the target attribute
over set \( R \) can be derived without additional data access.

**Proof.** Since \( \text{coverset}(A) - \text{coverset}(B) = R \), it is obvious that

\[
| R | = \text{coverage}(A) - \text{coverage}(B) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{mean}(R) = \frac{\text{coverage}(A) \times \text{mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) - \text{coverage}(B) \times \text{mean}(B \rightarrow \text{target})}{| R |} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{variance}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) = \frac{\sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(A)} (\text{target}(x) - \text{mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target}))^2}{\text{coverage}(A) - 1} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{variance}(B \rightarrow \text{target}) = \frac{\sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(B)} (\text{target}(x) - \text{mean}(B \rightarrow \text{target}))^2}{\text{coverage}(B) - 1} \quad (4)
\]

\[
\sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(A)} \text{target}(x) = \text{mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) \times \text{coverage}(A) \quad (5)
\]

\[
\sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(B)} \text{target}(x) = \text{mean}(B \rightarrow \text{target}) \times \text{coverage}(B) \quad (6)
\]

From \( 3 \) \( 4 \) \( 5 \) and \( 6 \) it is feasible to derive the following equation:

\[
\sum_{x \in R} \text{target}(x)^2 = \sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(A)} \text{target}(x)^2 - \sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(B)} \text{target}(x)^2 = \text{variance}(A \rightarrow \text{target}) \times (\text{coverage}(A) - 1)
+ \text{mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target})^2 \times \text{coverage}(A)
- \text{variance}(B \rightarrow \text{target}) \times (\text{coverage}(B) - 1)
- \text{mean}(B \rightarrow \text{target})^2 \times \text{coverage}(B) \quad (7)
\]

\[
\sum_{x \in R} \text{target}(x) = \sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(A)} \text{target}(x) - \sum_{x \in \text{coverset}(B)} \text{target}(x) \quad (8)
\]

Thus,

\[
\text{variance}(R) = \frac{\sum_{x \in R} (\text{target}(x) - \text{mean}(R))^2}{| R | - 1}
= \frac{\sum_{x \in R} \text{target}(x)^2}{| R | - 1} - \frac{2\text{mean}(R) \sum_{x \in R} \text{target}(x)}{| R | - 1} + \frac{| R | \text{mean}(R)^2}{| R | - 1}
\]

Since all the parameters in the right hand side of the equation are already known, we
are able to derive all the necessary statistics for doing significance test without accessing
the records in \( R \). The lemma is proved.
Fig. 1. The parallel intersection Approach for $ABCDE$

$\text{Note: in this proof, mean}(A \rightarrow \text{target})$ denotes the target mean of the records covered by rule $A \rightarrow$ target, variance$(A \rightarrow \text{target})$ denotes the target variance of the records covered by rule $A \rightarrow$ target, while mean$(R)$ denotes the target mean of the records in record set $R$, and variance$(R)$ represents the target variance of the records in $R$.

By deriving the difference set statistics from the statistics of the parent rule and $\text{New} \rightarrow \text{target}$ in table 1, we are able to save data access and computation for collecting the statistics for performing the significance test, thus improve the efficiency of the search algorithm.

5.2 The Circular Intersection Approach

**Parallel Intersection Approach.** According to the definition of significant impact rules, we compare the current rule with all its direct parents to identify its significance. In the original OPUS$_{IR}$ Filter algorithm, the procedure described in figure 1 is employed to find the coverset of every direct parent of the current rule which is being explored. Each arrow in figure 1 represents an intersection operation. When deciding whether a rule with 5 conditions, namely $A$, $B$, $C$, $D$ and $E$ on the antecedent is significant or not, the algorithm has to go through 16 intersection operations! We refer to this approach as the parallel intersection approach.

By examining figure 1, we notice that there are considerable overlaps in the parallel intersection approach. For example, by using the parallel intersection approach, we have to do the same intersection of coverset$(A)$ and coverset$(B)$ three times, when searching for coverset$(ABCD)$, coverset$(ABCE)$ and coverset$(ABDE)$. There must be a way in which two of these operations can be omitted.

**Circular Intersection Approach.** we propose the approach of circular intersection which is shown in figure 2. In this approach, intersections are done in two stages. Firstly, in the forward stage, intersections are done from condition $A$ to condition $E$ one at a time, and the results are kept in memory. Then we

---

3 Each dashed arrow in figure 2 and figure 3 points to the outcome of that specific intersection operation and does not represent an actual operation.
do intersections from the last condition $E$ back to the second one $B$, which is referred to as the backward stage. During the backward stage, the coverset of each direct parent of the current rule is found. By introducing the circular intersection approach, the number of intersection operations required for identifying the significance of current rule is reduced to only 10.

**Complexity.** Using the parallel intersection approach, the number of intersection operations for iterating through all the subsets is:

$$(n - 2) \times n + 1,$$

where $n$ is the maximum number of conditions on the rule antecedent. The complexity is $O(n^2)$.

After introducing the circular intersection approach, the intersection operations for iterating through all the subsets are:

$$3n - 5.$$  

The complexity is $O(n)$. However, practically the difference in running time will not be so dramatic, since we have introduced the triviality filter, which enables the pruning of the search space. Both the parallel intersection procedure and the circular intersection procedure will probably stop at anytime when it is identified that the current rule is a trivial rule.

The two approaches (the difference set statistics derivation approach and the circular intersection approach) mentioned above can combine with each other so as to achieve higher efficiency. We can save one more intersection operation by introducing the difference set statistics derivation technique in section 5.1. Suppose that we are deciding whether the rule $A&B&C&D&E \rightarrow \text{target}$ is significant or not. Now that the statistics of one of its parent $A&B&C&D \rightarrow \text{target}$ is known, thus we don’t have to derive the statistics of coverset($ABCD$) once again. Hereby, one intersection operation can also be saved by following the procedure shown in figure 3 according to lemma 1. The number of necessary intersection operations is reduced to

$$3n - 6.$$
Table 2. Improved OPUS IR Filter

Algorithm: OPUS IR Filter(Current, Available, parent rule, M)

1 SoFar := ∅;
2 FOR EACH P in Available
2.1 New := Current ∪ P
2.2 IF New satisfies all the prunable constraints in M except the nontrivial constraint THEN
2.2.1 Derive the statistics of coverset(Current) − coverset(New), according to lemma 4
2.2.2 IF the mean of New → target is not significantly improved comparing to coverset(Current) − coverset(New) THEN
go to step 2.2.4;
2.2.3 ELSE use the circular intersection to comparing the mean of New → target with the mean of its direct parents other than parent rule
2.2.3.1 IF the mean New → target is significantly improved comparing to all its direct parents THEN
record New → target to rule list;
OPUS IR Filter(New, SoFar, New → target);
SoFar := SoFar ∪ P;
2.2.3.2 END IF;
2.2.4 END IF;
2.3 END IF;
3 END FOR

The new algorithm for impact rule discovery with filters is shown in Table 2. In this table, the parent rule is the corresponding rule for the node whose children we are currently exploring. The antecedent of parent rule is current.

6 Experimental Evaluations

In order to explain how the techniques introduced in this paper can practically improve the efficiency of rule discovery, we did our experiments by applying the new algorithm to 10 databases chosen from the UCI Machine Learning repository [6] and the UCI KDD archives [3]. The databases are described in Table 3. We applied 3-bin equal-frequency discretization to map all the quantitative attributes, except the target attribute, into qualitative ones. The significance level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>database</th>
<th>records</th>
<th>attributes</th>
<th>conditions</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abalone</td>
<td>4117</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Shuckedweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Max heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>MEDV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German credit</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Credit amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipums.la.97</td>
<td>70187</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>Total income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipums.la.98</td>
<td>74954</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>Total income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipums.la.99</td>
<td>88443</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>Total income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticdata2000</td>
<td>5822</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>Ave. income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census income</td>
<td>199523</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>Wage per hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covtype</td>
<td>581012</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>Elevation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we chose to decide the significance of impact rules is 0.05. The minimum coverage for discovered impact rules is set to 0.01, which is very low. The running time shown in the figures and tables are CPU time spent for the algorithms to search for top 1000 significant impact rules with the highest impact on a computer with two PIII 933MHz processors, 1.5G memory, and 4G virtual memory.

We ran our original algorithm without the two efficiency improving techniques. For databases abalone, heart, housing, German credit and ipmus.la.97, which are relatively smaller, we set the maximum number of conditions on

![Fig. 4. Comparison of Running Time before and after applying data access saving techniques for (a) abalone, (b) heart, (c) housing, (d) German credit, and (e) ipmus.la.97 with maximum number of conditions allowed on rule antecedent set to 3-8, and with no restriction on maximum number of conditions allowed on rule antecedent](image)
the rule antecedents from 3 to 8, and then run the program with no limit on the maximum number of conditions allowed on rule antecedents. After this, the difference set statistics derivation approach and the circular intersection approach are introduced respectively, before the efficient algorithm in table 2 is run following the same procedure. For ipmus.la.98, ipmus.la.99, ticdata2000, census income and covtype, which are relatively larger databases, we only ran the programs with maximum number of conditions allowed on rule antecedents set to 3, 4, and 5. We plot the allowed number of maximum conditions on antecedents

Fig. 5. Comparison of Running Time before and after applying data access saving techniques for (a) Ipums.la.98, (b) ipums.la.99, (c) Ticdata2000, (d) Census income, and (e) covtype with maximum number of conditions allowed on rule antecedent set to 3, 4 and 5
against required running time for these programs to discover the top 1000 significant impact rules in figure 1 and 3. The lines with square dots show the changes in CPU time for algorithms with neither of these efficiency improving techniques. The lines with round dots show the results for algorithm with difference set statistics derivation only, while the lines with triangular dots denote the trends brought by the algorithms with the circular intersection approach only. The results for algorithm with both techniques introduced are plotted using the lines with diamond dots.

Almost every database undergoes considerable reduction in running time after the introduction of these two efficiency improving approaches. The differences in efficiency increases with the maximum number of conditions allowed on rule antecedent. When there is no limit on the maximum number of conditions on rule antecedent, CPU time spent for the OPUS_IR_Filter algorithm with the two efficiency improving techniques applied to search for top 1000 significant impact rules in ipums.la.97 is less than one sixth of that necessary for OPUS_IR_Filter without introducing the techniques. However, necessary running time is also influenced by other factors including the size of the databases, the proportion of trivial rules in the top 1000 impact rules, and the proportion of significant rules.

After examining the effects of these two efficiency improving techniques independently, we come to the conclusion that the difference statistics derivation technique works better in some databases like census income; while the circular intersection approach has a greater effect on databases including ipums.la.98. However, the differences in effect are associated with several subtle factors including the order in which the available conditions are ranked as the input of algorithm, and the order in which different parent rules are compared with the current rule to be assessed.

7 Conclusion

The large number of resulting rules has long been a handicap for exploratory rule discovery. Many techniques have been proposed to reduce the set of resulting rules to a manageable size. Removing statistically insignificant rules is one of those techniques that are popular. Such techniques lead to considerable decrease in the resulting number of exploratory rules. However, performing statistical tests to identify the significance of a rule requires considerable data access and computation. We proposed two techniques in this paper, which can improve the efficiency of rule discovery by deriving difference set statistics without additional references to the data, and by reducing the redundancy of intersection operations. We implemented the techniques in k-most-interesting impact rule discovery, which is suitable for distributional-consequent exploratory rule discovery in very large, dense databases. Experimental results show a substantial improvement in efficiency after applying these techniques.
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Abstract. Traditional methods for discovering frequent patterns from large databases assume equal weights for all items of the database. In the real world, managerial decisions are based on economic values attached to the item sets. In this paper, we first introduce the concept of the value based frequent item packages problems. Then we provide an integer linear programming (ILP) model for value based optimization problems in the context of transaction data. The specific problem discussed in this paper is to find an optimal set of item packages (or item sets making up the whole transaction) that returns maximum profit to the organization under some limited resources. The specification of this problem allows us to solve a number of practical decision problems, by applying the existing and new ILP solution techniques. The model has been implemented and tested with real life retail data. The test results are reported in the paper.

1 Introduction

As organizations accumulate vast amounts of data from day to day operations, the prospect of finding hidden nuggets of knowledge has greatly increased [19]. Traditional inventory systems help a retailer keep track of items in stock and to replenish specific items as they fall below certain levels. The issue these days is not just replenishing the stock on the shelves but also grouping them according to their perceived association with items that attract the attention of customers. Using past sales data, the associations among frequent items can be determined efficiently by current algorithms. The methods for finding the frequent patterns involve different types of partial enumeration schemes where all items are given equal importance. However, in most business environments, items are associated with varying values of price, cost, and profit. So, the relative importance of items differs significantly. Kleinberg et al. [1] noted that frequent patterns and association rules extracted from real life data would be of use to business organizations only if they solve problems in the microeconomic context of the business. Brijs et al. [2] suggest that patterns in the data are interesting only to the extent to which
they can be used in the decision making process of the enterprise. For example, the management of a supermarket could be interested in identifying combinations of items that generate the maximum profit and requires physical storage space within certain limits. Another example is finding association rules where the items are most profitable or have the lowest margin. Many such real-world problems can be expressed as optimization problems that maximize or minimize a real valued function. In this paper, we will focus on one such optimization problem in the context of transaction data and refer to it as value based frequent item packages problem. A package consists of items that are usually sold together. The aim is to find a set of items that can be sold as part of various packages to realize the maximum profit overall for the business.

Data mining research in the last decade has produced several efficient algorithms for association rule mining [3] [4] [5], with potential applications in financial data analysis, retail industry, telecommunications industry, and biomedical data analysis. However, literature on the use of these algorithms to solve real-world problems is limited [2]. Ali et al [6] reported the application of association rules to reducing fall-out in the processing of telecommunication service orders. They also used the technique to study associations between medical tests on patients. Viveros et al [7] applied data mining to health insurance data to discover unexpected relationships between services provided by physicians and to detect overpayments.

Most of the data mining algorithms developed for transaction data give equal importance for all the items. However, in a real business, not all the items are of equal value and many management decisions are made based on the money value associated with the items. The value may be in terms of the profit made or cost incurred or any other utility function defined on the items. Recent works by Aumann and Lindel [18] and Webb [17] discuss the quantitative aspects of association rules and tackle the problem using a rule based approach. More recently, Brij et al [2] developed a zero-one mathematical programming model for determining a subset of frequent item sets that account for total maximum profit from a pre-specified collection of frequent item sets with certain restrictions on the items selected. They used this model for the market basket analysis of a supermarket. Demiriz and Bennett [8] have successfully used similar optimization approaches for semi-supervised learning.

Mathematical programming has been applied as the basis for developing some of the traditional techniques of data mining such as classification, feature selection, support vector machines, and regression [9] [8]. However, these techniques do not address the value based business decision problems arising in the context of data mining and knowledge discovery. To the best of our knowledge, except for [2], mathematical modeling approach to classes of real world decision problems that integrate patterns discovered by data mining has not been reported so far. In this paper, we address this relatively unexplored research area and propose a new mathematical model for some classes of the value based frequent item packages problem. We contend that frequently occurring and profitable baskets are of greater importance to the retailer than just frequent subsets of transactions. The items that occur in a transaction can be packaged together or alternatively sold as individual items. We consider the expected minimum revenue, minimum and maximum number of items in the optimal item packages, and storage constraint pertinent to a real life retailer.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we define relevant terms used in transaction data, frequent item sets and association rule mining. In Section 3, we consider a general version of the optimal item packages problem and present an integer linear programming formulation for the same. In Section 4, we illustrate the model by a sample profit optimal item packages problem, provide its ILP formulation and the result of processing it using the commercial mathematical programming software (CPLEX). Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 5 providing pointers for further work.

2 Transaction Data – Notations and Definitions

Transaction data refers to information about transactions such as the purchases in a store, each purchase described by a transaction ID, customer ID, date of purchase, and a list of items and their prices. A web transaction log is another example in which each transaction may denote a user id, web page and time of access.

Let \( T \) denote the total number of transactions. Let \( I = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \) denote the set of all potential items that may be included in any transaction and more precisely the items included in the \( t \)th transaction may be denoted by \( I_t \), a subset of \( I \), where \( t \) ranges from 1 to \( T \).

The support \( s \) of a subset \( X \) of the set \( I \) of items, is the percentage of transactions in which \( X \) occurs. A set of items \( X \) is a frequent item set if its support \( s \) is greater than or equal to a minimum support threshold specified by the user. An association rule is of the form \( X \Rightarrow Y \), where \( X \) and \( Y \) are frequent item sets that do not have any item in common. We say that \( X \Rightarrow Y \) has support \( s \) if \( s\% \) of transactions includes all the items in \( X \) and \( Y \), and confidence \( c \) if \( c\% \) of transactions containing the items of \( X \) also contains the items of \( Y \). A valid association rule is one where the support \( s \) and the confidence \( c \) are above user-defined thresholds for support and confidence respectively. Association rules [10] [11] [12] identify the presence of any significant correlation in a given data set.

3 Optimal Item Packages Problem

Brijs et al [2] considered a market basket analysis problem for finding an optimal set of frequent item sets that returns the maximum profit and proposed a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation of their problem. Their model proposed maximizing the profit function of frequent item set \( X \), i.e.

\[
\max \sum_{X \in L} M(X) * P_X - \sum_{i \in N} \text{Cost}_i * Q_i ,
\]

where \( N \) is the set of all items and \( L \) is the set of all frequent item sets \( X \); \( M(X) \) is gross sales margin generated by \( X \); and \( P_X, Q_i \in \{0,1\} \) are decision variables; subject to \( \sum_{i \in N} Q_i = \text{ItemMax} \), where \( i \) is a basic item and \( \text{ItemMax} \) is the maximum threshold set for the number of items in \( X \).
We generalize their problem specification to include different types of resource restrictions and develop an integer linear programming formulation for the same. The Optimal Item Packages Problem (OIPP) is to choose a set of frequent item sets that we term as item packages, so as to maximize the total net profit subject to conditions on maximum storage space for selected items and minimum total revenue from the selected frequent item sets. Our formulation of the problem is much more flexible compared to Brij et al’s [2], as the model can adapt to not only different resource restrictions but also to various bounds on the number of items to be included in the final selection. For example, it can specify the minimum and maximum number of elements in the final solution.

3.1 Motivation for OIPP

In many real-life businesses, a transaction may consist of a specific set of items forming a package. For example, while buying a car, a customer’s choice may be made easier by having a number of fixed packages offered by the supplier. In some other businesses, it may not make sense to separate any item from a given package; e.g. medical procedures, travel packages etc.

Alternatively, a vendor may be interested in finding out from previous sales as to which, if any, set of items exist that could be offered as a package. This packaging of items (or products) could potentially offer him certain amount of profit under a number of resource constraints. For instance, the resource constraints could be available stocking space, budget (minimum cost or maximum profit), quantity (that needs to be sold) etc. He may be further interested in doing a sensitivity analysis as to how far the resources can be stretched while the given solution remains optimal. Again, in another instance, the vendor may like to see how a change in a certain resource affects his profitability (for example, if he is able to organize a little more space for storage or invest a little more money). For a travel bureau, a constraint could be time-oriented resources (like, a travel consultant’s time),

OIPP: For a given database \( \{I_t \subset I : 1 \leq t \leq T\} \), let \( \{X_j : 1 \leq j \leq k\} \) be a pre-specified list of \( k \) frequent item sets. Let \( f_j \) and \( n_j \) respectively denote the number of transactions that exactly include \( X_j \) (i.e. \( f_j = |\{t : I_t = X_j\}| \)) and the number of items in \( X_j \), \( 1 \leq j \leq k \). The constant \( b_{ij} \) assumes the value 1 whenever item \( i \) is a member of the frequent item set \( X_j \), \( i \in I, 1 \leq j \leq k \). Let \( p_j \) denote the revenue made by the frequent item set \( X_j \) whenever \( X_j \) forms a transaction. Let \( c_i \) denote the cost incurred (per unit) while selecting item \( i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq N \). Let \( s_i \) denote the storage space (in appropriate units) required per unit for item \( i \) whenever the item is selected. Furthermore, let \( S \) denote the total available storage space. Find, a subset \( \hat{I} \) of \( \{i : 1 \leq i \leq N\} \) and a subset \( F \) of the set of frequent item sets \( \{X_j : 1 \leq j \leq k\} \) such that they satisfy the following properties:

1. The number of items in \( \hat{I} \) is bounded below and above by positive integers \( N_L \) and \( N_U \) respectively;
2. A frequent item set \( X_j \) is selected in \( F \) if and only if \( X_j \) is covered by \( \hat{I} \), that is, \( X_j \subseteq \hat{I} \);
3. The total storage space required for the selected items of \( \hat{I} \) does not exceed the available space of \( S \) units;
4. The total revenue made by frequent item sets of \( F \) is at least \( \text{Minrev} \);
5. The net profit (total revenue – the total cost) is maximized.

We now provide an ILP model for the OIPP described above. Let \( y_i \) denote the 0-1 decision variable that assumes value 1 whenever item \( i \) is chosen. Let \( z_j \) denote the 0-1 decision variable that assumes value 1 whenever the frequent item set \( X_j \) is covered by the set of selected items, that is, by the set of items \( \{ i: y_i = 1 \} \).

Lower and upper bound constraints: 
\[
N_L \leq \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i \leq N_U \quad (1)
\]

Occurrence constraint of \( X_j \): 
\[
\sum_{i \in X_j} y_i - n_j z_j \geq 0, \quad 1 \leq j \leq k \quad (2)
\]

Item storage space constraint: 
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{k} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} b_{ij} s_i \right) f_j z_j \leq S \quad (3)
\]

Lower bound constraint on revenue: 
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{k} p_j f_j z_j \geq \text{Minrev} \quad (4)
\]

Restrictions on variables: 
\( y_i = 0 \) or 1, \( z_j = 0 \) or 1 \( (5) \)

Objective function: 
\[
\text{Maximize} \quad \sum_{j=1}^{k} p_j f_j z_j - \sum_{j=1}^{k} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} b_{ij} c_i \right) f_j z_j \quad (6)
\]

In this value based frequent item set problem the input information regarding \( X_1, \ldots, X_k, p_j, f_j, s_i \) and \( c_i \) must be extracted through data mining of frequent item sets. For the above model (1) – (6), the constraints and the objective function may be validated as follows:

Let the set of selected items to cover all the selected frequent item sets be denoted by \( \hat{I} = \{ i: y_i = 1 \} \). It is easy to see that \( |\hat{I}| = \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i \) and the constraint (1) provides the lower and upper bound restrictions on this number. The number of items common to the set \( \hat{I} \) and the frequent item set \( X_j \) is given by \( \sum_{i \in X_j} y_i \). Whenever \( \sum_{i \in X_j} y_i = |X_j| = n_j \), the set \( \hat{I} \) covers the frequent item set \( X_j \). The constraint (2) ensures that the decision variable \( z_j \) is 1 if and only if the frequent item set \( X_j \) is covered by \( \hat{I} \). In this case note that \( F = \{ X_j : z_j = 1 \} \) is the collection of frequent item sets selected. The storage space required by an item \( i \) of the selected item sets in \( F \) is \( \sum_{j=1}^{k} b_{ij} s_i f_j z_j \),
for $1 \leq i \leq N$. The constraint (3) expresses the upper bound restriction on the available storage space viz. $S$. The contribution made by the frequent item set $X_j$ to the profit may be expressed as $p_j f_j z_j$ where $z_j = 1$ if and only if $X_j$ is covered by the set $\hat{I}$. The constraint (4) ensures a minimum revenue contribution from the set of all covered frequent item sets. The constraints of (5) express the 0-1 restrictions of the decision variables $y_i$ and $z_j$. The objective function in (6) maximizes the total profit contribution expressed as the total net revenue.

4 Experimental Results

To verify our ILP formulation of the OIPP, we implemented and experimentally tested our model with real life market transaction data obtained from a Belgian retail store [16]. The dataset (retail.txt) stores five months of transaction data collected over four separate periods.

Retail data characteristics:

- Total number of transactions: 88,163
- Item ID range: 1-16470
- Number of items (N): 3,151
- Total number of customers: 5,133
- Average basket size: 13
- Data collection period: 5 months total (in four separate periods)

For further details of the data refer to [16]. Since not all characteristics of the data are publicly available (presumed to be confidential), we supplemented them with values for such fields as storage space required per item ($s_i$), revenue from selling item package $X_j$ ($p_j$) and cost attributed to item $i$ ($c_i$).

4.1 Data Preparation Stages

As discussed in section 3, before building the ILP model of the market data we need to know the data characteristics. Therefore, the data is preprocessed using the following steps to prepare it for input to the mathematical programming software:

1. Each transaction record is organized as an ascending sequence of item Ids;
2. A count of the number of items ($n_j$) in each transaction is inserted as the first field of the record;
3. The records in the database are then sorted in ascending order according to the count of items and then by the item Ids as minor keys;
4. Finally, the distinct frequent transactions are listed with their frequencies ($f_j$).
   In the present context, a transaction is frequent if its frequency is greater than or equal to 2. Note that the total number of distinct frequent transactions (item sets) is denoted by $k$.
5. This final dataset is fed to a program (createLP) which builds the ILP model corresponding to the current problem.

This model is then submitted to a mathematical programming application to be solved as an ILP with binary integer variables ($y_i$'s and $z_j$'s).
[We used C++ programs (for steps 1 – 5 above) to process the input retail market basket dataset and produced the output in appropriate format. As our ILP formulation assumes data mining activities as a pre-step, discussions regarding the preprocessing done by these programs are unnecessary.]

4.2 Sample Optimal Package Selection Problem

To help explain our methodology, we use an example problem and work it through the different stages of finding the optimal profit from the given dataset. Consider the following dataset consisting of 5 sales transactions involving 7 items.

\[ X_1 = \{7\}, \ X_2 = \{1, 2\}, \ X_3 = \{5, 6\}, \ X_4 = \{12, 13\} \text{ and } X_5 = \{2, 6, 12, 13\} \]

Table 1 below, shows the characteristics of various items (\(s_{pi} – \) selling price, \(prof_i – \) profit per unit); while Table 2 presents the details of each item package.

**Table 1.** Characteristics of items in the sample dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(s_i)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_i)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s.p.i)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(prof_i)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Processed sample dataset for creating the ILP model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count of items (n_j)</th>
<th>Number of transactions (f_j)</th>
<th>Item package (X_j)</th>
<th>Package revenue (\sum p_{j}f_{j})</th>
<th>Package storage (\sum s_{pi}f_{j})</th>
<th>Package cost (\sum c_{pi}f_{j})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>1640.1</td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>1293.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5 6</td>
<td>394.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>278.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>12 13</td>
<td>2421</td>
<td>170.5</td>
<td>2046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2 6 12 13</td>
<td>174.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>140.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first column shows the number of items in the packages viz. \(n_j\); the second shows the frequency \(f_j\); while the third shows the individual items that make up each item package. The last three columns show the computed aggregates for each package.

The createLP program, outlined in step 5 above, processes the formatted dataset (steps 1-4) and produces the corresponding ILP model (Fig. 1) to the sample dataset. This model is then solved using CPLEX, a commercial package for solving all kind of linear programs. Fig. 2 presents the output from the package.

We notice (Fig. 2) that the optimal value i.e. the maximal profit, obtained under the given constraints of 100 units of storage space and satisfying the minimum revenue of
\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{Problem name: sample.lp}

Maximize
\[ 100z_1 + 346.5z_2 + 115.6z_3 + 375.1z_4 + 34.1z_5 \]
Subject To
\begin{align*}
-1z_1 + y_7 & \geq 0 \\
-2z_2 + y_1 + y_2 & \geq 0 \\
-2z_3 + y_5 + y_6 & \geq 0 \\
-2z_4 + y_13 + y_12 & \geq 0 \\
-4z_5 + y_2 + y_6 + y_13 & \geq 0 \\
30z_1 + 115.5z_2 + 18.7z_3 + 170.5z_4 + 12.1z_5 & \leq 100 \\
520z_1 + 1640.1z_2 + 394.4z_3 + 2421.1z_4 + 174.9z_5 & \geq 600 \\
\end{align*}
\text{y}_1 + \text{y}_2 + \text{y}_5 + \text{y}_6 + \text{y}_7 + \text{y}_12 + \text{y}_13 & \geq 5 \\
\text{y}_1 + \text{y}_2 + \text{y}_5 + \text{y}_6 + \text{y}_7 + \text{y}_12 + \text{y}_13 & \leq 10 \\
\text{Binaries} & \\
z_1, z_2, z_3, z_4, z_5 & \\
y_1, y_2, y_5, y_6, y_7, y_{12}, y_{13} & \\
\text{End}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{Sample problem sample.lp}
\end{figure}

\begin{verbatim}
Integer optimal solution: Objective = 2.4970000000e+002 \\
Solution time = 0.03 sec. Iterations = 0 Nodes = 0 \\
CPLEX> dis sol var - \\
Variable Name & Solution Value \\
z_1 & 1.000000 \\
z_3 & 1.000000 \\
z_5 & 1.000000 \\
y_7 & 1.000000 \\
y_2 & 1.000000 \\
y_5 & 1.000000 \\
y_6 & 1.000000 \\
y_{13} & 1.000000 \\
y_{12} & 1.000000 \\
All other variables in the range 1-12 are zero.
\end{verbatim}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Solution of sample ILP using CPLEX}
\end{figure}

$600 is $249.70. The three best item packages to stock are \(X_1, \ X_3\) and \(X_5\) which correspond to the binary decision variables \(z_1, \ z_3\) and \(z_5\) respectively. Further, the particular items in the optimal set to store are 7, 2, 5, 6, 12 and 13 (corresponding to the decision variables \(y_7, \ y_2, \ y_5, \ y_6, \ y_{12}, \ y_{13}\). The remaining item packages and items do not participate in the optimal solution.

We now present the results from the retail dataset as described at the beginning of the section. We note that the number of distinct frequent item sets, namely \(k = 929\). To build the model, for each item \(i\), we have randomly generated the corresponding selling price (\(s_{pi}\)), cost price (\(c_i\)) and storage space (\(s_i\)) with its profit around 25%.
Given a certain maximum storage space, the retailer might like to find out the optimum profit (and item packages) against a maximum number of items to be put on the shelves. He might also be curious as to how the profit varies if he is able to acquire more storage space. To show how easily this can be achieved using our ILP formulation, we varied the values for $S$, the maximum storage space parameter, from 1000 to 4000 and varied the upper limit for the number of items to be shelved i.e. $N_u$ from 20 to 500. The resulting ILP was then submitted to CPLEX 9.0 to calculate the value of the net profit function ($z$). Table 3 shows the effect of changing the maximum number of items ($N_u$) has on the objective.

Table 3. Profit function and time (in seconds) for varying storage space ($S$) and number of items ($N_u$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S$</th>
<th>$N_u$</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>450</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>22,697</td>
<td>27,996</td>
<td>32,323</td>
<td>34,646</td>
<td>36,320</td>
<td>39,281</td>
<td>39,384</td>
<td>39,381</td>
<td>39,384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>22,697</td>
<td>27,996</td>
<td>32,323</td>
<td>34,646</td>
<td>36,320</td>
<td>39,281</td>
<td>39,384</td>
<td>39,328</td>
<td>39,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>22,697</td>
<td>27,996</td>
<td>32,323</td>
<td>34,646</td>
<td>36,320</td>
<td>38,315</td>
<td>38,423</td>
<td>38,423</td>
<td>38,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then chart (Figure 3) the observations to visualize the effects of max. storage and $N_u$ on the value of the objective, $z$. We observe that while increasing the number of items does increase the net profit quite substantially, after a certain stage the rate or amount of change in the same is not significant, eventually peaking and remaining so in spite of increasing resources (storage space or number of items stored). This observation could be of value to the retailer as he can clearly visualize the expected changes in profit by changing certain parameters as need be. Similarly, one can study the effect of varying the limits of other resources and study their effects on the profitability function.

For our experiments, we used an AMD Athlon XP2100 PC with a CPU clock of 2.1 GHz having 512 MB of RAM running Windows 2000. Our experiments show very encouraging results as all of them are achieved in a sub-second response time. This proves that our method of solving such problems is very much viable.

Limitations. The model presented in the previous sections has been tested with a reasonable size dataset. However, it is not without its limitations. While the number of transactions ($T$) could be very large (limited by how large an integer can be on a specific system), for the given data varying the minimum number of items ($N_l$) could increase the number of possible combinations of items and thereby could affect the solving time. This is dependant on environmental factors like available memory, storage and CPU speed. CPLEX could not solve this problem, using the above PC configuration, when all non-frequent transactions were included within a reasonable time viz. 8 hours.
5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a general class of problems called the value based optimal item package problem that can support real world business decisions using data mining. The solutions to these problems require the combination of mathematical modeling with data mining and knowledge discovery from large transaction data. We formulated a generic problem using the mixed integer linear programming model and implemented it using real life transactional data from a retail store. Our specification provides scope for using a large number of methodologies available in the literature to solve the value based frequent item set problems.

It is well known that the general integer linear programming problem is NP hard. In addition, in many practical applications of the frequent item set problem, the parameters like N, the number of items and T, the number of transactions in the data base may be very large. When N and T are not very large, we can use some of the
standard commercial software products such as CPLEX to solve the model proposed in this paper. Furthermore, future research can be focused on developing specially designed branch and cut algorithms [13] [14] [15], branch and price algorithms and/or efficient heuristics and probabilistic methods to solve our ILP formulations of these models. When N and T are large, the future research can explore the possibility of solving these models restricted to some random samples drawn from the database and developing methods of estimating the required information.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a decision theoretic fusion framework for actionability using data mining techniques in an embedded car navigation system. An embedded system having limited resources is not easy to manage the abundant information in the database. Thus, the proposed system stores and manages only multiple level-of-abstraction in the database to resolve the problem of resource limitations, and then represents the information received from the Web via the wireless network after connecting a communication channel with the data mining server. To do this, we propose a decision theoretic fusion framework that includes the multiple level-of-abstraction approach combining multiple-level association rules and the summary table, as well as an active interaction rule generation algorithm for actionability in an embedded car navigation system. In addition, it includes the sensory and data fusion level rule extraction algorithm to cope with simultaneous events occurring from multi-modal interface. The proposed framework can make interactive data mining flexible, effective, and instantaneous in extracting the proper action item.

Keywords: Data mining, Embedded data mining, and Speech interactive approach.

1 Introduction

As detailed and accurate data are accumulated and stored in databases at various stages, the large amounts of data in databases makes it almost impractical to manually analyze them for valuable information. Thus, the need for automated analysis and discovery tools to extract useful knowledge from huge amounts of raw data has been urgent. To cope with this problem, data mining methodologies are emerging as efficient tools in realizing the above objectives. Data mining [1][15][11] is the process of extracting previously unknown information in the form of patterns, trends, and structures from large quantities of data. These methodologies are being used in many fields, such as financial, business, medical, manufacturing and production, scientific domains, and the World Wide Web (WWW). Especially, autonomous decision-making process using a data mining approach has been useful in various fields for sourcing efficient and reliable information [3][20].
In addition, as computer and scientific technologies have improved recently, small size handheld mobile devices such as PDAs, mobile phones, and Auto PCs have been used in various fields of mobile computing and Telepresence technologies more and more. The need to utilize a variety of service applications such as car navigation, MP3/WAV player, car maintenance program, and information center solution connecting to server, on these devices is increasing. However, an embedded hardware system has limited resources that are not enough to handle the large amounts of data, and analyze them. Thus, an embedded technique to resolve this problem is required.

To cope with this problem, we propose a decision theoretic fusion framework that includes the multiple level-of-abstraction approach which combines multiple-level association rules and a summary table as well as active interaction rule generation algorithm for actionability in an embedded car navigation system. In addition, it includes the sensory and data fusion level rule extraction algorithm to cope with simultaneous events occurring from multi-modal interfacing. This embedded system is connected to the data mining server based on the web in order to extract and access the rules and data. This is because the Web not only contains a huge amount of information, but also can provide a powerful infrastructure for communication and information sharing [6][8]. With this data mining server, the proposed system can provide an efficient data representative service as well as actionability to present interactive methods without processing the raw data.

The proposed system is applied to command, control, communication, and intelligent car navigation systems. This provides an efficient speech interactive agent (SIA) rendering smooth car navigation by employing a conversational tool; embedded automatic speech recognition, embedded text-to-speech, and distributed speech recognition modules, all the while enabling safe driving. The embedded car navigation system is extended to provide a user-friendly service and interactive capability by using the conversational tools. The system can reveal the status of the system and its scheduled jobs by actively using the active interaction rule generation algorithm. This is due to the fact that the driver has an access pattern about specific applications that are frequently used. In addition, the information about traffic, weather, news, daily schedules, and car management can provide valuable information to the driver as well as decision-making advice on what action the proposed system should take. Using such information, the speech interactive agent provides efficient interactive methods to operate for the required events.

First, this system uses sensory fusion rules in order to combine multiple events simultaneously occurring from multi-modal sensors such as push-to-talk, remote controller, touch screen, mute, hands-free, external buttons, and application events received from multimedia service applications in the embedded client system. Second, the data fusion framework is provided by using the features extracted from sensory fusion rules. At this time, user access patterns occurring by user driven events operate a specific service application, and are mined and stored in databases on an embedded system for certain periods. This feature provides the means to decide a specific action. The proposed system can connect the Internet server using a CDMA 200 terminal to represent large amounts of information. However, an embedded system has a small sized memory that has not enough space to store a lot of information. To resolve this problem, the multiple level-of-abstraction approach for the multiple-level association rules is applied.
The content of this paper is as follows. The design concept of the proposed system is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the data mining methodologies based on the decision theoretic fusion framework for actionability. Finally, in Section 4, we provide discussions and conclusive remarks.

2 Architecture of Embedded Car Navigation System

This Section describes the introduction of embedded system on a real car for Telematics service. In addition, speech interactive agent is described as a effective speech interaction tools for safeguard driving and service guide as well as information gathering and generation tools.

2.1 System Overview

The embedded car navigation system provides the various embedded service applications on a car as well as networked service applications via a wireless network using the CDMA 2000 terminal as shown in Figure 1. In our proposed system, we include the interactive techniques using speech interactive agent to provide a speech interaction method as an intelligent interface between human and machine. The speech interactive agent plays a role in combining and processing the information from interface modalities as well as in communicating with the data mining server to provide useful information to the user. This system needs a database to store some valuable information and manage some information. Such an embedded system has limited resources. To resolve this problem, this system stores and manages the multiple

Fig. 1. System architecture overview
level-of-abstraction in the database. The multiple level-of-abstraction information is downloaded, and updated from the data mining server using HTTP (Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol). In addition, this system can manage the user’s access patterns providing the user used the service for a certain period. By using this information, the speech interactive agent can speak to the user when the system is first switched on at the start of the day, and the scheduled job should be executed. This information is also managed in the database by using multiple level-of-abstraction.

2.2 Speech Interactive Agent

Conversation is one of the most important factors that facilitate dynamic knowledge interaction. People can have a conversation with a conversational agent that talks with people by using the eASR and eTTS [19] as a combined unit. The speech interaction agent, as a conversational agent [10][16], carries out command and control tasks while interacting with the driver according to the given scenarios on the car navigation system.

As a problem-solving paradigm, the fusion process model using the functional evaluation stage is employed [12]. Although the car navigation system is deterministic, the use of multiple input sensors makes the system complex to cope with various situations. The proposed speech agent is decomposed into three separate processes; composition process of sensory sources, speech signal processing process and decision-making process. As shown in Figure 2, the composition process of sensory sources plays a role in combining input requests and guiding the next-step. The speech signal processing process provides a means of speech interaction using speech recognition and text-to-speech functions. The decision-making process provides a user-friendly interfacing mode using a speech interaction helper function as well as a self-diagnosis function using a speech interaction watch-dog module.

![Fig. 2. Speech Interactive Agent (SIA) block diagram](image)

The speech recognition system is classified into the embedded ASR and distributed speech recognition (DSR) system that is used via the wireless network, using a CDMA 2000 terminal. Thus, the feature extractor based on ETSI v1.1.2 has the front-end role of passing the mel-cepstral features to eASR or DSR according to the scenarios without communicating between the speech agent and the application process. The eTTS utters the information when the event is requested by the user and application programs. The “speech interaction helper” provides helper scenarios to
the user when a recognition error occurs or an out-of-vocabulary is encountered. The ‘‘watch-dog’’ function monitors the service situation and status of the eASR/eTTS in order to cope with the exception-handling error which can occur when a user pushes the external buttons during the service interval.

Through the use of the speech interactive agent on embedded car navigation system, next Section describes the interactive information generation method using sensor and data fusion on the embedded system and then, the information gathering and generation method via the Web.

3 Decision Theoretic Fusion Framework

This Section provides the base framework for embedded data mining from the raw data to highly processed information. First, raw data is generalized by using the sensor fusion method and then data fusion rules and active interaction rule generation is employed. Finally, the embedded system is connected to the Web for effective data processing and service and user satisfaction.

3.1 Sensory Fusion Rule

To perform the requests for speech interaction, firstly the sensory fusion model can be expressed by

\[ Y_i = f(O / K, Y_{i-1}) \]  

where \( i \) is a number of processing results, \( O \) is a observable sensory input, \( K \) is a domain knowledge, \( Y_{i-1} \) is status information being processed from a previous time and \( f() \) is the sensory fusion function to combine the sensory inputs and then control the current requests given the previous situation. The observable sensor input, \( O \) is expressed by

\[ O = g_1(Mute) \cdot g_2(HF) \cdot g_3(R) \cdot g_4(Ptt) \cdot \prod_{i=0}^{k} g_5(E_i) \]  

where \( M \) is a mute, HF is a hands-free, R is a remote controller, Ptt is a push-to-talk, \( E \) is a event created by service applications, and \( k \) is a number of applications being run simultaneously. Each input is independent each other as well as processed parallely. The variable, \( g() \) is a function to observe and detect the sensor input. While a sensory input between \( g_1 \) and \( g_4 \) is a direct input from a sensor, \( g_5 \) is a transmitted input from application programs via the inter-process communication. The sensory inputs can happen simultaneously. However, for the action to be performed promptly it is always one function that is most suitable in a given situation. This is due to the fact that the hardware resource has limitations, and the system can provide the robustness, consistency and efficiency in using a service. Thus, the fusing function, \( f() \) should be considered with respect to service quality and usability. In this paper, we apply the rule based decision function as a fusion function of respective inputs. In equation (1), \( K \) is a domain specific knowledge to provide combing rules as shown in Table 1. The given rule is decided by considering the service capability, priority and resource limitations, etc. Decision categories are composed of five decision rules. By using this sensory fused rule, data fusion rule is generalized for effective speech interaction in next subsection.
Table 1. The negotiation rule table according to the priority control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>Previous State</th>
<th>eASR is requested</th>
<th>Application TTS is requested</th>
<th>CNS TTS is requested</th>
<th>Hands-Free Button pushed</th>
<th>Mute Button pushed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hands-Free button enabled</td>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mute button enabled</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eASR running</td>
<td>Previous eASR exits and new eASR runs</td>
<td>Previous eASR exits and eTTS starts</td>
<td>eASR runs continuously and CNS TTS starts</td>
<td>eASR exits</td>
<td>eASR exits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application eTTS running</td>
<td>Previous eTTS stops and new eTTS starts</td>
<td>Previous eTTS stops and new eTTS starts</td>
<td>Application eTTS pauses and CNS TTS starts</td>
<td>eTTS stops</td>
<td>eTTS stops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS eTTS running</td>
<td>CNS eTTS starts and eASR runs</td>
<td>Previous CNS eTTS finishes and then application eTTS starts</td>
<td>Previous CNS eTTS stops and new CNS eTTS starts</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Data Fusion Rules from Interface Modalities

When given the sensory fusion result, the speech agent can decide the action to be performed. Next, the data fusion model for speech interaction can be expressed by

\[
Z = H_i(O_i) \cdot I(P) \cdot J(Y), \quad i = 1, \ldots, 3
\]

\[
H_i(O_i) = h_i(O_i / M_i), \quad i = 1, \ldots, 3
\]

where \( i \) is the number of speech interaction tools and \( H_i(O_i) \) is a speech interaction tool; 1) embedded speech recognition, 2) distributed speech recognition 3) text-to-speech. Thus, the variable, \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) are speech sampling data and \( O_3 \) is text data. Thus, \( H_i(O_i) \) is decomposed as follows.

\[
H_i(O_i) = h_i(O_i / M_i)
\]

\[
\cong W_k = \arg \max_j L(O_i / W_j)
\]

where \( h_i(O_i) \) is a pattern recognizer using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule to find the most likely sequence of words.

\[
H_2(O_2) = h_2(O_2 / M_2) = h_2(O_2)
\]

where \( h_2(O_2) \) is a front-end feature extractor to pass the speech features into the back-end distributed speech recognition server.
\[ H_3(O_3) = h_3(O_3 / M_3) \]  

where \( h_3(O_3) \) is a speech synthesizer function to read the sentences.

\( J(Y) \) is a selecting function to choose a speech interaction tool. The currently selected speech module is just enabled. The variable, \( M_i \) is a given specific domain knowledge. \( M_1 \) is an acoustic model to recognize the word, \( M_2 \) is not used and \( M_3 \) is TTS DB. The variable, \( P \) is procedural knowledge to provide a user-friendly service such as a helper function. \( I(P) \) is a function to guide the service scenario according to the results of the speech interaction tool.

As a result, \( Z \) is an action to be performed sequentially. The final decision-making, \( Z(t) \) represents the user’s history to be processed when the decision is stored for a long period of time. This can provide the statistical information when the user frequently utilizes a specific function.

Sensory fused rules and data fusion rules can be a fusion framework for generation of gathered information. In addition, extension of application service and integration can be easily employed based on this framework. From this information, the generation method of user action statistics is described in next subsection.

### 3.3 Active Interaction Rule Generation

Users may interact at various service stages and domain knowledge may be used in the form of a higher-level specification of the model, or at a more detailed level. In our system, the speech interactive agent interacts with users using a conversational tool. This user interaction information is applied to data mining which is inherently an interactive and iterative process. This is due to the fact that the user has repeated patterns that he or she frequently uses on specific applications with the car navigation system. By using this information, the speech interactive agent asks the user whether the user wants to perform a specific task, which is the statistical information to be stored and estimated for a period of time according to the procedure in Figure 3. In addition, the speech interactive agent can start a music player automatically according to the days’ weather broadcasts if the system has not been used for a long time. This function can be set on or off manually on an application by a user. To obtain some information for specific tasks, the speech interactive agent downloads and updates the mined data from the data mining server via the wireless internet.

![Fig. 3. Active interaction procedure using the user’s frequency rule](image)

---

In the figure above, the system architecture is depicted as follows:

- **User**: Initiates interaction by either speaking or providing input through other methods.
- **User’s Action Events**: Contains events and actions initiated by the user.
- **Speech Interactive Agent**: Responds to user inputs by either speech or text.
- **Extract user’s frequency rules**: Analyzes user behavior to extract rules.
- **User’s action processing result**: Processes the user’s actions.
- **Frequency Information**: Provides frequency data for analysis.
- **Rule database Update**: Updates rule databases based on extracted rules.
- **Feedback**: Provides feedback to the user based on the processing outcomes.

The system integrates user input with data mining and rule extraction to make decisions and provide relevant services.
To extract the features for data mining, the rough set theory [1] is applied. By using the rough set theory, a decision rule induction from an attribute value table is done. The feature extraction algorithm can generate multiple feature sets (reducts). These feature sets are used for predicting the user’s action with the primary decision-making algorithm and confirmation algorithm. The primary decision-making algorithm compares the feature values of objects with decision rules. If a matching criterion is found, the decision rule for action of the speech interactive agent is assigned to the specific job. However, the user may not require the specific task to be performed because of lack of confidence if the user is distracted at that time. Thus, the confirmation algorithm is applied using speech interaction tools; speech recognition and text-to-speech. When the user just says “yes”, the action is performed according to the rule of the decision-making algorithm.

**Table 2. Decision rules for the action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision rule 1. IF (F1 = 0) THEN (D = 0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision rule 2. IF (F2 = 1) AND (F3 = NOW) THEN (D = N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision rule 3. IF (F4 = 1) AND (F5 = 1) THEN (D = N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Test sample data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object No.</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,4,5,6,7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We select five features, F1-F5. F1 is the indicator to notify whether the system is in the sleep mode or not. F2 is the indicator to notify whether the object (application ID) is one reserved at the scheduled time or not. F3 is the reserved time if the F2 is set to 1. F4 is the frequency rate when the object is used for some time. F5 is the priority of that application. Table 2 includes 3 decision rules generated with the rule extraction algorithm. The decision rules are followed continually when the F1 is just set to 1. If the matching criterion is met in the next decision rules, decision rule is set to N, which is the object number to be performed by the speech interactive agent. Table 3 depicts a sample data set. When F1 is 1, F2 is 1, and F3 of the object 2 is on time to be executed, the decision rule, D is set to 2. Thus, the object 2 is selected as the one that can be executed. If F3 does not notify by a scheduled time, the decision rule, D is set to 5 because the object number 5 has the highest priority, F5=1.

This proposed method gives the intelligence and automation for user satisfaction. In addition, sensory fused rules and data fusion rules can be employed easily on the
embedded system, but the amount of this information for user satisfaction is limited. Thus, the previously constructed information on the Web can give the efficient and satisfactory ones to the users. So, the next subsection describes the embedded data mining method using the Web.

3.4 The Association of the Web

An embedded hardware system has not enough memory devices to manage the data because it has a resource limitation problem and low performance capability. Actually, our system has a 512Mbyte working memory (NOR flash memory) and a 256Mbyte Compact Flash (CF) memory. The working memory includes operating system and some files to boot. It cannot store some information permanently. The CF memory includes 200Mbyte map data for car navigation, and 30Mbyte TTS DB. This is due to the cost of car navigation product. However, the user wants to utilize various information and services from a lot of different information sources. To resolve this problem, this system stores and manages only multiple level-of-abstraction. This mined data for multiple-level association rules are performed on the server-side. The data mining server plays a role in performing the Web mining. Mining typical user profiles and URL associations from the vast amount of access logs is an important feature. It deals with tailoring the interaction with Web information space based on information about the users.

The multiple level-of-abstraction is composed of multiple-level association rules and a summary table. The methods for mining associations at a generalized abstraction level by extension of the Apriori algorithm is applied as in [14]. The summary table forms the topic based indexing scheme. It stores basic information about groups of tuples of the underlying relations. This summary table is incrementally updateable and is able to support a variety of data mining and statistical analysis tasks. The summary table forming the indexed file is downloaded from the data mining server when the system is first switched on at the start of the day and the information is changed in the data mining server. The generalization process using attribute-oriented induction approach [14] for summary tables is performed on the server-side. It extracts a large set of relevant data in a database from a low concept level to a relatively high one. Thus, the system does not spend extra calculation time for data mining on an embedded system.

The sample structure of the multiple level-of-abstraction is as shown in Figure 4. It has a hierarchy form to index the data. We use two kinds of mined data; news and traffic information. (a) of Figure 4 depicts the news information. (b) of Figure 4 depicts the traffic information. The summary table basically includes the primary key, data, title, associated URL, and comments. Embedded applications that represent the news and traffic information just display the multiple level-of-abstraction information. If the user wants to see the specific information, that information is downloaded and displayed on the screen by selecting the specific button, or speaking the title. The speech interactive agent requests the URL for information to be sent to the data mining server, then the server sends the requested information in a form of HTML type text using HTTP protocol. The received text information is parsed and passed to the TTS, then the TTS reads this texts.
Multimedia Service applications, the Main daemon and the speech interactive agent together are implemented and tested on X-scale 400 Mhz, WindowsCE.NET AutoPC system. 11 Khz speech sampling rate for input and output is used for the speech interactive agent. Each application program and daemon processes communicate between them using IPC method respectively according to the negotiated protocols. On the first time, to test the application programs respectively, the speech interactive agent and simulator are developed. After integrating works are finished, the real car test is evaluated on integrated working environment.

For experimental evaluation of speech based user interface such as speech recognition and text-to-speech, respective algorithms are evaluated respectively. First, noise preprocessing algorithm with 2-channel microphone array is applied and implemented for suppressing car noises. The experiments were conducted using the CAR01 corpus from the Speech Information Technology & Industry Promotion Center (SITEC) [23]. This corpus consists of car control and navigation related commands words, isolated digit and connected four digits. As the baseline experiment without any noise reduction method and a single channel noise reduction method using spectral subtraction algorithm (SS) is conducted to compare the performance improvement of the dual-channel noise reduction method.

In 2-channel noise reduction methods, we evaluated some methods using the delay-and-sum beamformer (DS), Griffiths-Jim beamformer (GJ) [4] and eigen-decomposition (EVD) [21]. In addition, we applied the high-pass filter (HP) to cancel the low frequency component of the car environment. But the performance of the EVD method combined with the HP and E-EVD (new two reconstructed signals) method is highly improved. From the results as shown in Table 4 and 5, it is shown that the best performance is obtained when E-EVD method is combined with HP.
Table 4. Word accuracy of various noise reduction methods (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>HP+GJ</th>
<th>HP+DS</th>
<th>HP+E-EVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch 3 + Ch 5</td>
<td>38.32</td>
<td>57.66</td>
<td>80.66</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>89.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch 4 + Ch 7</td>
<td>83.94</td>
<td>85.77</td>
<td>88.50</td>
<td>90.51</td>
<td>91.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. PESQ score of various noise reduction methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>HP+GJ</th>
<th>HP+DS</th>
<th>HP+E-EVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch 3 + Ch 5</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch 4 + Ch 7</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Driving tests on a real car

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>office</th>
<th>Low-speed</th>
<th>high-speed</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>Car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-line</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>94.44%</td>
<td>92.10%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Avante (1800CC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
<td>EF Sonata, SM5(2000CC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.5%</td>
<td>93.42%</td>
<td>92.96%</td>
<td>EF Sonata, SM5(2000CC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.95%</td>
<td>94.71%</td>
<td>94.33%</td>
<td>EF Sonata, SM5(2000CC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, speech recognition experiment is performed. The speech recognition function for the speech interactive agent is classified into embedded ASR and DSR front-end. The total number of recognizable words on embedded ASR is more than about 5,000 words. However, the tree-based dynamic word recognition approach is applied according to the operational scenarios on each multimedia service application. The case of DSR is about 10,000 words for each city. The embedded speech recognition engine is developed and optimized in car noises, and we implemented DSR by using the third-party DSR Software Development Kit (SDK).

For embedded ASR, an isolated word recognizer with dynamic vocabularies to reduce computing time and optimized memory size [15][22] is applied, and speech signals are analyzed within 125ms frame with 10ms lapped into 26th order feature vector that has 13th order MFCCs including log energy and their 1st derivatives. To cope with the car noises, we applied feature compensation scheme based on multivariate Gaussian-Based Cepstral normalization (RATZ) [18], and the hidden Markov model (HMM) based on tied mixture is applied [7][17]. Driving test is performed on a real car as delineated in Table 6. The driving speed was done at a low speed between 20 and 60 Km/H while high speed was between 70 and 110 Km/H. A total of 40 men and women are tested on a Hyundai EF-Sonata and Samsung SM5 car respectively. The number of recognizable words is 100 words on each given scenario respectively.

Finally, text-to-speech experiment is performed. The speech interactive agent has two TTS child-processes. One is related with the CNS, and the other is related with application services. For fast speed on embedded system, the execution time and code sizes of the TTS are also optimized. However, the access time of storage to get the specific tri-phone wave takes a lot of time. It is dependent on the used flash memory.
The sound quality test is evaluated as in Table 7 for men and women in terms of mean-opinion score. The output sampling rate of each version is 16Khz. The TTS 1, 2, 4 and 5 are the various versions of the engines developed for embedded environments. The TTS 1 is 32M in size with a man’s voice while the TTS 2 is 64M in size also of a man’s voice. The TTS 4 is 32M with a woman’s voice. The TTS 5 is 64M with a woman’s voice. The TTS 3 is 32M with a woman’s voice developed by a benchmark developer. Finally, We applied 16KHz, 40M DB (TTS6) with a woman’s voice by compressing 16 KHz, 64M DB. Even if the sampling rate is down and the memory required is more than 8MByte, the sound quality is much better than 16Kz, 32M DB. That is why TTS system has dependency on TTS database for sound quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TTS1 (32 M)</th>
<th>TTS2 (64 M)</th>
<th>TTS3 (32 M)</th>
<th>TTS4 (32 M)</th>
<th>TTS5 (64 M)</th>
<th>TTS6 (40 M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>2.93125</td>
<td>3.41675</td>
<td>4.00625</td>
<td>3.65625</td>
<td>4.01875</td>
<td>3.95421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>2.66875</td>
<td>3.04375</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.0625</td>
<td>3.44375</td>
<td>3.3478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.23025</td>
<td>3.628125</td>
<td>3.359375</td>
<td>3.73125</td>
<td>3.651005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respective modules are integrated based on the behavior of the speech interactive agent. The speech interactive agent is not a best solution for human and machine interface if the usage is not easy. Thus, to provide the efficient tool for speech interaction and improve the performance of speech recognition rate, usability issues are considered. These issues include start button to notify speech recognition, undo function, command mode, verification function, out-of-vocabulary rejection, speech guidance and so on. In our proposed system, following consideration is implemented. Speech recognition start button by pushing the external push to talk (PTT) button is provided. Disabling function of speech recognition is automatically done if the user does not speak any word for 3 seconds after pushing the PTT button. Verification function is applied using TTS to notify the recognition result. Undo function provides the feedback to the previous state by pushing the PTT button again within 1 seconds if the recognition result is failed. Command mode is classified into a global and local command. The user can choose the command mode; expand mode and local mode. Expand mode includes a global and local commands, and local mode includes only a local command. Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rejection is applied to reject the word if there is no one in a given recognition list. Lastly, Speech guidance using the TTS in order to notify the guideline information for the easy use is applied. On this situation, a lot of people used this system for some periods. Mostly used application was road navigation, MP3 player, Radio, and TV in order.

5 Discussions and Conclusions

5.1 Discussions

As the quality of automatic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) steadily improves, a variety of multimedia application services using embedded ASR
(eASR), distributed speech recognition (DSR) and embedded TTS (eTTS) are being introduced for commercial use. In particular, since the demand of Telematics services is surging, speech interface to interact with human users has become an essential means of the multi-modal interface. As a Telematics client service interface, the eASR, DSR, and eTTS combined as a stand-alone unit provides an easy manipulation interface for command and controlling a car navigation system while the driver can pay attention to safe driving. In addition, as computer technology is improved, small sized computers such as AutoPCs has been utilized in various fields. Thus, by using this embedded system, the user requests and wants to utilize various service applications that they is used on a desktop PC, even while driving a car.

However, an embedded hardware system has a resource limitation and low performance capability. Actually, this condition is not able to represent huge data. Thus, a new architectural model is required in an embedded system. One alternative method is to use the Web. On the server-side, a comprehensive database is first mined, and then all the discovered patterns are stored in a DBMS. On the client-side, some abstraction data and indexes are stored. If the user wants to show specific data, the client obtains that information from a data mining server via the Internet using abstraction data and indexes. Meanwhile, Multimedia files such as music, moving picture files can be presented using data streaming method [5]. In our system, we reduce the memory size by using this concept. Even if a data communication fee per a packet should be paid, compression techniques for transmission packets could reduce the packet size. In addition, this can be resolved according to the policy of service usage. On the other hand, sensor network [12][13] is employed. Distributed sensor network obtain the distinct information by using its own functionality. Finally fused data provides the reliable information processed from competitive and cooperative terms to the users.

With the above concepts, we designed a framework for command, control, communication, and intelligence environment based on a software agent on an embedded car navigation system, and then implemented it on AutoPC environment as shown in Figure 5. The proposed framework provides the structure to extend the system easily and integrate with other services. It is possible that the core processing such as
combining rules from interface modalities, data fusion rules, DBMS processing, and communication tasks are done by the speech interactive agent. In this system, a conversational tool provides advantages in confirming the final decision to use human interactive data mining [3].

5.2 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a decision theoretic fusion framework that includes the multiple level-of-abstraction approach combining multiple-level association rules and the summary table, as well as the active interaction rule generation algorithm using the rough set theory for actionability on an embedded car navigation system. In addition, it included the sensory and data fusion level rule extraction algorithm to cope with simultaneous events occurring from multi-modal interface. Using such a decision theoretic fusion framework, a variety of applications can be applied easily to this system in the form of flexible, extensible and transparent ones. We expect that this fusion framework will be able to meet the user’s demands and desires.
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Abstract. During the life cycle of a software development project, many problems arise. Resolutions to these problems are time consuming and expensive. This paper discusses the use of data mining in solving some of these problems to improve the system development life cycle process. A case study of applying data mining to the software Problem Report management data is also presented. The empirical results demonstrate the capability and benefit of data mining analysis in systems development life cycle.

1 Introduction

The System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) includes various phases during which the defined software products are created or modified [22]. These phases include planning, definition, requirement analysis, design, development, testing and integration, implementation, operation and maintenance. During the SDLC process, huge repositories for configuration management, risk management, project metric report and problem report management are maintained in addition to source code.

These repositories are potential sources of useful information that can be used in improving the SDLC process. Researchers have started using data mining (DM) [5,9,10,11,16,18,21] techniques in this process. Some examples of DM usage are in (1) software maintenance by summarizing and augmenting software changes, (2) software development process by automatically generating test cases and checking their outputs, (3) software reuse by predicting success or failure of components beforehand, and matching and discovering reusable patterns, and (4) project planning and estimation by identifying relationships between human resources and product types.

This paper discusses the capability and benefit of data mining analysis in systems development life cycle. The paper is organised into two parts. The first part includes the discussion on various DM applications in SDLC. The second part presents a case study of applying DM to the software problem report management data.

2 Data Mining Applications in SDLC

Figure 1 illustrates a general framework of applying DM techniques to aid the SDLC process. We have summarised the use of DM in SDLC into two areas: (1) software development process that includes management rule generation, risk assessment and...
software component testing and (2) software reuse and maintenance that includes component discovery, reuse and maintenance.

There are also examples of complementing DM with the use of software engineering (SE) principles. [7] utilised SE principles for the development of clustering architecture implemented on the multi-stage DM process to reduce the processing time. A SE methodology is also used to combine the application of deductive logic for generating intelligence from a collection of SE data [13].

![Diagram of DM process in SDLC](image)

**Fig. 1.** A general framework showing steps of DM process in SDLC

### 2.1 Software Development Process

There exist several software development methodologies such as waterfall, incremental, rapid, agile and object-oriented [18]. Usually developers choose a methodology based on their previous experience or according to the managerial decisions. Every organisation collects a meta-data about the applications being developed. A data set can be created based on the methodology used, human resources involved, nature of the application, etc, and finally whether the project has been successful or not. Results of the DM analysis can be used in advising developers on the usage of a methodology according to the nature of the future application, to warn developers about failure stories, and to inform project managers on human resources planning and scheduling.
DM has been used in detecting error-patterns linked to a certain software component(s). The error patterns in combination with the associated component(s) can give an overview of the problem, and whether this problem in the component is associated with other failures elsewhere in the component hierarchy. [9] used the classification and regression trees algorithm to predict which software modules likely to have faults discovered during operations. They derived the variables from various SDLC repositories and used them as useful predictors of software quality. Software developers need such predictions early in development to enhance software quality.

[16] successfully used regression tree analysis to determine the project size based on the size of individual software components. The size estimation helps in resource planning. [5] used the classification and association data mining to model the complex behaviour of the software development process and created different scenarios for the same project. The generated management rules make the decision-taking process easy for project managers in a similar situation.

Researchers have also used DM in automatic testing of systems. [10] used info-fuzzy network based method to recover the system requirements, to automatically design a minimal set of test cases and to evaluate the correctness of outputs.

2.2 Software Reuse and Maintenance

The use of object oriented analysis and design has skyrocketed in the last decade and contributes greatly to both organizational and commercially available software components. However finding the right component at the right time can be a complex task. Choosing the right library or (module) component can result in an efficient project, but selecting the wrong components can cause unnecessary project delays due to possible software failure and debugging.

Nakkrasae et al. [15] used a neural network technique to classify software components for effective archival and retrieval purposes. This work enables software components details to be stored, classified, and subsequently retrieved for reuse. In the same line, Miller et al [12] utilised DM techniques to discover structural information about legacy programs and constructed a warehouse of program-analysis data to provide support in software reuse and maintenance.

Morisio et al. [14] identified success or failure factors in components by using predictive DM which is aimed at two factors namely human factors and product type. This leads to recommending possible successful components for reuse. Michail [11] used link analysis to find association between library classes and program functions that are typically reused in combination with application classes. Specific rules of how components are associated with library functions through usage are created.

Many software projects fail because components fail and huge resources is wasted in debugging and fixing faulty code. This becomes worse when changes in one part of the program code make other components faulty and unusable based on relationships between the components. Ying et al. [20] applied association mining to determine change patterns – set of files that were changed together frequently in the past – from the change history of the programming codes. The mined change patterns (a set of files) are used as recommendation (to check for correctness) whenever a developer modifies the linked existing code. Shirabad et al [17] investigated decision tree learning to find out the relevant files that are affected by the changes applied to a
particular file or a set of files. They used the software maintenance records to provide the training data set in a DM process.

2.3 Data Mining Tools in SDLC

The most commonly used DM techniques in SDLC are decision trees, neural networks and association analysis. A DM tool used in SDLC should be effective to utilise these techniques, easy to use, support data preparation and most importantly, be able to present results in a succinct manner. The general-purpose DM tools such as SAS ‘Enterprise Miner’ and Statsofts’s ‘Statistica Data Miner’ (known for the user-friendly drag-and-drop workspace and good reporting functions) can be used. There also exits DM tools especially built to assist in SDLC process. An example is EMERALD [4], Enhanced Measurement for Early Risk Assessment of Latent Defects, for assessing reliability risk for software developers and managers. This tool has been used in number of studies, e.g., [19] used EMERALD for predicting fault ranges of software modules with Fuzzy Nonlinear Regression.

2.4 Major Issues Arising with Applications of Data Mining in SDLC

General problems encountered with data such as over-fitting/poor-fitting, missing and noisy values, large size and dimensionality, still remain the same for this domain as others. Some of the issues listed below can be considered as major requirements and challenges for the further evolution of DM technology in SDLC.

Diversity of the Data Types: Large software projects often keep huge amounts of data spread over different non-consolidated repositories such as source code repositories e.g., CVS; conceptual models of software e.g., UML; modelling tools e.g., Rational Rose; project management tools and documentation tools. Additionally, data collected during a SDLC process reside in many sources such as flat files, relational databases, data warehouses, transactional databases, advance database systems (including object-oriented, object-relational, multimedia and specific application-oriented databases) and the Web. While DM is applicable to any kind of data, the challenges and techniques may vary depending on the repository type.

A DM system must be able to deal with data drawn from different sources and formats. Without proper pre-processing, analysis of data to uncover patterns will be difficult since bad quality data ultimately leads to useless discoveries. The pre-processing module should include the use of simple query languages to extract data from various repositories, integrate, select, assess for quality and convert to the format suitable to the analysis tool.

Mining Methodology and User Interaction Issues: Data residing in many sources also poses a problem in mining of knowledge at multiple levels [8]. This raises the problem of finding associations among these various sets of extracted knowledge. The integration of extracted relationships from various sources is an unresolved issue [18].

* CVS is a common method to store source code of a project in a centralized repository.
† Unified Modelling Language is a popular modelling language in SDLC.
‡ An industry standard multi-purpose modelling tool (by IBM) for software projects.
Additionally, a large portion of the SDLC process is based on background knowledge of personnel involved. A DM technique should learn to incorporate the priori knowledge in its process.

Another aspect of DM that can be a problem is the presentation and visualization of the complex results. Output of a mining process is usually a large number of meaningful rules. However the representation of these rules to assist a project manager in making strategic directions requires significant post-processing.

Performance Issues: These include efficiency, scalability, and user effectiveness of data mining algorithms and tools. The performance metrics assessing the appropriateness of DM methods to SDLC includes robustness, scalability, automatic pre-processing capability, reliability, noise tolerance and sensitivity analysis [6]. A DM tool should be able to include all (or majority) of these to get the user satisfaction.

3 A Case Study: Analysis of Problem Report Data

This section describes the application of DM techniques to the software Problem Report (PR) management data of a large global telecommunication company. When a problem is reported, the responsible team can only approximately suggest the efforts (time) to fix the problem based on their previous experience. If the current project is not within their familiar topics, the accuracy of the estimation becomes worse.

The goal of this mining process is to provide estimation of effort to fix when a problem is raised. The results will reveal the hidden relationships in data, such as:

- How long does it take to fix a problem when a particular type of PR is raised?
- What type of project documents needs significant efforts to fix the associated bug?

This will bring great cost savings and benefits to the organisation by the improved control over the PR fixing and an accurate project planing, estimation and progress control. The results will especially be useful to developers in problem reasoning. When a programmer is struggling with a bug, a resolution can be suggested from the knowledge inferred from the previous similar problems stored in PRs.

3.1 Data Pre-processing

The first task in the process is to prepare the data set according to the DM techniques.

Field Selection: The PR data consists of textual information, categorical and numerical fields. Several fields such as confidential, submitter-ID, environment, fix, release note, audit trail, the associated project name and the PR number are ignored during mining. These are used in pre-processing and post-processing stages to assist in the selection of data and a better understanding of the rules being found.

Whenever a PR is raised, a project leader will have to find answers for the following questions before taking any action:

- How severe the problem is (customer impact)?
- What is the impact of the problem on project schedule (Cost & Team priority)?
- What type of the problem it is (a Software bug or a design flaw)?
How long it will take to fix?
How many people were involved?
What is the problem description?

Accordingly, attributes such as Severity (serious, critical or non-critical), Priority (high, medium or low), Class (sw-bug, doc-bug, change-request, duplicate, mistaken, or support), Arrival-Date, Closed-Date, Responsible, and Synopsis are considered for mining.

The attribute ‘Class’ is chosen as the target attribute in order to find out any valuable knowledge of the type of the problem with the rest of the PR attributes. Knowing the relationship between the fix effort and the PR class, a project leader can analyse the fix effort versus the human resources available. This knowledge can now be used in the scheduling and resource planning.

Every PR has an attribute, State (open, active, analysed, suspended, feedback, resolved and closed), to indicate the current stage of the PR. Since, the aim of this mining exercise is to find useful knowledge from existing projects, the PRs with a closed value in their State field are only considered.

The first five fields have fixed input values. Responsible attribute is used to calculate how many people were involved to fix the problem. Association or classification rules are generated by applying DM techniques on these fields. The Synopsis field has text information. It may contain what type of a project document (a piece of code or a support document) that the PR is concerned with. It can be used as a text index. Text Mining is considered to analyse this qualitative information.

Data Cleaning: The data set has some noise due to evolution of the data acquisition system and human involvement with the process. An example is the use of different terminologies over the time such as SW-bug or sw-bug as an input value for Class field (Example a, d in Figure 2). A Time-Zone field and other new input values have been added later in the system on management request based on the feedback of users after several years of system running.

To handle with the erroneous PRs, attempts are made to recover errors in PRs manually or automatically. If successful, the modified PRs are included in the mining process. For example, SW-bug in Class field is replaced by sw-bug throughout the data. The Completed-Date field (that was obsolete after some year of usage) is deleted, and the value (if any) is copied into the Closed-Date field.

The PRs, in which an error cannot be recovered precisely, are either discarded or replaced by a ‘?’ if a software can handle the missing values. For example, the instance a in Figure 2 has its closed time earlier than the time being raised. Some PRs do not have all the values stored; such as Example e in Figure 2 has no closed date. An example of inconsistent values is shown in Figure 2 - there is no input for the Time-Zone field in a PR recorded before 1998, as the Time-Zone field is added in 1998.

Data Transformation: The attributes Arrival-Date and Closed-Date are transformed to a time-period - identifying the time spent to fix a PR – by taking account the additional information Time-Zone and Responsible. This transformation resulted in the Time-to-fix attribute with continuous values (figure 3). The Responsible attribute has the information about personnel engaged in rectifying the problem. We assume that the derived attribute Time-to-fix is total time spent to fix a problem if there is only
one person involved. The calculated time period from *Arrival-Date* and *Closed-Date* is then multiplied by the number of people yield from the *Responsible* attribute. We have also experimented with discretizing this attribute with cutting points be one day (1), half week (3 days), one week (7), two weeks (14), one month (30) and one quarter (90 days), half year (180 days) and more than one year (360 days). The main reason behind this exercise is to give an approximate estimate. It allows for a minor change in human resource, and being not highly dependent on the exact human resource involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PR_ID</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Arrival-Date</th>
<th>Close-Date</th>
<th>Synopsis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17358</td>
<td>bambam</td>
<td>serious</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>sw-bug</td>
<td>20:50 May 25 CST 1999</td>
<td>11:35 Mar 24 CST 1999</td>
<td>STI STR register not being reset at POR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17436</td>
<td>bambam</td>
<td>serious</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>support</td>
<td>18:10 Mar 30 CST 1999</td>
<td>12:00 May 24 CST 1999</td>
<td>sequence_reg varable in the RDR_CHL task is not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>bingarra</td>
<td>serious</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>doc-bug</td>
<td>10:10 May 31 May 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>In URDRT2 of design doc, the word 'last' should be 'first'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6205</td>
<td>gali</td>
<td>serious</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>SW-bug</td>
<td>14:30 Nov 5 1997</td>
<td>13:14 Dec 1 1997</td>
<td>grouping of options in dialog box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Data examples from the original PR data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Time-to-fix</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Synopsis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>serious, high, 61, sw-bug, STI STR register not being reset at POR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serious, high, 56, support, sequence_reg varable in the RDR_CHL task is not defined</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serious, low, ?, doc-bug, In URDRT2 of design doc, the word 'last' should be 'first'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serious, medium, 24, sw-bug, grouping of options in dialog box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Data examples ready for mining

### 3.2 Data Modelling and Mining

We have chosen three data mining techniques to analyse the PR data:

- Predictive modelling on the PR data to make estimation on the time spent to fix a PR according to the PR properties.
- Link analysis to discover association among various PR characteristics.
- Text mining to analyse *Synopsis* field to find out most representative words in the problem-discussion, showing the major cause of a problem, along with the relationship of each frequent word with other words to show how are they related.
The predictive modelling or classification task builds a model by recognising distinct characteristics of the data set. We have chosen tree induction or decision tree (DT) due to their simplicity, efficiency and capability of dealing with noise and large data. The size of a DT depends on the number of attributes used to construct it. Because the number of attributes in our problem is small, the resulting DT is relatively simple and thus its structure is understood easily by a human analyst.

The link analysis operation exposes samples and trends by predicting correlation of variables in a given data set. We have used the Apriori algorithm [6] to reveal hidden affinity among the variables if a PR report is being raised.

We have used the C5 [2], CBA [1] and the TextAnalyst [3] tools for classification, both classification and association, and text mining respectively.

3.3 Assimilation and Analysis of Outputs

Classification and Association Rule Mining: In order to get better rules and to decrease the error rate, several approaches are used. One approach is to stratify the data on the target using the choice-based sampling instead of using random samples. Equal numbers of samples representing each possible value of the target attribute (Class) are chosen for training. This improves the possibility of finding rules that are associated with the small groups of values during training. Another approach is to choose different amounts of PR data as training sets.

We used different training data sets. The first data set (Case 1, Table 1) contains 1224 PRs belonging to a specific software project out of total 11,000 PRs. The second data set (Case 2) contains the equal distributed target values for a medium size of 3400 PRs (about 900 PRs from each value of ‘Class’) from all software projects. The third data set (Case 3) contains a large size of 5381 PRs from all software projects. We also performed the randomly selected PRs in 10-fold cross-validation experiments. The cross validation technique splits the whole data set into several subsets (called folds). Let each fold to be the test case and the rest as training sets in turn during training.

Experiments were conducted to test both type of time attribute – manually discretised or continuous values (labelled D or C in Table 1). Table 1 reports the classification mining results on all three cases, the associative rule mining results as Case 4, and (average) 10-fold cross-validation results.

We used two learning engines to discover rules from the PR data set – single support CBA (labelled SS in the Table 1 e.g., Case1-SS) and multiple support CBA (labelled b in the Table 1 e.g., Case1-MS). Constraints, support and confidence, are included in rules to control the quality of results. Confidence is the measure of the strength of a rule that indicates the probability of having consequence(s) in the rules provided that the rule contains certain antecedent(s). Support indicates the number of input data supporting the rule.

Some of the attributes in the data do not have uniform distributions, and many attributes are of very low frequency. Therefore a single support for all attributes is not able to discover important rules. This problem is relieved by setting multiple supports that allow user to choose different minimum supports to different attributes.

In general, all classification results in CBA achieve around 46% error rate in training data set (the lowest is 43.51%, the highest is above 59.10%). Above 51%
correct prediction rate is achieved in testing data set (the lowest has 43.51%, the highest has 58.25%). Another interesting point is that the attempt to improve the accurate prediction in the way of equal-distributed target-value samples does not lead much change; there is only roughly 3% improvement over the final result. The error rates from using multiple supports are higher and the number of extracted rules is lower than those from using single support mining engine.

The continuous time values result better than manually discretized values. This indicates that the discretized values may have resulted in some information loss.

Table 1. CBA Mining Results Summary. Rules are ranked by confidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#Rules</th>
<th>Error rate (%)</th>
<th>Time cost (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case1-SS-D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46.16</td>
<td>52.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case1-SS-C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45.18</td>
<td>47.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case1-MS-D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47.059</td>
<td>47.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case1-MS-C</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.18</td>
<td>47.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case2-SS-D</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>57.04</td>
<td>59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case2-SS-C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>57.39</td>
<td>58.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case2-MS-D</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>59.10</td>
<td>58.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case2-MS-C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58.45</td>
<td>58.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case3-SS-D</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>43.61</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case3-SS-C</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case3-MS-D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case3-MS-C</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-CV-SS-D</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-CV-SS-C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46.05</td>
<td>46.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-CV-MS-D</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>48.87</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-CV-MS-C</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>45.02</td>
<td>45.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case4-SS-D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46.16</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case4-SS-C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45.18</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case4-MS-D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47.059</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case4-MS-C</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.18</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no rule that has confidence value larger than 80%, however they do describe some characters of the PR fixing process. Therefore they are useful for the project management in estimating bug fixing related time issues.

Followings are examples of generated classification rules with CBA:

Rule 1: If severity = non-critical and Time-to-fix = 3 to 30 days and priority = medium
Then class = doc-bug. Confidence = 82.7%, Support = 2.7%
Rule 2: If $\text{severity} = \text{critical}$ and $\text{Time-to-fix} = \text{less than 3 days}$ and $\text{priority} = \text{high}$
Then $\text{class} = \text{sw-bug}$. Confidence $= 75.2\%$, Support $= 2.3\%$

Overall, the extracted rules infer that the software related bugs can be fixed within 3 days with above 75% confidence if they have high priority and are in critical condition. It may take 3 months to fix the problem if the corresponding priority and severity are graded as medium and serious.

The software C5 was also used to perform classification data mining. We also utilised boosting and cross validation (Table 2). Boosting is a technique for generating and combining multiple classifiers to give improved predictive accuracy. After a number of trials, several different decision trees or rule sets are combined to reduce error rate for prediction. Boosting takes a longer time to produce the final classifier, and may not always achieve better results than a single classifier approach does, especially when the training data set has noise. Boosting and cross validation techniques do not generate a new rule, but try to find a better rule from the existing results. They only produce better results than the individual trees if the individual trees disagree with one another.

Table 2. C5 Mining Results Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal mining</th>
<th>Mining with Boosting</th>
<th>Mining with cross-validation (10-fold)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>#Rules</strong></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error Rate (%)</strong></td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error Rate (%)</strong></td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of tree</strong></td>
<td>141</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process Time (seconds)</strong></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some example extracted classification rules with C5 are:

Rule 1: When a PR is in low priority and the time spent is around half a day (0.5 day)
Then the rule has a high probability (87.5% Confidence) to classify a bug to be a document related bug.

Rule 2: When a PR is in medium priority with non-critical severity and the time spent is around 1.1 day
Then the rule has 84.6% Confidence to classify a bug to be a document related bug.

Rule 3: When a PR is in low priority and the time spent for fixing is around 1 week
Then the rule has 83.3% Confidence to classify a bug to be a software bug.

In general, all the rule sets achieve around 42% training error rate (the lowest is 40.3%, the highest is 43.9%) and 42.5% test error rate (the lowest is 39.4%, the
highest is 44.1%). Both of the rates are better than CBA results. The time efficiency of C5 is also better than CBA.

**Text Mining in PR Data:** In order to find valuable knowledge from thousands of text, we categorise the pure text into several document types based on specific background knowledge. The result of the text mining together with the rules obtained from classification and association can more accurately predict the time and cost of fixing PRs. The TextAnalyst [3] tool automatically provides a concise and accurate summary of the analysed text and extracts some valuable rules. It builds up a semantic network for the investigation over the PR data.

The semantic network tree of the PR data contains a set of the most important words or word combinations, called **concepts**. Each concept of the semantic network is characterised by a weight value and a set of relationship of this concept to other concepts in the network. Every relationship between concepts is also assigned a weight value. The values of the weights range from 0 to 100, which correspond to the probability that the associated concept is characteristic for the whole PR data.

An interesting result is obtained for SCMP, Software Configuration Management Plan, a support document in every project. Since SCMP is not a main design document for a project with just about tens pages, it has never been considered as a trouble making item. However, the result showed that SCMP has 71% probability of appearing in test related PRs, and 58% probability of appearing in Code related PRs. This result is higher than the result associated with SRS (“Software Requirements Specification”, a main development document directly related to software). This indicates that the attention should be paid in designing the SCMP document, and hence reducing the total cost of fixing SCMP related PRs.

Another analysis shows that a test related PR also has a higher weight (36, 100) in document related bugs than a SRS related PR (35, 99) does. This suggests that designers should also focus on the quality of the support and testing related documents along with the product related documents.

### 3.4 Problems in Performing Mining

The error rates in both CBA and C5 are higher than expected. Although several approaches are attempted to reduce the error such as uniform distribution of values, cross validation, boosting, different size of training set, etc. Unfortunately, the average error rate is only fallen down by 5% from 47% to 42%. The best result is 9% improvement from 46% to 37%. These results indicate that some amount of noise is still existent in data even after dealing with the noise during pre-processing.

The relationships between PRs and human resources within a particular project play a major role. The time needed to fix a bug is different for each project depending upon the actual human resources available. We have used only the ‘*Responsible*’ attribute to indicate the human resource available. Truly, the relationship with the human resources available for past projects is needed to help project leaders to predict time consummations more accurately. The integration of the ‘Change Request’ data set that records all customer request process may rectify this problem.

Another reason is a non-uniform value distribution in the data set. For example, there are only 342 PRs with *change-request* value in the data set, compared to more than
5900 PRs related to \textit{sw-bug}. Any potential rule associated to \textit{change-request} can be heavily affected due to the presence of large size group with other values. Again the use of additional data sources together with the PR data set can rectify this problem.

We also attempted to use neural networks, there was no significant improvement in accuracy. In addition, it was difficult to interpret the outputs without the use of rule extraction techniques.

4 Conclusion

This paper attempts to show the use of data mining as one of the efficient methods to improve the SDLC process. Data mining can assist software developers by automating some of the development tasks. For example, the fundamental idea behind object-oriented programming is the re-use of components and linkage of objects through class instantiation, polymorphism and abstraction calls. Data mining can help to realise this concept more efficiently.

This paper also explored the use of data mining on a set of data collected during the SDLC process under a real software business environment. Some useful rules are inferred on the time consumption to fix a Problem Report and the relationship between the content and the type of the PR. These rules are in the form of associations, decision trees and semantic trees. The result may help developers in problem reasoning, and project leaders in estimation and planning.

Results of this application indicate that DM has capacity to improve the quality and efficiency of the software development process, even though the scale of this DM task was limited. It will be interesting to apply data mining to different phases of software development such as software quality data and integration of various data and knowledge at multiple levels.

As in many other domains, the benefits and capabilities brought by data mining in SDLC are worth of further investigations.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a mining novel approach which consists of two new data mining algorithms for the classification over quantitative data, based on two new pattern called MOUCLAS (MOUntain function based CLASsification) Patterns and Jumping MOUCLAS Patterns. The motivation of the study is to develop two classifiers for quantitative attributes by the concepts of the association rule and the clustering. An illustration of using petroleum well logging data for oil/gas formation identification is presented in the paper. MPs and JMs are ideally suitable to derive the implicit relationship between measured values (well logging data) and properties to be predicted (oil/gas formation or not). As a hybrid of classification and clustering and association rules mining, our approach have several advantages which are (1) it has a solid mathematical foundation and compact mathematical description of classifiers, (2) it does not require discretization, (3) it is robust when handling noisy or incomplete data in high dimensional data space.

1 Introduction

Data mining based classification aims to build accurate and efficient classifiers not only on small data sets but more importantly also on large and high dimensional data sets, while the widely used traditional statistical data analysis techniques are not sufficiently powerful for this task¹, ². With the development of new data mining techniques on association rules, new classification approaches based on concepts from association rule mining are emerging. These include such classifiers as ARCS³, CBA⁴, LB⁵, JEP⁶, etc., which are different from the classic decision tree based classifier C4.5⁷ and k-nearest neighbor⁸ in both the learning and testing phases. To improve ARCS³, A non-grid-based technique⁹ has been further proposed to find quantitative association rules that can have more than two predicates in the antecedent. All the above algorithms are constrained by the framework of binning. Though several excellent discretization algorithms¹⁰, ¹¹ are proposed, a standard approach to discretization has not yet been developed.
Therefore, all the above research issues establish a challenge, which is whether it is possible that an association rule based classifier with any number of predicates in the antecedent can be developed for quantitative attributes by the concepts of clustering which can overcome the limitation caused by the discretization method. In this paper, to resolve the problem, we present a new approach to the classification over quantitative data in high dimensional databases, called MOUCLAS (MOUNtain function based CLASsification), based on the concept of the fuzzy set membership function. It aims at integrating the advantages of classification, clustering and association rules mining to identify interesting patterns in selected sample data sets.

2 Problem Statement

We now give a formal statement of the problem of MOUCLAS Patterns (called MPs) and introduce some definitions.

The MOUCLAS algorithm, similar to ARCS, assumes that the initial association rules can be agglomerated into clustering regions, while obeying the anti-monotone rule constraint. Our proposed framework assumes that the training dataset \( D \) is a normal relational set, where transaction \( d \in D \). Each transaction \( d \) is described by attributes \( A_j, j = 1 \) to \( l \). The dimension of \( D \) is \( l \), the number of attributes used in \( D \). This allows us to describe a database in terms of volume and dimension. \( D \) can be classified into a set of known classes \( Y, y \in Y \). The value of an attribute must be quantitative. In this work, we treat all the attributes uniformly. We can treat a transaction as a set of (attributes, value) pairs and a class label. We call each (attribute, value) pair an item. A set of items is simply called an itemset.

In this paper, we propose two novel classifiers, called the De-MP and J-MP, which exploit the discrimination ability of MOUCLAS Patterns (MPs) and Jumping MOUCLAS Patterns (JMPs).

The MOUCLAS Pattern (so called MP) has an implication of the form:

\[
\text{Cluster}(D)_t \rightarrow y,
\]

where \( \text{Cluster}(D)_t \) is a cluster of \( D, t = 1 \) to \( m \), and \( y \) is a class label.

The definitions of frequency and accuracy of MOUCLAS Patterns are defined as following: The MP satisfying minimum support is frequent, where MP has support \( s \) if \( s\% \) of the transactions in \( D \) belong to \( \text{Cluster}(D)_t \) and are labeled with class \( y \). The MP that satisfies a pre-specified minimum confidence is called accurate, where MP has confidence \( c \) if \( c\% \) of the transactions belonging to \( \text{Cluster}(D)_t \) are labeled with class \( y \).

We also adopt the concept of reliability\(^{12} \) to describe the correlation. The measure of reliability of the association rule \( A \Rightarrow B \) can be defined as:

\[
\text{reliability } R(A \Rightarrow B) = \left| \frac{P(A \land B)}{P(A)} - P(B) \right|
\]

Since \( R \) is the difference between the conditional probability of \( B \) given \( A \) and the unconditional of \( B \), it measures the effect of available information of \( A \) on the
probability of the association rule. Correspondingly, the greater \( R \) is, the stronger \( \text{MOUCLAS} \) patterns are, which means the occurrence of \( \text{Cluster}(D) \) more strongly implies the occurrence of \( y \). Therefore, we can utilize reliability to further prune the selected frequent and accurate and reliable \( \text{MOUCLAS} \) patterns \( (\text{MPs}) \) to identify the truly interesting \( \text{MPs} \) and make the discovered \( \text{MPs} \) more understandable. The \( \text{MP} \) satisfying minimum reliability is \text{reliable}, where \( \text{MP} \) has reliability defined by the above formula.

Given a set of transactions, \( D \), the problems of \( \text{De-MP} \) are to discover \( \text{MPs} \) that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified minimum support threshold \( (\text{called } \text{minsup})^{13} \), and minimum confidence threshold \( (\text{called } \text{minconf})^{13} \) and minimum reliability threshold \( (\text{called } \text{minR}) \) respectively, and to construct a classifier based upon \( \text{MPs} \).

A Jumping \( \text{MOUCLAS} \) Pattern \( (\text{JMP}) \) can be further defined based on the notion of the Jumping Emerging Pattern\(^6 \) \( (\text{JEP}) \) and \( \text{MP} \). A \( \text{JEP} \) is an itemset whose support increases significantly from 0 in a class (say poisonous class in mushroom data from the UCI repository) to a user-specified value in another class (say edible class). We can then use \( \text{JEP} \) as an index for dimensionality reduction. For each \( \text{JEP} \) in a certain class \( y \), only the attributes of the \( \text{JEP} \) will be kept for all the transactions in the class \( y \). We then perform the clustering on those transactions.

Let \( C \) denote the dataset of transaction \( d \) labeled with class \( y \) after dimensionality reduction processing by \( \text{JEPs} \). A \( \text{JMP} \) can be defined as a \text{cluster_rule} , namely a rule:

\[
\text{cluset} \rightarrow y,
\]

where \( \text{cluset} \) is a set of itemsets from a cluster \( \text{Cluster}(C) \), which is obtained from the clustering on the same class of transactions after dimensionality reduction via \( \text{JEP} \), \( y \) is a class label, \( y \in Y \). Let \( \text{JMPset} \) denote a set of \( \text{JMPs} \) which corresponds to the same \( \text{JEP} \).

Suppose the number of transactions of \( C \) in \( \text{cluset} \) is \( \text{cluCount} \), the number of transactions in \( C \) is \( \text{clasCount} \), the support of transaction \( d \) belong to \( \text{cluset} \) in \( C \), denoted as \( \text{subsup} \), can be defined by the formula:

\[
\text{subsup} = \frac{\text{cluCount}}{\text{clasCount}}
\]

Given a set of transactions, \( D \), the problems of \( \text{J-MP} \) is to discover all \( \text{JMPs} \) and calculate their \( \text{subsup} \) and construct a classifier based upon \( \text{JMPs} \).

3 The \text{MOUCLAS-1} Algorithm

The classification technique, \text{MOUCLAS-1}, consists of two steps:

1. Discovery of frequent, accurate and reliable \( \text{MPs} \).
2. Construction of a classifier, called \text{De-MP}, based on \( \text{MPs} \).

The core of the first step in the \text{MOUCLAS-1} algorithm is to find all \text{cluster_rules} that have support above \( \text{minsup} \). Let \( C \) denote the dataset \( D \) after dimensionality reduction processing. A \text{cluster_rule} represents a \( \text{MP} \), namely a rule:
where \( \text{cluset} \) is a set of itemsets from a cluster \( \text{Cluster}(C) \), \( y \) is a class label, \( y \in Y \). The support count of the \( \text{cluset} \) (called \( \text{clusupCount} \)) is the number of transactions in \( C \) that belong to the \( \text{cluset} \). The support count of the \( \text{cluster\_rule} \) (called \( \text{cisupCount} \)) is the number of transactions in \( D \) that belong to the \( \text{cluset} \) and are labeled with class \( y \). The confidence of a \( \text{cluster\_rule} \) is \( (\text{cisupCount} / \text{clusupCount}) \times 100\% \). The support count of the class \( y \) (called \( \text{clasupCount} \)) is the number of transactions in \( C \) that belong to the class \( y \). The support of a class (called \( \text{clasup} \)) is \( (\text{clasupCount} / |C|) \times 100\% \), where \( |C| \) is the size of the dataset \( C \).

Given a \( MP \), the reliability \( R \) can be defined as:

\[
R(\text{cluset} \rightarrow y) = \left| \frac{\text{cisupCount}}{\text{clusupCount}} - \left( \frac{\text{clasupCount}}{|C|} \right) \right| \times 100\%
\]

The traditional association rule mining only uses a single \( \text{minsup} \) in rule generation, which is inadequate for many practical datasets with uneven class frequency distributions. As a result, it may happen that the rules found for infrequent classes are insufficient and too many may be found for frequent classes, inducing useless or over-fitting rules, if the single \( \text{minsup} \) value is too high or too low. To overcome this drawback, we apply the theory of mining with multiple minimum supports\(^{14} \) in the step of discovering the frequent MPs as following.

Suppose the total support is \( t\text{-minsup} \), the different minimum class support for each class \( y \), denoted as \( \text{minsup}_i \), can be defined by the formula:

\[
\text{minsup}_i = t\text{-minsup} \times \text{freqDistr}(y)
\]

where, \( \text{freqDistr}(y) \) is the function of class distributions. \( \text{Cluster\_rules} \) that satisfy \( \text{minsup}_i \) are called \( \text{frequent cluster\_rules} \), while the rest are called \( \text{infrequent cluster\_rules} \). If the confidence is greater than \( \text{minconf} \), we say the \( MP \) is accurate.

The first step of \( \text{MOUCLAS-I} \) algorithm works in three sub-steps, by which the problem of discovering a set of \( MPs \) is solved:

**Algorithm:** Mining \( \text{frequent and accurate and reliable} \) \( \text{MOUCLAS} \) \( \text{patterns} \) \( (MPs) \)

**Input:** A training transaction database, \( D \); minimum support threshold \( (\text{minsup}_i) \); minimum confidence threshold \( (\text{minconf}) \); minimum reliability threshold \( (\text{minR}) \)

**Output:** A set of \( \text{frequent}, \text{accurate} \) and \( \text{reliable MOUCLAS patterns} (MPs) \)

**Methods:**

1. Reduce the dimensionality of transactions \( d \), which efficiently reduces the data size by removing irrelevant or redundant attributes (or dimensions) from the training data, and

2. Identify the clusters of database \( C \) for all transactions \( d \) after dimensionality reduction on attributes \( A_j \) in database \( C \), based on the Mountain function, which is a fuzzy set membership function, and specially capable of transforming quantitative values of attributes in transactions into linguistic terms, and

3. Generate a set of \( MPs \) that are both \( \text{frequent, accurate and reliable} \), namely, which satisfy the user-specified minimum support (called \( \text{minsup}_i \)), minimum confidence (called \( \text{minconf} \)) and minimum reliability (called \( \text{minR} \)) constraints.
In the first sub-step, we reduce the dimensionality of transactions in order to enhance the quality of data mining and decrease the computational cost of the MOUCLAS algorithm. Since, for attributes \( A_j, j = 1 \) to \( l \) in database, \( D \), an exhaustive search for the optimal subset of attributes within \( 2^l \) possible subsets can be prohibitively expensive, especially in high dimensional databases, we use heuristic methods to reduce the search space. Such greedy methods are effective in practice, and include such techniques as stepwise forward selection, stepwise backward elimination, combination of forwards selection and backward elimination, etc. The first sub-step is particularly important when dealing with raw data sets. Detailed methods concerning dimensionality reduction can be found in some papers\(^{15-18}\).

Fuzzy based clustering is performed in the second sub-step to find the clusters of quantitative data. The Mountain-climb technique proposed by R. R. Yager and D. P. Filev\(^{19}\) employed the concept of a mountain function, a fuzzy set membership function, in determining cluster centers used to initialize a Neuro-Fuzzy system. The subtractive clustering technique\(^{20}\) was defined as an improvement of Mountain-climb clustering. A similar approach is provided by the DENCLUE algorithm\(^{21}\), which is especially efficient for clustering on high dimensional databases with noise. The techniques of Mountain-climb clustering, Subtractive clustering and Denclue provide an effective way of dealing with quantitative attributes by mountain functions (or influence functions), which has a solid mathematical foundation and compact mathematical description and is totally different from the traditional processing method of binning. It offers us an opportunity of mining the patterns of data from an innovative angle. As a result, part of the research task presented in the introduction can now be favorably answered.

The observation that, a region which is dense in a particular subspace must create dense regions when projected onto lower dimensional subspaces, has been proved by R. Agrawal and his research cooperators in CLIQUE\(^{22}\). In other words, the observation follows the concepts of the apriori property. Hence, we may employ prior knowledge of items in the search space based on the property so that portions of the space can be pruned. The successful performance of CLIQUE has again proved the feasibility of applying the concept of apriori property to clustering. It brings us a step further towards the solution of the rest part of the research task, that is, if the initial association rules can be agglomerated into clustering regions, just like the condition in ARCS, we may be able to design a new classifier for the purpose of classification, which confines its search for the classifier to the cluster of dense units of high dimensional space. The answer to the rest research task can contribute to the third sub-step of the MOUCLAS algorithm to the forming of the antecedent of \( \text{cluster_rules} \), with any number of predicates in the antecedent. In the third sub-step, we identify the candidate \( \text{cluster_rules} \) which are actually frequent and accurate and reliable. From this set of frequent and accurate and reliable \( \text{cluster_rules} \), we produce a set of \( \text{MPs} \).

Let \( I \) be the set of all items in \( D \), \( C \) be the dataset \( D \) after dimensionality reduction, where transaction \( d \in C \) contains \( X \subseteq I \), a \( k \)-itemset. Let \( E \) denote the set of candidates
of cluster_rules, where \( e \in E \), and \( F \) denote the set of frequent cluster_rules. The first step of the MOUCLAS algorithm is given in Figure 1 as follows.

The task of the second step in MOUCLAS-1 algorithm is to use a heuristic method to generate a classifier, named De-MP, where the discovered MPs can cover \( D \) and are organized according to a decreasing precedence based on their confidence and support. Suppose \( R \) be the set of frequent, accurate and reliable MPs which are generated in the past step, and \( MP_{\text{default class}} \) denotes the default class, which has the lowest precedence. We can then present the De-MP classifier in the form of

\[
<MP_1, MP_2, \ldots, MP_n, MP_{\text{default class}}>,
\]

where \( MP_i \in R, i = 1 \) to \( n \), \( MP_a \succ MP_b \) if \( n \geq b > a \geq 1 \) and \( a, b \in i \), \( C \subseteq \cup \text{cluset of } MP_i \).

1. \( X = \text{reduceDim}(I); \) // reduce the dimensionality on the set of all items \( I \) of in \( D \)
2. \( \text{Cluster}(C)_i = \text{genCluster}(C); \) // identify the complete clusters of \( C \)
3. \( \text{for each } \text{Cluster}(C)_i \) do
   \( E = \text{genClusterrules(cluset, class)}; \) // generate a set of candidate cluster_rules
4. \( \text{for each transaction } d \in C \) do
5. \( E_d = \text{genSubClusterrules}(E, d); \) // find all the cluster_rules in \( E \) whose cluset are supported by \( d \)
6. \( \text{for each } e \in E_d \) do
7. \( \text{e. clusupCount}++; \) // accumulate the clusupCount of the cluset of cluster_rule \( e \)
8. \( \text{if } d.\text{class} = e.\text{class} \text{ then } e.\text{cisupCount}++; \) // accumulate the cisupCount of cluster_rule \( e \)
9. \( \text{end} \)
10. \( \text{end} \)
11. \( F = \{ e \in E | e.\text{cisupCount} \geq \text{minsup}_i \}; \) // construct the set of frequent cluster_rules
12. \( MP = \text{genRules}(F); \) //generate MP using the genRules function by \( \text{minconf} \) and \( \text{minR} \)
13. \( \text{end} \)
14. \( MP_s = \cup MP; \) // discover the final set of MPs

**Fig. 1.** The First Step of the MOUCLAS-1 Algorithm

The second step of the MOUCLAS-1 algorithm also consists of three sub-steps, by which the De-MP classifier is formed:

**Algorithm: Constructing De-MP Classifier**

**Input:** A training database after dimensionality reduction, \( C \); The set of frequent and accurate and reliable MOUCLAS patterns (MPs)

**Output:** De-MP Classifier

**Methods:**

1. Identify the order of all discovered MPs based on the definition of precedence and sequence them according to decreasing precedence order.
2. Determine possible MPs for De-MP classifier from \( R \) following the descending sequence of MPs.
3. Discard the MPs which cannot contribute to the improvement of the accuracy of the De-MP classifier and keep the final set of MPs to construct the De-MP classifier.
In the first sub-step, the MPs are sorted in descending order, which has the training transactions surely covered by the MPs with the highest precedence when possible in the next sub-step. The sort of the whole set of MPs is performed following the definition of precedence:

Given two MPs, we say that \( MP_a \) has a higher precedence than \( MP_b \), denoted as \( MP_a \succ MP_b \), if \( \forall MP_a, MP_b \in MPs \), it holds that: the confidence of \( MP_a \) is greater than that of \( MP_b \), or if their confidences are the same, but the support of \( MP_a \) is greater than that of \( MP_b \), or if both the confidences and supports of \( MP_a \) and \( MP_b \) are the same, but \( MP_a \) is generated earlier than \( MP_b \).

In the second sub-step, we test the MPs following decreasing precedence and stop the sub-step when there is no rule or no training transaction. For each MP, we scan \( C \) to find those transactions satisfying the cluset of the MP. If the MP can correctly classify one transaction, we store it in a set denoted as \( L \). Those transactions satisfying the cluset of the MP will be removed from \( C \) at each pass. Each transaction can be identified by a unique ID. The next pass will be performed on the remaining data. A default class is defined at each scan, which is the majority class in the remaining data. At the end of each pass, the total number of errors that are made by the current \( L \) and the default class are also stored. When there is no rule or no training transaction left, we terminate this sub-step. After this sub-step, every MP in \( L \) can correctly classify at least one training transaction in \( C \).

In the third sub-step, though we would like to find as many MPs as possible to give good coverage of the training transactions in the second sub-step, we prefer strong MPs which have relatively high support and confidence, due to their characteristics of corresponding to larger coverage and stronger differentiating power. Meanwhile, we hope that the De-MP classifier, consisting of a combination of strong MPs, has a

\[
R = \text{sort}(R); // \text{sort MPs based on their precedence}
\]

\[
\text{for each } MP \in R \text{ in sequence do}
\]

\[
\text{temp} = \emptyset ;
\]

\[
\text{for each transaction } d \in C \text{ do}
\]

\[
\text{if } d \text{ satisfies the cluset of } MP \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{store } d.\text{ID in } \text{temp};
\]

\[
\text{if } MP \text{ correctly classifies } d \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{insert } MP \text{ at the end of } L;
\]

\[
\text{delete the transaction who has ID in } \text{temp from } C;
\]

\[
\text{selecting a default class for the current } L; // \text{determine the default class based on majority class of remaining transactions in } C
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{compute the total number of errors of } L; // \text{compute the total number of errors that are made by the current } L \text{ and the default class}
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{Find the first MP in } L \text{ with the lowest total number of errors and discard all the } MP \text{s after the } MP \text{ in } L;
\]

\[
\text{Add the default class associated with the above mentioned first MP to end of } L;
\]

\[
\text{De-MP classifier} = L
\]

Fig. 2. The Second Step of the MOUCLAS Algorithm
relatively smaller number of classification errors, because of greedy strategy. In addition, the reduction of MPs can increase the understandability of the classifier. Therefore, in this sub-step, we identify the first MP with the least number of errors in \( L \) and discard all the MPs after it because these MPs produce more errors. The undiscarded MPs and the default class corresponding to the first MP with the least number of errors in \( L \) form our De-MP classifier.

The second step of the MOUCLAS algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

In the testing phase, when we classify a new transaction, the first MP in De-MP satisfying the transaction is used to classify it. In De-MP classifier, default_class, having the lowest precedence, is used to specify a default class for any new sample that is not satisfied by any other MPs as in C4.5\textsuperscript{7}, CBA\textsuperscript{4}.

4 The MOUCLAS-2 Algorithm

The classification technique, MOUCLAS-2, consists of two main processes:

1. Discovering of all JMPs for each class.
2. Calculating their \( \text{subsup} \) and building a classifier, called J-MP, based on JMPs.

The core of the MOUCLAS-2 algorithm is to find all cluster_rules, namely the JMPs. The MOUCLAS-2 algorithm works in three sub-steps, by which the problem of discovering JMPsets and construction of a classifier is solved:

Algorithm: Mining Jumping MOUCLAS Patterns (JMPs) and building J-MP Classifier

Input: A training transaction database, \( D \);
Output: J-MP Classifier

Methods:
1. Reduce the dimensionality of transactions \( d \) in each class \( y \) by the information of the attributes in corresponding JEPs, and
2. Identify all the clusters of database based on the Mountain function, which is a fuzzy set membership function, and specially capable of transforming quantitative values of attributes in transactions into linguistic terms, and
3. Generate JMPsets for each class \( y \) and calculate their subsup.

In the first sub-step, detailed method concerning JEP can be found in this paper\textsuperscript{6}.

The third sub-step of the MOUCLAS-2 algorithm form the cluster_rules, with any number of predicates in the antecedent. It brings us a step further towards the solution of our research challenge. From this set of cluster_rules of a class \( y \), we produce a set of JMPs for the class \( y \). Let \( I \) be the set of all items in \( D \) labeled with class \( y \), \( C \) be the dataset of transaction \( d \) labeled with class \( y \) after dimensionality reduction processing by a JEP, where transaction \( d \in C \) contains \( X_i \subseteq I \), a \( k \)-itemset, and \( i \) be the number of JEPs in the class \( y \). Let \( E \) denote a set of cluster_rules (JMPset) of a class \( y \), corresponding to a JEP, where \( e \in E \).
The first step of the *MOUCLAS-2* algorithm is given in Figure 3 as follows.

1. \( X = \text{genJEP}(I); \) // generate all the *JEPs* of all the class \( y \) in \( D \)
2. \textbf{for} each class \( y \) \textbf{do}
3. \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} each \( JEP \) of a same class \( y \) \textbf{do}
4. \hspace{2em} \( X_i = \text{reduceDim}(I); \) // reduce the dimensionality on the set of all items \( I \) in \( D \) labeled with class \( y \) based on the attributes of the \( JEP \)
5. \hspace{2em} \( E_i = \text{genClusterrules}(cluset, class); \) // generate a set of cluster_rules, namely JMPset, based on \( X_i \)
6. \hspace{2em} \textbf{for} each transaction \( d \in C \) \textbf{do}
7. \hspace{3em} if one \( e \in E_i \) can be supported by \( d \) then \( e.\text{cluCount}++; \) // accumulate the cluCount of cluster_rule \( e \) supported by \( d \)
8. \hspace{2em} end
9. \hspace{2em} \( \text{subsup}_i = \frac{e.\text{cluCount}}{|C|}; \) //calculate the subsup of each JMPset
10. end
11. end
12. \( \text{JMPs} = \bigcup E_i \); // discover the final set of JMP

**Fig. 3.** The Training Phase of the MOUCLAS-2 Algorithm

In the testing phase, The *MOUCLAS-2* algorithm also consists of two sub-steps, by which the \( J-MP \) classifier can classify test data:

**Algorithm:** Classification Process of \( J-MP \) Classifier

**Input:** A test database, \( D; \) The set of Jumping \( MOUCLAS \) patterns (JMPs); The support of transaction \( d \) belong to JMPs in \( C (\text{subsup}) \)

**Output:** classification result of test database

**Methods:**

1. Determine the \( \text{subsup} \) of each transaction \( d \) in \( D \) in each class.
2. Classify the test data.
In the first sub-step, we firstly determine whether a \(JMP\)can be supported by a transaction \(d \in D\). If so, we then sum up the total \(\text{subsup}\) of the transaction \(d\) in one class. In this way, the \(\text{subsup}_y\) of the transaction \(d\) in the class \(y\) can be obtained, where \(y \in Y\). In the second step, the testing transaction \(d\) can be labeled as the class \(y\), where the \(\text{subsup}_y\) is greater than all the others. If the transaction \(d\) has the same maximum \(\text{subsup}_y\) in two classes, then it is labeled as the class, whose \(JMPs\) are generated earlier than the other.

The classification process of the \(MOUCLAS\) algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

### 5 Example of \(MOUCLAS\) Application in Reservoir Characterization

Oil/gas formation identification is a vital task of reservoir characterization in the petroleum industry, where the petroleum database contains such records (or attributes) as seismic data, various types of well logging data and petrophysical property data whose values are all quantitative.

An illustration of using well logging data for purpose of oil/gas formation identification is illustrated in Figure 5. The well logging data sets include attributes (well logging curves) of GR (gamma ray), RDEV (deep resistivity), RMEV (shallow resistivity), RXO (flushed zone resistivity), RHOB (bulk density), NPHI (neutron porosity), PEF (photoelectric factor) and DT (sonic travel time). Since most of the reservoirs are horizontally and vertically heterogeneous, no depth information is used for training.

![Quantitative Petroleum Data for MOUCLAS Mining](image)

**Fig. 5.** Quantitative Petroleum Data for MOUCLAS Mining (note: the dashed indicate the location of oil formation)

One transaction of the database can be treated as a set of the items corresponding to the same depth and a class label (oil/gas formation or not). A hypothetically useful \(MP\) or \(JMP\) may suggest a relation between well logging data and the class label of
oil/gas formation since. In this sense, a selected set of such MPs or JMPs can be a useful guide to petroleum engineers to identify possible drilling targets and their depth and thickness at the stage of exploration and exploitation.

MPs and JMPs aim at deriving an explicit or implicit heuristic relationship between measured values (well logging data) and properties to be predicted (oil/gas formation or not). The MOUCLAS based method is ideally suitable to establish such implicit relationships through proper training. The notable advantage of MOUCLAS based algorithms over more traditional processing techniques such as model based well logging analysis is that a physical model to describe the relationship between the well logging data and the property of interest is not needed; nor is an very precise understanding of the physical phenomena of the well logging data. From this point of view, MOUCLAS based algorithms provides a complementary and useful technical approach towards the interpretation of petroleum data and benefits petroleum discovery.

6 Conclusions

Two novel classification patterns, the MOUCLAS Pattern (MP) and the Jumping MOUCLAS Pattern (JMP) for quantitative data in high dimensional databases, are investigated in this paper. We also propose the algorithm for the discovery of the interesting MPs and JMPs and construct two new classifiers called De-MP and J-MP. As a hybrid of classification and clustering and association rules mining, our approach may have several advantages which are (1) it has a solid mathematical foundation and compact mathematical description of classifiers, (2) it does not require discretization, as opposed to other, otherwise quite similar methods such as ARCS are strongly related to, (3) it is robust when handling noisy or incomplete data in high dimensional data space, regardless of the database size, due to its grid-based characteristic. An illustration of application of MPs and JMPs is presented for the cost effective and intelligent well logging data analysis for reservoir characterization. In the future research, we attempt to carry out experiments on petroleum datasets to establish a relationship between different well logs, seismic attributes, laboratory measurements and other reservoir properties to evaluate performance of the MOUCLAS algorithms proposed in this paper.
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